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Our vise men have spoken,
The word has gone forth
To the Eust, to the West,
To the South, and the North;—
Build up the walls high,
. Let them reach to the sea,
And close all our gates
To the ** heathen Chinee.”

108
108
103

5

“*y

for a half hour.

It was

a

val, by some concealed machinery, was
bowing his greelings, surrounded by a
| grotesque cavalcade. One band and then
another played familiar airs, | All through

the square, vanishing ‘andreappearing

We'll send to them teachers,
As fast a8 we can,

To show them their duty
“To God and to man.
But this virgin soil,
This land ef the free,
Must not be defiled
By the ** heathen Chinee.”
Then triomph, ye Hoodlums!
Ye sand-lots” rejoice;
And ring out your victory,
With ¢xultant voice.
You've conquered! you've conquered
No more shall you see,
Your golden gate open

!

To **-heathen Chinee.”
REfi
ale

ARE SINGING,

singing, singing,

For the daybreak in the East:

Silver bells are ringing, ringing,

the Church’s
glorious Feast,
is risen! Christ is risen!
in’s jong triumph now is o'er.

"Christ is risen!
ath’s dark prison
Now can hold His Saints
ne more.
Brother!

Brother, Christ is risen indeed!
Ld

Saints, your Cross in patienc: bearing,
Mourners stained with many a tear,
Penitents, in sorrow wearing

Darkest weeds of shame and fear,—
Cbrist is risen! lose your or Jue,
thio ng:

Faithful hearts will find their gladness,
Joining iu the Easter song
risen, Brother!

Brother, Christ is risen indeed!
Christ is risen! Christ the Living,

boomed once,

twice, three times, and the

tun began. Confetti flew in all directions.
Alas! for the poor stranger who in broadcloth and tall hat,

without

a mask,

had

ventured out to see the sport. The procussion moved along the street -and before the stand where the judges decided
the merits of the various decorations and
Christ is risen! Death's dark prisen
Holds His faithful never more.
costumes, and upon the closing day were
Christ is risen! risen, Brother!
to award the prizes.
Brother, Christ is risen indeed!
— Nel,
It would occupy columns to speak of
bn amm—
——————
the festival in detail. We will only allude
THE OARNIVAL.
to some of the chariots, carriages and
costumes which were the most noticeable.
BY FRANCES STEWART MOSHER.
4 Le Char de la Roulette represented the
We had
hardly reached Nice last
game played at Monte Carlo. The body
September when we commenced 8 hear | of the car was a beautiful stone terrace
about the approaching Carnival. Since with broad flights of stairs, Two palm
that time it has been the one object of trees wave over the gigantic roulelie
anticipation and interest. Last evening, which is personated by eighteen men with

Feb. 21, completed the festival which is
claimed to be the most maguificent and
extensive in the world.

the numbers painted on--their backs.
Machinery revolves the circular bench
upon which they sit, sud a mammoth ba'l
rolls among them to the music of a con-

The old Roman Carnival, which was a
continuation of the Bacchanalian rites, cealed band.
in grandeur with the decay

of the ancient Mistréss of the world,

Another

‘car tells’ the

story

of Mere

Michel and her cat, a French nursery
The ceremonies, have been observed at rhyme. The figure of the old lady is
Nice for considerably over a hundred twenty feet high. ‘ The Wasps” are
years, but ‘with the recent growth and one of the moet artistic designs, and as
prosperity of the city they have assumed they dance about in black and gold garThe city
“more splendid proportions.
ments, and spread their wings of golden

- government, desirous of attracting all the
winter visitors possible, made liberal
appropriations, which were increased by

hotel keepers and prominent citizens, till

fifty thousand dollars were placed in the
‘ hands of the committee to be expended
Cidruival,

fire. THe various bands form

into. pro-

y, for its sidewalks are cov-

If there be

those who declare the importance | of our
cause and urge us, by all means,

not to not been for divine grace, I might

have
been as sbandoned as they are!”
The Romans decreed a crown always |to

give it up, then our work must necessarily cease, within

a few

weeks,

and

the

Boston church will be forever a thing of any citizen who had saved a. man’s , ife.
the past.

Such

an

But the crown of Christ's kingdom ji

event I cannot con- |

template without great sorrow

and dis- ‘only to him who has sved 2a nan’

§ 80
couragement. ~ But this need not be. I
It is said that an mg. when, con
do not believe it will be. Personally, 1 | plating » bigner Sign
ne
am willing to put into the, work ras enly %,
her ©
Oe
:

deep’ with crushed confeits

.
|
abitants are weary, and houses and | ies fotchurch re ‘united with me. God
are

soiled

and

in disorder. | help the men ap

yi ‘will require all of Lent-in which

women to whom
trusts are committed, but who totter al-

| most to falling

it of the follies of carnival.

to re

thusiastic gongs.

children walks

A man with a basket of

wy

by, followed by a rose

Whiekha just slosed. | t !
‘oe oe

: fearlessly oron an

under their heavy bur-

+) OUR BOSTON OHUROE.

tree which opens and closes. its flowers.
Father Time comes on horseback, then |
the sun, moon and stars, a perambulating
accordean, a chest of drawers, dishes of

) nd

BY

TH

REV, 0:8: PERKINS.

The most excellent eeditorial'in the Star
food and more comical and surprising of 1ubt week leaves very little ‘need of
devices than we can presume upon space farther; ‘pleading in behalt of this cause.
Indeed, answers to our’ ¢ircular

in which to enumerate.

show

that the plea is generally admitted, and
tened home to shake off the confetls and that success here is considered essential
prepare for some new form of gayety, for to our denominational growth. It is no
the entire week is devoted to pleasure. ‘uncommon thing for careful men to pro-

The sun went down, and people has-

nounce afo
chureh in Boston only
second in ifnportance for New England
‘to Batas'
College.
It neetl only be added that all denomi:
Friday aflernoon occurred the battle of
flowers. (The Promenade des Anglais was nations take the same view of their own
Vast sums of Bah
collected
the sceneof the contest. A long proces-

hi

i. a ctng,_ gots mis Tome2
of
pion

carriages

ed

with flo

gauze, vne “might'

almost

believe

some

Circe's wvand wasns effecting a transformation.
«The magic boxes " is a very ingenious
arrangement of nine immense blue and
rose volored boxes placed on a car at in-

to us: this

has been ‘committed

Tuesday, Feb. 21, was the grand closing day. The representatives of King
Carnival looked tired, and the canopies ot
the cars were faded in the bright sun and
The
soiled from the storms of confetts.
and
along
plodded
wearily
calvacades
there was little dancing among the masqueraders, The presentation of bankers
and prizes, varying from ten to a hundred
dollars, to the most ingeniously arrayed
car and costume was the only new feat;
ure,

not abandon until we have done

At nine o'clock in the evening the Place

ling spectator danced to the Carnival by

mére force of circumstances. Crowds of
people on the balconies, with lighted
tapers in their hands, were trying to blow
out their neighbor's candle and keep their.

own till the last.

Bengal lights cast

their weird glare over the scene.

Fire.

works lighted the heavens, exploding in

scintillations.
magnificent rockets and
Salvos of artillery were fired and bells
rung, bands played and the gathering
crowd danced and sang more merrily.
Aud yet all is good humor, There is no
The
intoxication nor rude behavior.
princess is safe in ber mask and the peasant is on an equality with those of noble
rank.

s

True greatness, then, comes indirectly.
First,

service,

No

man ever

great by laboring to. be 50,

is possible,

we

is nothing so. belittling as. for

Only one hopeful opportuni-

whom, in part, we might draw our

con-

to our few

people; logated in the extremes of the
city and the surrounding towns; but all
of them cotild reach the church without
very great gacrifice, and any of them
would ultimately locate near the church.
Looking to the future, this building is
much bette lotated than the one we now
e building, of solid stone, in
occupy.

good condition and well furnished, would
not be ready for our occupancy until Sept.

or October. This of itself, would be favorable, as it would give opportunity for collecting tunds, before payments would be
The

building

posed, be bought

one fo

be

can, it is sup-

at a bargain.

Our

vis oo J TA
The wayto

keep in position is just to keep in service,

and go on doing good all the day. Eminence is-not to be reached by a frantic
struggle after eminence. The road to it
is much more commonplace,
He that
would dazzle must dig.
There is a familiar text that is so beautiful in analysis:
¢ Let your light"—not
yourself, divine grace in you, not personal gifts—* so shine before men, that they

may see"—not you, but—‘‘ your good
works.” And this simply ¢ that they
muy glorify"—not you at all, but—¢ your
Father which is in heaven.” Here EY
i
intense thrusting of self back out of sight
and out of notice. And yet the Christian
who will do that. persistently can never
help becoming conspicuous.
Think of the graceful surrender of John
the Baptist, when he said, ¢ Behold the

Lamb of God!”

He had been a man of

mark. Now he retreated out of notice.
His last and noblest act was to say, I am
‘not the Christ; '1 am a mere voice; he
must increase ; I must decrease.

He be-

came a * bright and shining light” himself by walking straight up to Christ and
saying, ¢ This is the true Light of the
world.” The very sunshine he stood in
made him luminous forever.
In its estimates of greatness, the world

—unjust as it often is—recognizes this
principle.’ The moment any one becomes
_useful, the people will take

him

up

and

prerogative

that

we

put

forward,

but,

those’ who are useful.
He that would be,
chiefest has to become a servant of the

rest.
Oliver Cromwell found—so they say—
twelve great silver statues in York Cathedral.

Suddenly he asked,

‘* Who are

those expensive fellows up there ?”’

The

ecclesiastics told him

dis-

they

were

the

if we do

of the fu-

forward

not go

foolishly wasted in mére

at what-

on of self,

and mere complaints of Fant. of appreciation, there would be far more men
an
women worthy of notice than there are

now!

The Persians have a siiple 'say-

ing that ‘* a stone which is! fit for the
wall, will not be left in the rqad-way,”
There is nothing so sure to. make a true
man appreciated, as for himself to forget
his own

worthiness, and rementber only

the world’s want. **The world passeth
away, and the lust thereof, but he that .
doeth the will of God abideth forever.”
“0-00

NEW YORK
NEW YORK
WANDERING

LETTER.
CrrY, March, 30,1882;
PROPHETS:

=

There seems to be no diminution of the
crowd of men and women who visit this city
to discourse to our people upon all sorts of top~

ies—good, bad, and indifferent.
to gain the ears of
they draw crowds
make converts to
an hour, and give

They are sure

some, and not unfrequently
of listeners.
If they do not
their views, they amuse for
their auditors something to

talk about for a day or two, till a new prophet
diverts public attention.

THE STATE PRISONS.
It is more than suspected that our State prisons are badly managed institutious, and that
they are made to subserve the wicked purposes
of venal officers.
In support of this theory we
had a lecture a might or two since from one

Calorin,

in -Steinwsy

gave. his observation and

Hall, who

experiesice 48 a ¢on-

ized hel) upon earth.” He accused all the officers, from the warden down, of venality and
other crimes; said that prisoners who were
rich or had rich friends were allowed to escape, and were given soft places; that whisky
was made in the prison and sold to the inmates
who could pay for it, and that one man had retired from the prison with $30,000 made by
this infamous traffic.
Many and
grievous
were the charges made.
There are-many neople who think these things are as stated. The
Legislature ought to investigate the matters
and they cannot do it too soon.
IMMIGRANTS.

bn

Castle Garden presented a lively scene on
Tuesday lasf.as.there werg,landed from six
steamers
nearly
4,000
immigrants.
The
¢ Vandalia”, from Hamburg, landed 1,000; the
¢ Arizona”, from
Liverpool, 302;
the
De
Ruyter”, from Antwerp, 180; the ‘ Geiser”,
from Christiansand, 857; the * Maas”. from Rot~
terdam, 546, and the © Hapsburg”, 687,—in all
3.560 in one day. The indications are that the
emigration to this country from the O!d World
will be largely in excess of former vears. On
Monday Inst, the ¢¢ City of Montreal” brought
to these shores 600 Irish girls, all in the steer~
age, and no other passengers, They were sent
here by the agents of a society which do>s this
special work of caring for female emigrants.
and each one of the 600 has a place provided

for her.

The eldest

of these gifs is only

twenty-three. Some of them remain
city, some go to Boston and elsewhere.
of them left Castle Garden before 6
Monday might. Does not this binding
girls out to service, and then shipping

in this
and all
o'clock
young
them'in

bulk to their destination, squint a little of slav-

By?
Ought not Congress to look into this
olesale deportation by a forei
company
of emigrants to our shores? It is so anxious
to protect us from inroads from China made
through the ‘six companies”, whv not save
us from this Irish inroad under the manage-’
ment of an Irish
American Society?
Mr.
Beecher is not far out of the way when he calls
these Congressmen a set of asses.
SHALL MR. LOWELL RETURN?
Our Irish_board of Aldermen has passed &
a set of resdlutions demanding the recall of
Mr. Lowell, our Minister at the Court of St.
James.
Mr. Lowell has pot seen fit to demand tke release of everv wild Irishman who
has involved himself in the crime of breaking
English law, instigated by the Fenian craze
and the Land League, and whose after-thought
may be the claim that he is an American citizen.
Possibly should he be found to be such,
he is nevertheless a violater of law and a criminal deserving of punishment, and has no cl+im
for protection by his adopted country.
The
Irish politician in this country is nothing unless he can punch the head of old England, and
everybody else. and expect Uncle Sam to protect him in doing it. Our board of Aldermen
act upon this idea; hence, Mr. Lowell is too

slow.

they have done for each other. Amid all
the thundering plaudits of a mad genera-

in prayer for God’s blessing on all efforts
made to maintain the holy rest where it is
enjoyed, and to recover it where it is lost: *
It is propored to devote the week begin-

splendors of luminous praise will go out
in darkness, these parades and pro-

taking for us to attempt the .purchase;
gladly
we all shzink from it, and would
necessity is tipon jus,
be cx

could be spent in

kind words to the ‘lonely, that is

ciples of Christ. ‘¢ Ah, very well,” said
the rough old Puritan, ‘let them come
down and be melted up ; then, like Christ,
they will go about doing good ;” so right
through all tinsel and meretricions adorning, and all that is fictitious, this principle forces itself, and demands a new
measurement of those who have been calling themselves great. It asks what are
they doing for Christ and his cause and
his people, and makes true service the
criterion of judgment. It declares we
must hold men accountable for the good

property.

ture

If only half the breath

saying

2 sirive to be of sery- | we are throwh.

viet for six years in Sing Sing. The andience
Was not loge, and it was made up largely of
roughs.
is-a'mian 25 years of Lage, Sridcuy
Rp
well, educated, and quite.
Ts
:
was forcible and he
not
declared the * prison to be a legal:
spare.

tion, this gentle, quiet truth asserts itself,

It would be a great under-

4

little. Itisa , most pitiable and melancholy spéctacle, when men, and women
are found complainin that they.

committee are investigating the matter,
We are not the only customers for tie

and we feur theTo

1t is for us,
ice to those

with

‘to conquer.
the servant.

Dominick

It is not those in
dare | put him on the throne.
the state, community and church that claim

part of the city where we should be surYounded by permanent residents from

required.

self-abasement ; fit:
The chiefest bese

egins

continually afraid he isi going to become

all that

A good church bnilding,
ty remains.
wach better adapted to onr work than the
This
one we now occupy, is for sale.
building is mos\ excellently located, ‘in a

gregation. It is not central

became

In fact, there

cannot be kept out of notice.

most tastily decorated.

de la Prefecture and the adjoining streets
were filled to overflowing with a motly
group of people. Chinese lanterns and
gas jets illuminated the entire vicinity.
A wilder scene ‘could not be: imagined.
Masqueraders danced where every inch of
ground was packed, and many an unwil-

Fepeated ; itisnot to be expected that
men of the world will accept a principle
80, destructive of selfish and personal ends ;
among you it is to be expected that your
Lord's command will have power. In the
Church of Christ greatness must be measured by usefulness; he is'most Christian,
who is most like Christ," who serves all
the rest and will even lay down his life
for the many.

the sun.

Thus with all: " elit

by Matthew—** among you,” ‘and. twice

-

These garlands will fade, these flashing
‘cessions will come to a halt.
And then,
the serious questions will be raised, What

has the hero done for his race ? what has
he added to the world’s aggregate of use-

:

FREE

’

RELIGION.

Some of our free religionists are uneasy because Mr. O. B., Frothingham. who was for
years considered as belongingto their schhol has

gone back, in Boston, to his father's old church

—

orthodox

pastoral

that

Unitarian”—now

care of Rev. Rufus Ellie.

upon this ministry and
the

under

Mr. Frothingham {is a constant

social

the

It is said
attendant

that he takes part in

meetings. * Alas!

when its champions desert it.

for

free

religion

OBSERVER.

A circular hes been issued by an associ
ation of the friends of the Sabbath in
Great Britain and on the continent, and
seconded by a committee in America, agking Christian people every

ning with Easter

where

to unite

Sunday, April 9, to this

object.
The Annnal Fast has been proclaimed,
and the big posters are out announcing
balls and other amusements to signalize
the holiday. There will be some union’
church services,three or four congregations

making up beiween them a scanty audience. The theaters will be full, most of
the churches empty.
As a matter of fact
Fast Day continues to be a solemu’ mockery, and we think the sooper attention ig

ever cost.

fulness ?/ what

We can, probably, raise a considerable
part of the meney ‘among ourselves and

what mind has he illomined? what hand
has he lifted ? what foot bas he helped to called to its trne import, the better
for all
speed on ?
’ concerned —Ex.,

in the city;

succeed,

but, if we

5
{

L

aid we cannot go forward.

‘he seffigy

rows a mile along the Promenade. As
$) by all the leading denominablue, or pink, were dancing most joyously the carriages passed each other a perfect
. Dn this plan of occupying central
in circles of twenty, or groups of two or shower of small and large bouquets was
t@ey have succeeded.
The same
three, while men and maidens were] rained trom one carriage to another. One points
humming or singing to the music.
carriage was completely covered with way of suiccess is open to us; and there is
4
Weédnesday there were fool, carriage roses and daises. The horses and whips no other;
and bicyele races. Thursday was one of were also decked, while the ladies’ cosBut a crisis has come. ‘We have only
the grand days. All the morning the- tumes, even to parasols, were in unison. ‘one feeble church in Boston, and it must
city wore the air of great excitement. Another carriage was beautifully trimmed be decided, within a month's time, whethSpecial trains from Paris and Italy were with violets and another still, with camel. er this shall be disbanded, or go forward,
pouring hundreds of strangers into the lias.
with fresh vigor, on a new plan and with
place. Hotel-keepers became more imSaturday there was a charity fair held | t hope of outside aid. If this church
portant and even
servants lost their by ladies of rank in one of the public
oes down every one here feels that this
habitual air of deterence,
squares which was decorated and illumi- will be the end of our cause .in Bostoa.
At half past one, we went by invitation nated in the evening.
1t is due to the denomination that the sit
to the apartments of an American gentleThe building we now
The English and Americans had pro- uation be known.
man where we could overlook nearly the tested against the use, rather abuse, of occupy has been sold to the Boston Uniwhole reute of the procession, as it pass- Sunday for Carnival purposes, so it was versity, and we must leave it within thir=.
ed along the north side of the river, understood that foreigners would not take ty days. This building is well located
crossed a bridge by the sea, returned on part in the ‘festivities.
As we went to for general denominational purposes, and
the south side and, again crossing the church the city had all the appearance of it was hoped, by us, that it could be se»
river, completed the circle. As [we went a gala day.
Confetti was being sold” on Quod for the joint ‘occupancy of the
through the streets we found them crowd- the sidewalks, bands were playing, can- ‘church and our denominational institued with people protected by masks and non were being fired and masqueraders tions. We could not purchase the buildThe procession of ing alone, and, indeed, it is ot well loevery style of dominos, while the side- were in high glee.
walks were lined with boys and women Thursday was repeated in the afternoon, cated for simply church purposes. This
desirous to sell by the bushel or pint the and again insthe evening, with illuminated valuable property has passed out of our
eonfetli about to be used which are little carriages and fireworks. France has got bands, and with-no fault of the church
Thus are we disappointed and
balls of plaster about as large as peas. much to learn before its republican gov- here.
Chariots and carriages, decked in all ernment will uphold those Christian prin- cast down; but we are not yet destroyed.
Personally, we should be glad to give up
varieties of colors and designs, thronged ciples which insure stability.
:
the streets.
On Monday there was a repetition of the struggle, and we now seem to have
But
Two o'clock sounded. The cannon at the battle of flowers, and banners were a reasongble excuse for doing so.
the fort on the hill overlooking the town awarded to those carriages which were we feel that a great denominational trust

All His mourners’ tears to stay ;
Christ is risen! Christ, forgiving,
Wipes the stiin of sin away,
Christ is risen! Christ is risen !
Sin’s long triumph now is o'er;

has declined

burned.

To be a Christian is to be Christ-like;
to be Christ-like is to be God-like. He
became poor that we might be made rich.
Some one expressed his surprise once to
John Newton that he should have so much
pity and love for the depraved and vile.
‘His reply was, «I consider that if it had

amid rockets and. fountains, of no good reason for expecting pid from

among the crowd, masqueraders in white,

Will it not cease to be,

Christ is risen!

al is being

disap

fills

There are masked balls and entertainscene neverto be forgotten. An electric ments, fashionable weddings and receplight illuminated the plate; King Carni- "tions.
:

Unless they probibit
The * heathen Chinee?”’

Joying with the jYous

constantly increased till about

circle, halted

Mark dangers abead?
Qur brave Ship of State,

Ld

honest, let us trust.

ten o'clock, when guards cleared the way,
the procession moved in: and, forming a

“ Unjust and unchristian[”
Why, what can be said,
When our far-seeing lords

-

it. Beneath their sport must be a wreaning,and that meaning is. usually a pony.

balcony overlooking a large square where

This land Is so small,
Its millions so few,
It were folly to cope,
wor lawgivers Rhew.
ith’ thay poor
Celestials;
Aud benee the decree,
That we have no place
For the * erin Chinee.”

-

Anglnis, the beautiful driveway built
along the Mediterranean. At half past

principal streets amid rockets, illumina| tions, music and dancing. A stranger is
par ticularly impressed with the joyous hilarity with which the people enter into
the merry-making. They play, and they
thoroughly enjoy it, and their mirth is
contagious.
We were fortunate in occupying a

See breakers ahead;
From our needy laborers
Thev’re it the bread;
Then resr up the bastiles,
For where should we be,
. Were our land to be flooded
By the ** heathen Cbioeet”

Ld

sion. Our people cannot appreciate the
fun of doing a thiog simply for the fun:of

the crowd

Christ is risen! risen,

The donkeys Were very aiausing,

Tuesday evening, Feb. 14, thousands of
people assembled on the Promenade des

The procession then moved through the

Our homes are in dahger;

Springtide birdsare

seen

Cai

light

On foot, there is every variety of NW
ed on the sea approaching the land.
We ay not have succeeded in, giving dens.
mostly uoTroupes of fantastically dressed masquer- querader. imaginable and
0-00
ids a of this’ me-honored festivity.
of : | 8ders on the beach danced airily to the imaginable. The frogs on their return an
ge
a
tordhlight
procession,
Fourth
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music “of several military bands, while from a combat with the lizards are here, |
109
ly celebration, a circus, a soldier's
BY THE REV. C.
C.F. PENNEY.
Bengal lights changed shore and sea and also a company of oysters, with long forka.
fair of Marcha Washington téa-party, and
The magic cabbages open and close.
city into fairyland.
It is three times recorded in the Sacred
The boats reached the shore. and a * The flowers of Nice ” trip along singly add ‘al If possible ‘masquetading, a deluge
History that the disciples strove together
mammoth figure of a eourt jester was or group themselves together to form |
oon mpotind for a carnival that'I can for the highest place.
placed upon a car and the salute of can- | a bouquet. ‘The Gleaners™ are a hand
Once the Master took a little child and
6.3
Even ‘then the free, joyous chardcs
non informed the city that King Carnival of maidens retiring with their sheaves
seb
him before them as a pattern ; once he
‘ter
of
¥
inhainahs
of
southern
Europe,
Old Nice ig
had arrived. The mayor made a speech, fcom the harvest field.
pas
and
clear
nights
of
‘arose
‘and washed their feet like a slave;
represented
by
fifty
men
in
fanny
costumes
resigning his authority and delivering the
e: Witabing dash of the | once he gave them the word _plainly—
who,from time to time,perform a fantastic
.| keys of the city into the care of the newly
*¢ Whosoever of you will bg the chiefest,
arrived monarch, who, in turn, pledged him- dance and toss their chieftain in a blanket.
d snow-clad. mouiitains will be shall be servant of all.”
A
large
company
of
jolly
sailors
sell to see that the rights of all are preto ‘complete ‘ati’ bevasion like
Great force belongs to the words quoted
served, and equity and peace maintained. make the streets ring with their en-

But troubles unnumbered,

BIRDS

certainly like nothing we had ever

for the same sort of aid that they have
again and again bestowed under similar
circumstances. Without the hope of such

brighter

-

Our wise rulers see,
Are borne in the wake
Of the * heathen Chinee.”

SINGING.

beautiful

more

eight a circle of illuminated boats appear-

The Irish, the. German,
The Gentile and Jew,
All othérs may come,
Be they many or few;

SPRINGTIDE

stripes,

| any other banner which floats.
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than crosses or crescents, and expressing
more of equality and civilization than
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poetry). *Jola.

then Chinwe”
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Paces
urival,
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the stars

(poetry).

Springtide “Birds are Singlog, Singing
pL

were

spicuous among the flying bunting

were

appeal to our. people outside of the city

a

and with rapid step and lively
with riders in’ the whitest of whité suits, cession
collar eight inches high and cuffs to cor- music march down the Corso, while the
‘merry masqueraders join hands, and dance
respond.
The crowd is enorA national characteristic of our own along the street.
a
Id with revelry. It is the
country shows itself in the car of the
at of Kin Carnival. Twelve o'clock
proprietor of the Awerican newspaper. It
gs, The carnival of 1882 is over.
is a showy advertisement of an illustrated
Sit) becomes quiet and literally beedition of Carnival, ‘* six cents a copy,”
itsg)t. to the humiliation of Asithe only thing of the kind in the proces-

fore the opening day the city was gaily
decorated in streumers, evergreen, coats
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costumes

before.

Their

the

. It leaps from the throne and
ip over the figure that for eight days
held imaginary sway in Nice. King

ly

while figures of

gigantic size rise and bow to the

’

¢

we must

heart

has

he. comforted?

:
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serve two facts. Every one must admit | seductions of sin?
In a recent Sunday-school lesson, we
that: the extreme physical exhaustion and
mervous prostration of which we have read that Jesus ‘‘looked round about
spoken are sure to react disastrously up- on them with anger, being grieved with
And
further, | the hardness of their hearts”, or, in the
on the mental powers.
whatever may be said to the contrary, revised version, ‘at the hardening of
the dancing-school and ball-room are not their heart.” The Greek word, which is
the places where high and noble thought much better rendered in the revised ver-’

is generated or its growth stimulated ; on

III.

This amusement “is the source of

very great moral evil.

We frequently hear it said that dancing
© in itself is perfectly innocent and harm-

process was

then going

on!

of the feet there is no moral | And may we not readily infer, that every

character, neither is there in the mers |i nsincere utterance, or false statement, or
act of killing a man.
unholy purpose, or sinful desire, makes a
In order to ascertain the true moral | deposit of stony matterin the heart; till,
character of any act, we must look to its at length, because these unholy purposes
associations and results.
Now, reason- and base desires are cherished, the hedrt
ing upon this principle, we say that the is “made as an adamant stone?” Sin
well-nigh universal association and sad then is a fearful thing since it tarns the
[
results of this amusement make it any- ‘heart into stone!
thing but harmless.
But the fallucy of
such reasoning is further seen in the fact

of their

conversion ?

Our friend was one that we

Peter, in his address

in

the

house

of

had little

or no expectation of seeing a Christian.

It wag not simply that he had passed the

borne testimony, but, when once we were

aL his home, we were very desirous to
know “by what means’ he was led to
“see.” Could anything less than ‘‘ some

great thing” have been the instrument in

God's hand of such a change? Needed it
not that an Elisha go out to him, ‘and
stand and call upon the name of the
Lord his God, and strike his hand over

the place, to recover the leper” ?
. His wife told us the simple story.

be

Good

friends

ate like

trees that grow on a steep

while

we toil up and our eyes are fixed on the
summit, we unconsciously grasp and
lean upon them for support and assistance
on our way.—Frances Anne Kemble.
Those who trust us educate us.— Geo.
Eliot.
It is a melancholy thought, that men
who at first will not allow the verdict of
perfection they pronounce upon their

sweethearts or wives to be

disturbed

by

God's own testimony to the contrary,
will, once suspecting their purity, morally hang them upon evidence they would
be ashamed to admit in judging a dog.—
Hardy.
There is something sacred

dwelling

in

the eyes, so that in kissing them we fancy
we touch the very soul within.— Pliny.
We go and fancy that Everybody is
thinking of us. But he is not; he is

like

us;

he is thinking

Charles Reade.
A little philosophy

of himself.—

inclineth

man’s

mindto atheism, but depth in philosophy
bringeth men’s winds about to religion.—
Bucon.
A genius for devotion is as much a
natural: gift as a genius for poetry.—

Edw. Eggleston.
‘The getting of a great hope is like the
setting of the sun.—Longfellow.

Man; it is pot thy

works

which are

mortal, infinitely little, and the greatest
no greater than the least, but only the
spirit thou workest in, that can have

worth or continuance.— Carlyle.

A gift, out and out, is often a real
The
Cornelius, refers to the fact that Jesus man is a lumber dealer. Occasionally pleasure, an exceeding boon, but a loan,
that these very associations are the things did not appear to all the people, after his there went a certain Christian man from if ever repaid, or very long of “repaythat make daneing so attractive. Elimi- resurrection, * but unto witnesses that ‘the East to buy lumber of him, and of ment; always places both parties in a false
nate them and the ball-room will be de- were chosen , before of
God.”
The others thereabouts. The last time he position. There is a sense of humiliation
serted and the daneing-school will go phrase, ‘“ that were chosen before,” is went West, some five years ago or more, on the one side, of being made use of on
without patronage. But let us consider the rendering of one word,—prokecheir- ottr friend took him to ride, and the good the other, which creates reserve at any
This long compound is man used the opportunity for a personal rate, even between sincere friends; and if
some of the associations of this amuse- otonemenos.
made up of *¢ pro” before, ‘“ cheir” hand, talk on the subject of religion, It was a
ment.
there has been in” the tramsaction the
1. The style of dress which the fash- and * leino” to stretch, to extend, and case of * hand-picking.” He had im- | slightest insincerity, it is fatal in its reion of these places requires or approves the word evidently means ¢ the stretch- pressed his unconverted friend as a pro- sults. You pity, you pardon; you reis extravagant, ungraceful and too fre- ing out of the hand before.” But the fessor worthy of confidence, and so his gret, you apologize; but you two are
quently immodest.
A’ young Woman word modifies martusi, witnesses, and Christian character was the power to
never quite as you were before,
Of
who is dependent upon what she can the thought apparently is that the hand send home every word to the heart! The
course there is no rule without excepearn must give the earnings of many was stretched out upon these witnesses| seed was sown, and the sower little tions ; still, ordinarily speaking, they are
hard days’ work to procure a dress in befofehand. Moreover, it is followed by suspecting, perhaps, the work he had the wisest people who follow Polonius’s
which she would wish to appear in such a hupo tou theou, so that the full rendering done, and never knowing, ‘“in the body,” advice, and as long as possible preserve
place; and when she has procured it she Is ** witnesses upon whom the hand was returned East to die. But God gave the
themselves from being either borrowers
has something of which the most that can stretched out beforehand by God.” Here, increase, and what the struggle whs in or lenders.— Mrs. Mulock Craik.

ed earth if he is obliged

can be taken. I think that such people
as the writer of these sentences first of

all make a clear leap over all the facts of
the case. Then they commit what isa
much more serious error. They take a

very superficial view of the Gospel of our
Lord Jesus Christ, and of the great work
which our Saviour has given to his
Church to accomplish. If the work that

perhaps not just

is given to us were nothing more than a
a superficial work ; if it were enough for

he would. like, if he could

100,000 inhabitants and stand a few times
preaching in the market place to people.
whose language he imperfectly understood, truth entirely alien from their for-

for

mer ways of thought, if it were enough

an opportunity. *‘ Do the next thing” as
well as we can and go forward as the
way opens before us.

for us in our

markable man, was

something unique.

His power for good was prodigious over
Hindoos, Moslems, and resident English.
He was often. engaged in mediating

the delicate relations of the foreign and
native rulers, und sent upon difficult
tasks as the one man whom all alike
trusted. But the theater of his life-work
was confined to a part of Southern India.
Dr. Duff; contrary -to orders, established himself’ at Calcutta, <* the brain of

heathenism in India,” as he says, ** and

of character, his

oneness of purpose

to

live to bring India to Christ, changed all
this and really effected a revolution at
home as well as abroad. He was preceded by notable men, such as Henry
Martyn, Cary, Marshman, Judson, Poor,

Scudder, and Winslow.
Since his day, and especially since the
mutiny of 1857, missions have had a fairer chance, and the old heathenism less
support from the officials of the British
Government.

India has always beena difficult field.
The vast

number of languages and

dia-

lects, the peculiar subulety of the Hindu
mind, the formidable barriers of caste,

and an enervating climate, combine to
make it such.
The early missionaries
worked on in the face of great discouragements.
Lacroix, after fifty years’
preaching, said he did not know of one
convert from Hinduism. And Abbe Dubois said it was impossible to convert a
Hindoo and needless to try. The London
Missionary
Society is said to have
wrought thirty years in the Madras Presidency without a convert. Dr. Duff lived
to see the tide set towards the kingdom,

and hia successors have seen great things

accomplished in the name of the crucified
One. The Protestant community numbers not Jess than half a million--125,000

‘measurable

distance’of the end of

|

Items.

The

Rev.

J.

W.

¥

Waugh,

D.

D,

for

overa score of years a Methodist missionary in India, stated at the Chicago

Preachers’ Meeting that he estimated the
successes in mission work in Northern
India to be 500 per cent. greater (han
that of home work, and that the money

spent. on missions in India produced
five times greater

a

percentage, in a busi-

ness point of view, than the same amount

did invested in the work of the home
ehurches.
The English Church Missionary Society reports that on the Niger tribe after
tribe are ready to receive teachers. On

the Delta of the Niger the people by hundreds are throwing away

their idols, and

the churches are thronged every

Lord's .

day; while the famous old temple at
Bonny, studded with human skulls, is going to ruin.— Gospel in All Lands.

Work of Rev. Mr. Judson.
Rev. Edward Judson has baptized thirty believers and received twenty more by

"letter into his church

since he began his

missionary work in New York city. The
congregation has steadily increased from

the beginning, and now fills all parts of
the house.
The Sunday-school
and
prayer-meeting of the church have nearly
ly

doubled, and

the

whole

enterprise

bears the marks of a very hopeful encouragement.

is that Mr. and

young

One of the new

Mrs. Judson

men of the church

features

meet the

at tea in the

lecture room every Sunday evening at 6
o'clock.

The

number

in

attendance

on

Sunday evening last was about. seventy.
~—Lzaminer,
Missionary

News

and

Notes.

;

JAPAN.—The whole length of Japan is

seem to be reasonable grounds for their ject as they please; (3) because, while

ing to Christ in a single year, of the Bible

in twenty languages, of 80,000 girls in
schools, and thirty-five Missionary Societies at work upon its dense and somewhat
intractable millions,
It is among the
common people in India, as everywhere
alse, that the Gospel has made its great~
est triumphs, but it has reached enough
-of

the foremost

to demonstrate its fitness

to rule all mipds and meet the needs of
all classes, and unite all castes in one—
the{discipleship of Him in, whom is no
vs

RT RE eT

more than 1,250, and its breadth varies

of whom are communicants in the Church from 75 to 150 miles. Its area is 148,375
of Christ.
square miles. The population in 1880
But beyond this count of beads is a was 35,925,618.——A. writer in one of the
great change of sentiment, a leavening, of Tokio papers concludes that religion can
Christian influence that cannot be put in- not be put down by force, and, while deto figures, which is summed up in the claring himself opposed to Christianity,
words of Max Muller:
India seems thinks the government ought to abandon
to me riper for Christianity than any na- its non-committal attitnde, and openly
tion that ever embraced the Gospel,” and tolerate Christianity, because (1) the
hinted at in the opinion of Sir Charles laws against it are notoriously violated
Trevelyan, that, “at last, India will be all over the empire; (2) because religion
converted by wholesale.” There would ought to be free to all, to believe or re-

judgments when we read of 60,000 turn-

a He

our task. But. then we know that this is
a most lamentably superficial view of
what is left by Christ for his people to
do."— Northern Christian Advocate.
.
&

fluence, like the consecration, of this re-

then we might be within what paliticians
call

a3

The in-

RO

The first Prot-

estant preachers landed in India July 9,
1706. Their influence was circumscribed

I

Missions in India ante-date the modern

till the day of Schwartz, 1750.

to circulate

hundred, or of one to one thousand of the
population ; nay, more, if it were enough
to plant churches and build schools, and
organize stations, and baptize adherents,
and administer the rites of rpligion,—

India as a Mission-field.

era by 8 hundred years.

Christian work

a certain number of Christian publications, and in the proportion of one to one

a

time in wishing

the white missionary to go into a town of

and
Let
and
that

re

waste no

to ask where

further in the inhabited earth the Gospel

Pes

come, and

in Asia, in

sd

find one;

in Europe, in Russia;

the islands of the sea; and the writer
must have singular views of the inhabit-

OP

If any one really wants a

the focus of our whole political system in
Asia.” Results indicated the wisdom of
the choice. Previous to 1833 the mis‘sionary” was regarded as an interloper.
and | Dr. Duff by his great ability, his purity

shrubs
ascent;

found

some

to-morrow.

to

BB

from

It isan exaggeration

ber

of deeper, holier, grander influences,
emanating from the same riches of the
Godhead.
And though many have gen-

true statement.

say that the Gospel is everywhere to be

PE

For, it keeps a way open for the entrance

and hope beyond the limits of prudent and

Wisconsin we

then, and

can work with hopeful surroundings
a prospect of success in due time.
us all show the spirit of true men
women; - hear and heed the calls

heart.

alive,

habited world can it be taken?’ Now I

choose for himself, but a field where he

brace of a warm youth, around a heated
room, induced a little sobriety upon her

wonder

and

field he can
such a one as

whirl-

and the interest above mere eating and
drinking, - money making and money
saving
; whatever it be that gives gladness, or sorrow, or hope,—this, be it
¥iolin, pencil, pen, er highest of all, the
love of woman, is simply a divine gift of
holy influence for the salvation of that
beingto whom it comes, for the lifting of
him out of the mire and up on the rock.

from Iowa and

now

is

think every one will say that the writer
had been carried away by his warm faith

quarter it comes almost
continually.
There is plainly work enough Waiting to
give many willing. workers all they can
do for a long while to come. And the
field widens with advancing seasons.
The circumference to-day is the center

ing in a decollcle state, and in the em-

ulties of the mind awake,

it

It has long
China, and

od

hear

the walls of

bd

long ago;

were engaged to certdin ladies of the
corps-de-bailet. Nor did we wonder that

Amusement,
recreation,
enjoyment!
There are no more beautiful things. Bat
this proceeding falls under another head.
— George William Curtis.
Whatever it be that keeps the finer fac-

to

from Kansas and Nebraska it came not

men looking upon the dance very soberly, and, ‘upon inquiry, learned that they

lover's face, if nota sadness in his

pa-

them

passed

spread over the whole of that great country. It is everywhere in India, Europe,
Russia, America, and the isles of the seu,
and now it is penetrating into the darkest
interior of Africa. Where else in the in-

Minnesota, the call came in the last Star;

We saw afew young

woman

world and unto all nations.
since

the helpful sympathy and generous assistance of our brethren everywhere.
COME AND HELP.
_
Whether there is an over-supply of
ministers in any part of our denomination
or not, we can not tell, but that there are
| fields white for harvesting, waiting for
laborers is evident. From Michigan and

EXCERPTS.
We have seen dancing in other countries, and dressing.
We have certainly
never seen gentlemen dance so easily,
gracefully, and well, as the American.
But the style of dancing, in its whirl, its
rush, its fury, is only equalled by that of
the masked balls at the French epera,
and the balls at the Salle Valentino. the
Jardin Mabille, the Chateau Rouge, and
other favorite resorts of Parisian Gris-

the spectacle of 8 young

to

in-

a

western churches and commend

whose, lamentation

pli ~All

ettes and Lorettes.

it

POPP

ee

of

prosperity

tient, painstaking effort, well putin and
long-continued. We rejoice in the evidences of skill, pluck and’ faith in our

is often that you may ‘go and emptyhapded,” at last, to the great Husbandma, take heart! Sow beside still waters!
Though you may not in the flesh see the
harvest, you have God's absolute promise
that your lahor shall not be in vain in the
Lord.
re

permanent

no small amount of hard work and

for the Master, and to give the first note
of thie + Harvest Home” that then rang
out there.

i

be a very diffi.

raising

volves, under all ordinary circumstances,

the

of this sheaf gathered

* Weary Gleaner”,

tence or two that will illustrate this.
The writer says, speaking of missions :—
‘ But here stands the fact—the great fact:
The Gospel is now’ preached “in all the

bed

viswho

many cases to lose ‘ faith in God,” as we

see the mountains in the way

heaven,

ius that have no grace, they will only

meridian of life; was a business man and
rapidly accumulating wealth after years
of adversity, and in danger “of being
‘mammonized ; but the ‘* make up” of the
| 8ion, is porosis, and is derived from poros man seemed so foreign to religion, some
(hence our porous), the Greek name of way! We often meet such, and say withthe Italian fufu or tuff-stone, a light and in ourseives, ‘Little hope for them ;"
| porous stone which is formed by. ** depo- forgetting that over against every
sitions from water.” We see, then, the * needle’s-eye” Christ has set ‘God's
| cause of Jesus’ grief; looking in upon. possibilities !”
| the hearts of these I harisees, he perThat he had “passed out of death into
| ceived that they were actually turning to life,” his earnest Christian letters had

less. This sounds well, but it is an utter
sophism. It is true that in the mere | 8tone,—the

movement

acquaintance,

to

up

and

the

‘80 much the worse, so much nearer tothe
brute, if you take from them that which
corresponds to Dooble Sanny’ 3 fiddle.—
Geo. Macdonald.
:

wrong"—and ¢ atuchema”— ¢¢ misfortune, had become a Christian in the four years
mishap.” It cannot be doubted that the since last we met. The ‘mau himself,
word was wisely chosen, and it bears up and the circumstances of his conversion,
the idea that while sin is something more
were such that it may serve as a real
than a misfortune, it nevertheless is part- encouragement to Christians to be told of
ly due to lack of skill or ability: one will | them.
scarcely * fail of his purpose” purposely. Are we not apt, half unconscious
| This idea of sin helps us to understand perhaps, to settle in our own minds the
the compassion of Jesus for the sinful. probabilities of the conversion of our
Sin is partly due to weakness and there- | unconverted acquaintances, and, alas, in

II. This amusement is injurious men- | fore the more to be striven against: who
tally. We will pause here only to ob- | is willing to be so weak as to yield to the

the contrary, they ‘are the very hot-beds
of low thoughts and impure desires.

of an

news

carry

but

*‘ I came, in

month, upon a sen-

ud

live a life of suffering and leave a weakened progeny when they die, the seeds of
whose physical ruin were sown in the
dance hall.
Were we to discuss this
subject on a purely physiological basis,
the possible, nay the almost inevitable,
dangers are so great that they should be
carefully avoided.

ited the home

have been the very one to

work,

publication of this

PS

of men and women, especially the latter,
who are broken down for life, whe will

midway between * adikema”—** injustice,

strength

cult

Everywhere.”

following fender with force:
a

The planting of a

Christian church may not

Gospel

Pe

There are multitudes

It is good to bellev e, dear eailofy that
he who sowed the seed so faithfully, may

struggling interests.

‘The

An eminent missionary society puts the

EP

undoubtedly true.

itportant points where they are clearly
needed ; mission enterprises have been
undertaken which promise to grow into
churches at an early day. This is gratifying and ought to encourage us in doing
what we can to help these young and

OBE

His Son,

not

herself a professor. The invitation ™is
given'te go forward for prayers, and immediately he tells his wife he is going
forward, and she goes too.
The work is done, the long agony ends,
and a roan **is born anew,” and anon becomes a pillar in the church. His time,
his talents, his means are devoted to the
Master.
fininy

Pe

Christ,

the evenipg meeting, to her surprise, and

oo

all;” the blood of Jesus

which the body is bent, the constant use
having Sleansed him from all sin.
of the feet and limbs, the unnatural whirl mark, and, secondarily, to fail of doing,|Tr o+
of excitement, are vitiating to the physi- | fail of one's purpose, miss one’s point;
4
SHEAF
GATHERED.
cal and nervous powers." Should we both forms of the substantive have the
BY GAINSBORO.
consult the very ablest physicians, we same significations, failure, jault, sin.
i,
should be assured by them that this is Moreover, this word
« hamartia” lies
During & recent Western trip we

One day ¥e tells his wife he is going to

od

in the light, in whom is *‘ no darkness at

pel in all Lands.

Scotland,

0%

into

New Testament,—hamartia and hamartema.
This word is derived from kamartano which means, primarily, to miss the

for, new churches have been organized at

and

TOD

position

for

Free Church, of England

&

unnatural

dressing

WEST.

0S

the

of

THE

Jet

dancing,

The style

IN

the American Board, whose first field i;
ticed that our brethren in the West and was, and the American Baptist, whose
work among the Teloogoos in these later
North-West are awake and active.
New
year¥is
so thrilling and inspiring. — Gos.
meeting-houses have been built and paid |

But Gracg was now to triumph. Extra
meetings
were being Leld in the place.

she glad]y accompanies him, though

WORK

Careful readers of the ‘¢ Ministers and
Churches’ ” columns of the Star have no-

ed bd

adjuncts.”

,. THE

Buddhist, Bui

DOC

be overlooked. In crossing a
BY THE REV. JOHN WESLEY.
|
place we should be sure to room from men to whom they would not
speak on the street. It isa well known
way carefully.
»
Christians are not perfect in knowledge.
perhaps, no part of practical fact that ball-room introductions are not They are vot free from ignorance, nor
Christian morals that is so perplexing to considered binding outside of that place.
from mistakes. We are noe more to ex‘the young, and to those who have the We might as well say it here as any- pect any living man to be infallible, than
_care of young people, as.the question of- where. Many of the attitudes into which to .be omniscient. They are not free
amusements. The managers of the thea- men and women are thrown in a large “from infirmities, such as weakness or
ters boast that the stage has never at- number of popular waltzes and dances slowness of understanding, and jrregular
tracted so large a number of the Christian are exceedingly immodest, to say nothing quickness or heaviness of imagination.
people
as at present. In a great mapy more. Modern dancing, as almost al- Suchdn another kind are impropriety of
nominally Christian homes, the euchre ways engaged in, opens a way for temp: language, ungracefulness of pronunciapack is found in close proximity to the tations that could hardly be met with tion; to-which one might add a , thousand
Bible. Go to almost any ball-room and we elsewhere.
nameless defects either in conversation
5. Dancing i8 too intimately Seiiine, or behavior. From stroh*tiBiemities as
shall find many of those who are members of our churches. It is not strange ed with the occupation of fallen women these none are perfectly freed till their
and licentious men, with the ballet girl ‘spirits return to God; neither can
if many are honestlyin doubt.
we
and
the low actors of a degraded stage, expect, till then, to be wholly freed from
Especially is it true that many of our
young who aré honestly desirous of doing to be regarded as an innocent amuse- temptation ; for the servant is mog above
right ask the question: ‘ May I learn to ment.
| his Master. ‘But neither, in this gense, is
Some of the results we will consider in there any absolute perfection on earth.
dance and then may I go to those places
of amusement where dancing occupies a another article.
Thereis no perfection of degrees, none
———
conspicuous
position?”
Very many
which does not admit of a Sniigual inChristian parents are perplexed in regard
BITS OF EXEGESIS.
crease.
to the proper course to pursue with their
But whom, then, do you
mean by
BY A PASTOR.
children. It is with a view to helping
‘one thats perfect ” We
one in
such that we offer the following suggesAn excellent selected article some time
whom is, ¢* the mind that was in Christ,"
tions.
ago appeared in thé columns of" the Star, and who so walketh as =
walkTo make our position very plain, we in which the study of the Greek exegesis ed; a man that hath *‘ clean hands and a
should say, then, in answerto this ques- was commended as of special value for pare heart,” or that Is cleansed from all
tion, that dancing is not an innocent promoting ministerial culture. Some of filthiness of flesh and spirit; one in whom
amusement.
The dancing-school
and the results of such exegesis are here not- is no nceasion of stumbling, ‘wad who acthe ball-room are fraught with peril
ed with the hope that others may be at-- ‘cordingly ‘does not commit fin.” To
body and soul. They should be Bion
tracted to this fruitful and quickening declare this a little more paiticularly,
by all and especially should they be dis- study. It may be remarked that these we understand by that Scriptural exprescountenaneced by those who profess to be fruits have all been gathered within a fow sion, ** a perfect man.” one in whom God
followers of our Lord. For this proposi- days and, as will appear, from a very lias fulfilled His faithful word. f#rom all
tion we give the following reasons :
few branches, and it may be suggested your filthiess and from all y
I. Dancing, in the degree to which it that every branch of the tree of the Word
will cleanse you; I will also |
is invariably carried, is physically injuri- is heavily laden with the most precious from all your uncleannesses.”
ous.
Sick
and aching
heads, weary fruitage.
stand, hereby, one whom God
limbs and feet, weakened spines and unTwo
words—rather
two
forms of | fied throughout in body, soul, and spirit;
strung nerves, are its almost inseparable one word—are rendered ¢‘sin” in the one who *‘ walketh in the light” as He is

Conducted by the Rev. G. C. Waterman.

was so intense.

or

SS

CHRISTIAN Stn

wills, know! He succeeded in keeping
it wholly te himself, net even his wife
suspecting it at the time, even though it

high, no low, Brabmin

all are one, even in Christ Jesus.
Of the Societies which come first tq
‘mind when we canvass the work of Gog
in India are the Church, London, ang

NS

/
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young women | ..

iron

a

wrong may
dangerous
7s
our
There is,

ih

and on the other hand

there permit the familiarity of the ball-

men of such natures, and with such

am

Se

ger that'all distinction between right and

IWissions.

that inconveral heart for a year; only

then, is the call to the ministry ¢ od

~

be said is that" it isa travesty on grace

stretches out his hand and puts it upon
and beauty.
2. Another thing associated with the those who are to take up this great work.
BY THE
REV. F.
F. K, CHASE.
" ldance is the intense excitement and Until you feel the hand of God stretched
I.
:
fascination. Every one who knows out upon you, you will do well not to
1t is often said that this is an age of anything about it knows that | there enter upon fis ministry; and when his
transition.’ Even’ an ordinary observer are in the dance an excitement and. fasci- hand does take hold of you, you will find
can see that this iis plainly true. Religious nation scarcely surpassed by the drink- it quite impossible not to become achogen
witness !
thought and life are likely to be modified ing room or the gambling table.
When Peter said that «God is. ng re3. Late hours are an almost jhiseparaor recast. Doctrines long held with unquestioning faith are being passed in re- ble adjunct to the dance. Midnight is an specter of persons,” he did not mean to
two, three, or even four imply that men were equally. acceptable
view and subjected to a searching criti- early hour;
o’clogk in the morning is the much more to God, irrespective of charaeter.- LdProscism.
opoleptes; translated’ Tespecter “of perThis is by no means a unique age in usual time for the ball to break up.
sons’
is from two words, prosopon face,
4.
Much
of
the
company
into
which
“this regard. The student knows full
and lambano to
‘well that history is only repeating itself, one is almost inevitably thrown is not visage, countenance,
and the Christian sthdent rests calmly in such as improves one morally. We may take ; and the meaningis, quite evidently,
the pssurance thit from this crucible the talk about select parties as much as we God is not one who takes (into account)
religion of Jesus will come forth purified please, but the fact remains that scarcely faces. He does také into account eharacof .much of the dross that. has been hith- ever is a party gathered for a dance in ter, and so the last son of Jesse was
which, there are not persons whose very chosen in preference to the “others, in
erto falsely regarded as a part of it.
presenee
in a social capacity is & moral spite of their more attractive persons.
" But in this transition from the past to
These examples will suffice’ to''show
the future, from partial: error to greater pollution. There are bad men in every
truth, there is always an attendant dan- community whose wealth or family pro- how the careful study of the Greek Tesger. Once let the principle of liberty in cure for them admission into what are tament will fertilize the mind, enrich the
religious thought be enunciated, and ordinarily called select parties.” In vocabulary, give a wider and clearer
there are multitudes who will at once the more public assemblies, we shall find view of the truth, and set the hedrt all’
mistake license for liberty. In our haste young men dancing with young women ; ‘aglow. May we all, at least, alt ) this
to be free from the dogmatism and hyper- whom they would not recognize as ac- last result and set our hearts on f
strictness of the past, there is great dan- quaintances outside of the ball-room;

Christianity is bad, Buddhism is no better, and both ought to be put on the same
level.——The Japanese Christians have

formed a board of Foreign Missions, and

some of ‘the students in the ‘theological
seminaries of Tokio and Kioto expect to
go as missionaries to Cores.

The
good

American

Board

has ? rendered

service to the cause of missions

by

issuing a large map of China, suitable
for use at monthly concerts and other
meetings,
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when his disciples spoke of sending them
away that they might get food for themye?” and as soon as he knew, directed
that the whole multitude should be seated
in orderly ranks upon the green grass.
As soon as this was done, he took the

For Questions see Star Quarterly and
Lesson Papers.
i;
i

THE FIVE THOUSAND FED.
M.
T.
Ww.
T.
F.
S.
8.

handful of food,

READINGS.

The five thousand fed.

Mark 6: 30—41.

Four thousand él.
Mark8:
The'widow’s meal increased.
The widow’s oil increased.
Food for the hungry. Psalm

1-9.
1 Kings 17: 1-16.
2 Kings 4: 1-7.
107: 1-9.

David’s experience.

87: 1—40.

Psalm

Christ’s instructions.

Luke 12: 22—31.

heaven blessed and
1 loaves and to give to
before the company.
to do, until all were

looking

( Revised

And

Version.)

the apostles

gather

up

to

began to bregk the
his: disciples to-.set
. This he continued
fed. Five thousand

men, besides women aud children,

num-

bering, no-doubt, as many more, ate and
were filled. It was an act of creative
Solid, substan-

tial, satisfying, material food was created

there and then, in the presence of the

vast multitude.

Nothing less than divine

power- could have done it, and ‘it was
done by Jesus Christ.
Ill. The fragments saved. A thought-

MARK 6: 30—44.
;

30

and

power, pure and simple.

GOLDEN
TEXT.— Iwill abundantly bless
her provision; Iwill satisfy her poor with
bread.”—Ps. 132: 15.

=

themselves

to-

ful reader cannot

help noticing the con-

gether unto
esus: and they told j him all
things, whatsoever
they had done, and
31 whatsoever they had taught,
And he saith
unto them, Come ye yourselves apart into a
desert place, and rest.a while.
For there
were many coming and going, and they had

this miricle is clinched. Not only was
this great. multitude fed to complete
satisfaction, but there rematned and was

. went away
33 apart. And

gathered up a quantity many times greater than that which was used at the begin-

82.00 leisure so. much

as to eat,

And they

in the boat to a desert place
the people saw them going,

and many knew them, and they ran there
together on foot from all the cities, and out$4 went them. And he came forth and saw a
great multitude, and he had compassion on

them, because
they wereas sheep not have
ing a shepherd: and he began to teach them
35 many things.
And when the day was now
far spent, bis disciples cume unto him, and
said, The place is desert, und the day is now

36 far spent: send ‘them away, that they may

into the country

and villages round about,

37 und buy themselves somewhat to est. But
he answered and said unto them, Give ye
them to eat. And they say unto him, Shall
we go and buy two hundred penmyworth of

38 bread, and give them to eat?

And

he saith

unto them, How many lonves have ye? go
and see. Aod when they knew. they say,
39 Five, and two fishes. And he commanded

them that all should sit down by companies

40 upon the green grass.
And
41 in ranks, by bundreds, and
he took the five loaves and
and looking up to heaven,

they sit down
by fifties. And
the two fishes, |
he blessed, and

brake the loaves; and he gave to the disci-

ples to set before them; and the two fishes
42 divided he among then all. And they did
43 all eat, und were tilled. And they took up
broken pieces, twelve basketfuls, and also
44 of the fishes,
And they that ate the losves
were five thousand men.

Torics—The apostles of Christ.
The multitudes fed.
The fragments saved.

Connecting Link.—The

twelve apostles re-

turned from their preaching tour soon after
the death of John the Baptist, nnd seem to
have met Jesus at Capernaum.
As usual, the
people in great numbers gathered to hear him

and to be cured by him, so that

he could

find

no time to eat. To escape from the crowd he
went across the lake, but found anotber throng
waiting for him there:
§

Parallel

passages,

Luke 9: 10—17;

vincing manner in which

ning.

Mutt.

14:

13—21;

John 6: 1—13.

1 The apostles of Christ, The word
apostle
means,
‘‘one
sent forth.”
Jesus bad sent forth the twelve (see vs.

the .record -of

There could be no doubt as to the

fact of the miracle.

It was not. beneath

the dignity of our Saviourto teach a lesson
which was, in all probability, needed by
those present.

The

power

to

multiply

food in this way gave no warrant for
wastefulness. The
lesson we should
apply to all things over which we have
any control. Neither substance, nor time,
nor strength, nor opportunity should be
wasted. For ‘all these things we shall
have to give an account, and no apparent
abundance of resources will justify any

neglience-on-our part.
:
THOUGHTS AND APPLICATIONS.
I.
Let us tell Jesus all things.
1I. We ought to be moved with compassion toward the perishing about us.
II. We should ask God to bless all
our offerings.
TOPICS FOR FURTHER STUDY.
| 8 ¥ The geography of , the country
about the Sea of Galilee.
11. The money of Christ's time.
III. How senl-hunger may be satistied.

While
When
Whea
When

Have left me to silence and loaeliness,

That day

And my life-song changes to sobbing prayers,
Then my heart cries ont for a God who cares.

in this work

successful,

and,

they

naturally

receive

further counsel

from the Master, which,

than

and
in

all,

to

instruction
the

light

of

their newly gained "experience,
they
could better appreciate than ever befere.
For such a season of rest and social

con-

verse there was no opportunity where
they were; they could iad no time for
regular meals. “Jesus called them away’

to a ** desert place,” that they might for
a time escape

from

the

pressure

of the

multitdde. They embarked on a boat,
perhaps owned by some of them, and
while crossing a portion of the lake,
were by themselves. This was about all
the quiet communion they were allowed

to have, for the ever watchful throng,

seeing which way they went, eagerly
traveled around the shore of the lake and
were ready to receive them when they
came again to land.
The incident contains a valuable lesson
for ministers and
Christian workers.
Nothing is better than to make frequent
reports tothe Saviour and receive fresh
instruction
and inspiration from him.
Jesus knows well that his

servants

need

seasons of rest and retirement ; that they
can not be continually before the people

giving instruction,

without

exhausting

their power to instruct.
‘They mst
withdraw from these public duties and
give attention “to their own
spiritual
needs; their souls, as well as their bodies, require rest, culture and nourishment. All these they must gain in re-

tirement and
- quiet communion
Saviour himself.
“IL. The multitude fed.
throng of people that had

with the
§

The immense
gathered near

the shore of the sea in anticipation
of the landing of Jesus and his disciples excited the Saviour's compasHe knew what’ they needed,
sion.
and what, perhaps; many of them dein the condition of
sired. They were

sheep without a shepherd, of blind men

We may help ourselves by looking at the
examples of our fellows, if we remember
always one truth: There is but one true
‘model for the teacher.
:
What was Christ as a teacher ?
He was a friend. He helped Peter
catch fish, before he could

draw

him

ut-

terly away from his hired men, his boats,
and his vets. He helped the Cana wedding to wine. When the poor forsaken
leper, who had not felt the joy of huphan
companionship in so many long
and
weary years, sought for healing, Jesus
gave him more than health.
He touched
him. That touch of a human hand was

doubtless Paradise itself to the leper. But
why do we
woman

specify?

Why

mention

that was a sinner,

the

who washed

the blessed feet and wiped them with her
tresses, in the very house of the Pharisee,

and without rebuke? What Jesus was
to one he was to all. He was as a teachy
.er just what most of us are not.
He was a Mediator.

God and man.
lifted him

up

He

was

between

He took hold of man and

to God.

But

a8 one with Christ.
Christ.
Then let

Let us have hold of
us get hold of our

He lifts the burden, for He is strong,
He stills the sigh, awakens the song;
The sorrow that bowed me down He bears,
And loves and pardons because He cares!

- TOOTH, EAR
HEADACHE,

We are not alone in our hours of pain;

iL ie PAIRS

the storm is high,

his exterior

circumstances.

Testament.

Isit a

false

proclamation,

based upon a false view of life and posisibility? Pre¢€minently it is the voice of
the New Testament calling men from
forms of wickedness and degradation,

are

the

influences

all
on

around’ us,

that

posed.

All classes were

represented

in

the crowd that cameto hear his preaching
and over them his heart yearned with
unutterable longings. At this time they

At the, Olivet Mission in New

an

one

came,

most

his

utter-

the

liberty,

prisoners

Geheral Debility,

No family

and torpidity of the liver.

constrain

nd he will sweetly

rounded by

until, just

he

as

that one should never
into character,
check the enthusiasm of youth, because

we need a good stock of enthusiasm as a
sort of reserved force on which to draw
as we go on in life. The person who arrives at d new year without any “special

Ponder on these Truths.

Torpid kidneys, and constipated bowels, are
the

great causes of chronic diseases,

Kidney-Wort

are admitted.by ticket only. As a result
the little folks are ankious to get in, for,

like some grown people,they do not prize

has cured

thousands,

Try it
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rritations and inflamation from the
lungs
to the surface, and finally expel them

from the system,
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on

the
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and relieves the cough and
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REY. BEN AMD RANDALL preached tn 1903,

at the death of a child, and printed by
The only published sermon by Randall.
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over-exertion or overdndulgence, which leads to
misery, decay and death.
One box will cure recent cases.
box contains one month's treats
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We guarantee
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INSTITUTION.—New Ham

Rev.
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Ph.

principal, with eight associate teachers. Re
courses of study for both sexes. Connected with
the Institution is the best commercial college in
New England.
Telegraphy a gpogially. Best
teacher of Penmanship in the State.
EXpenses
less than in any other of like

grade.

Four

D.

terms

of 10 weeks each:
.
:
Winter term begins November 21, 1881. Spring
term begins February 6, 1832. Summer term begins April 24, 1882. Send for Catalogue to
:
. REV. A. B. MESERVEY, Principal.
ILLSDALE

COLLEGE.—Michigan.

Collegi-

[A ate, Scientific, Theological, Commercial, Preparatory, Music and Art
Departments.
Elective

studies. Admits both sexes.
Best of religious influences.
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Finest college
buildings in the
Northwest.
ition, incidental
and library
fees, only $15 a year. Board, $2 to
$225 a week.
Room. 40 to 75 cents a week.
Schol-

arship for Commercial course, u

d time, $30,

Music $12 and Painting $12 a term.
For Catalogue address,

D. W. C. DURGIN, President,
Hillsdale, Mich.
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Pittsfield, Me., July 11, 1880.

OCHESTER
SEMINARY.
Full board
of teachers and course of study.
Students
are fitted for teaching and for college. Business

course
complete and practical.
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H. Hutchins, A. M.,
board of assistants.
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paper covers. 10 cents,
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The Course of
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Send to
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Nichols Latin School.
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Price 50 cents, postage 4 cents.
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are published in pamphlet form at the close
of every session, and the bound volumes embrace
the proceedings of the first sixteen sessions.

The

#5 slight irritation of the membrane which covers
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Dectrinal Views
is a small book in paper covers, embracing
the first 44 pages of the
Treatise.
Price 6 cents,
or 50 cen ts per dozen, and 4 cents postage.
Centennial Record.
A vcl. of about 300 pages, reviews the denominational progress for the century, gives a history of
our wor
n the causes of Foreign and Home
Missions, Educationl Sunday Schools, Temperdance and Anti-Slavery. It also has articles on the
General Conference, Literary Institutions, Publications and Aged Ministers.
The Tables, twenty in number, are of great value for reference. There are steel engravings of
Buzzell, Stinchfleld, Colby, Marks, Cheney, Day,
Knowlton, Phillips, Hutchins, Burr and Quinby.
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is a valuable little work, and every Christian
would be benefited by reading it, 25 cts; postage
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postage.
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~ Habitual costiveness afflicts millions of the
American people.
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Abridged book,

very concise and well arranged; stating in fifteen
ages all the important parliamentary rules of de.
fberative bodies. Price, Flexible Leather, 75

shore, when a great wave comes thunder-

Julius Hare said,

copy, $1,20 for the

different metings ; Formulas and
Suggestions.
The Rules of Order are comprehensive, and yet

= _ is not incurable, if properly attended to.—
Consumption, at its commencement, is but a
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Manual,
des ned especially for ministers,
but useful for all church members. It contains
Scripture Selections for more than thirty different
occasions; Order of Exercises for ten or a dozen

DoON uly administered its efficacy has been
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portant points of Bible

Influenza, Spitting Blood, Bronchitis,

know their weakness, who see how oftentimes they lapse in spite of their solemn
resolutions, - who ure like the sailor
whose ship has gone down- and who
swims for the beach

cents;

tures ”

Consumption, Coughs, Colds, Catarrh,
Croup, Asthma, Pleurisy, Hoarseness,

who

companions,

improper

tunes

Lectures
ON THE TRUTH OF THE BIBLE;
lent book for all who would ‘‘search

the cause, the symptoms, and the cure—viz

will work in you to will and to do of his
good pleasure.” To those who are sur-

the

are those generally accepted by the
$1.80 postage, 12 cents.

This valuable medicine is purely vegetable:
the discovery of which was the result of
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is
of

The History of the Freewill Baptists
covers the first half century o1 our existence,

discusses briefly,

many years’ close study, in order to discover

and

you,
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is a small book of 225 hymns and seversl
tunes selected especially for prayer meetings.
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spirit of the Lord is all around about you;
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Postage, 10 cts.
5 and 60 cents.
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The Nacred Melody
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reading.
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.
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other on Acts, Romans and Corinthians.

EEDOWNS’ ELIXIR

** The

he says,

25 cents per box.

B35" Sold by all Druggists. <&8

life, saying to every one who is lower in
virtue than he knows he ought to be, or
than he desires to be, ‘It is in your
power to go higher.” To those who are

turned away from God

biliousneds, .

the only known means of permanent cure.’’— Baptist.
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His remedies are the outgrowth
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Sleeplessness, Depression and Indi-

should

monthly,
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to can-

It will at all times and under all circumstances act in
harmony with the laws that govern the female system.
Forthe cure of Kidney Complaints of either sex this
Compound is unsurp
d
LYDIA E. PINKNAM’S VEGETABLE COMPOUNDIs prepared at 233 and 235 Western Avenue,
Lynn, Mass. Price §1. Six bottlesfor $5. Sent by mail
in the form of pills, also inthe form of lozenges, on
receipt of price, $1 per box for either. Mrs. Pinkham
freelyanswers all letters of inquiry. Send for pamphlet, Address as above. Mention this Paper,
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and more

That feeling of bearing down, causing pain, weight
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tendency

5 cents for

the kind now before
edition is a selection

gestion,

those that were bound go free.. It is a
ministry of mercy and of hope that the
Lord Jesus Christ brings
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means of Permanent and Positive Cure. A Home Treatment.
§ Noch
e for consultation by
mail. Valuable Treatise Free.

Spiritual Songs.
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to let
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It cures Bloating, Headaches,

ances was that he had come to open the
prison-doors, to break the shackles, to
give

develop
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This book of nearly 1100 hymns with tunes
offered to our churches as the best of all books

cerous h
thereis
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by its use.
Jt renoves faintness, flatulency, destroysall craving
for stimulants, and relieves weakness of the stomach.
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which Rev: A. F. Schauffler is superin.
tendent, the children in the primary class
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York,

It

which is required. Shall a man attempt
to change himself from evil to'good, and
do it easily and thoughtlessly and carelessly? -Sach a change never comes by
accident nor by a little striving. No
man ever educated hithself who would

When Jesus

‘and Displacements,
and the consequent
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to the
of Life.
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whole heaven is full of powers which are
mightier than any which are seen. *
*
On the other side, no mun can tear himself away from surrounding temptations
and evil influences without an adaptation

of his life and will to the

CO.
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as I said, have done it. = It is the common
work of the Gospel to produce such fruits
as the calling ot men from sin to’ righteousness. That is the voice of the Old
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MYRTLE.

wickedness.

Men can break through and rescue themselves from the power of wickedness
when it takes on an external and social
form. There is the possibility of a man’s
overcoming both the power that is within
him and the power that is without him in

advance ;

are
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communications,
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No Preparation on earth equals St. JAcoBs Orv as a SAFE,
SURK, SiMPLE.and cREAP External Remedy. A trial entails
but the comparatively trifling outlay of 5)'CrNTs, and every
one suffering with pain can have chieap and positive proof of

But, not to reason upon it, the experiences of the Gospel for thousands of years
show that mén can be reclaimed from all
and

in
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Highly Invigorating

The TH ornting Star.
is a large re igious1 paper of eight pages, in us
fifiy-third volume. ' It is able, literary and pro-
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Our Father «toops from his throne above
To soothe and quiet us with His love;
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Freewill Baptist Publicatios.

-Let all who are #ad take heart again,

Business men, Mechanics, &c., who are ti
out
work or worry,
and a’! who are miserable
with
pepsia, Rheuma-

PARKERS is GINGER
GIN

| W.HSchieffelin&Co(
7's seam) N.Y.

They pupils. The teacher who has the symJesus pathy, the friendship, the love of ‘his stir of desire to be better, and to do betbegan at once to teach them many things. pupils, may be a mediator of the grace of ter during ita golden possibilities, is to
sm,
His heart was ever full and ever over- God. The highest office of a teacher is be pitied. He has lost his enthusia
embers of his life's happiness are
flowing with love toward men ; not only to be the conductor of God’s grace.—Gos- and the and
wan.—The Christian Intellifaded
toward ‘those who sought him for in- pel Teacher.
O00
P40

wy

taste
and smell. For sale
by D ruggists.

He comforts me in the gloom of night, ™ * ~~~

He leaves us not when

A perfectdrening oie
Ful eriorm color

tism,

Each child is dear to that Heart above,

++

trying to follow : blind leaders.
needed spiritual instruction and

struction, and tried to follow his teachings, but toward all men, the unthinking,
the heedless, the vicious and the debased
as well as the rightequs and well-dis-

AND

He fights for me when I can not fight,

how can we

be’ like him? By being mediators between Christ and our pupils. Let us be

PARKER'S
BALSAM,

Oh, wonderful story of deathless love,

And we have safety, for He is nigh.
Can it be trouble which He doth share ?
Oh, rest in peace, for the Lord will care!

Sherman <1

C foo Flaten ai kine Engravl t
Agents are maling fmmlesse seleg of this
nd and
Book
these distinguished Authors.
It
sellsat
,
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‘All Farmers, Mothers,

ing after him and sweeps him out into
deep water again—to such the voice of
God comes with encouragement.—ZBeecher.

What was it?

¥th Steel
Gen,ortraita,

SORE THROAT,

When thadows hang over the whole day long, And my spirit is bowed with shame and wrong,
When I am not good, and the deeper shade
<
Of conscious sin makes my heart afraid,
And the busy world has too much to do
To stay in fts courses to help me through,
And I long for a Baviour—can it be
That the God of the nniverse cares for me ?

good 1n improving which, although at the
cost of sacrifice, a rich reward will wait
upon the service. - It is, therefore, to ob- not study. People should seek religion
*
*
*
tain something more and better than a just as they seek an education.
Now, shall a man acquire moral excelmere cessation of all effort which prompts lence, moral education, in a careless and
the Master to say to his disciples, wearied easy way ? A great many do. They do.
as they often are with labor, ‘ Come ye not do much for themselves, for they say,
yourselves apart into a desert place, and «By-and by a revival will come along
and I shall be converted and swept into
rest awhile."—Monday Club Sermons.
the church,” just as a fish is swept into a
Pe
Pr.
net whether he swims or not. I have
seen some such men in the church. That
A TRUE TEACHER.
sort of conversion is not uncommon. The
Let us try to get at the true idexl of a man who is so converted is a wicked man,
teacher.
Dear fellow-laborer, as you inside of the church or out of it. * * *
value your frat work, let us not be con- Now, here is the'simple fact of this whole
subject: Both philosophy and example
tent with half-filling our place.
teach that in our strife for virtue the _pasBut how shall we attain the true ideal ? sions and appetites, the infelicities of our
Not by the examples about us. Let organization, can be overmastered ; that
us ‘not measure ourselves among our- we can take ourselves out of our econstiselves. That is the way to make dwarfs. { tutional faults, and that if we have fallen

been

Gen. Dove.
It gives his
cars
enc
among Indians, and reveals
for the,
time
“inner
life,” Daring Deeds,” Customs,
ts,
: Ponened by Ady or, and {ull Introduction
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istries of mercy to multitudes ?
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No, 112 Fifth Avenue, New York.

I live in this world where the sorrows be,
the lights die down from the path I take,
strength is feeble, and friedis forsake,’
love and music tbat once did bless

Mysteries
of the Capitol;
te House and of all its

of life * behind the scen EE
ar
48 finé Engravings. “The besteelling book out. Agents

And yet I want Him to care for me

and to heal the sick;

with one another, and more

1

timore.

Xt purtrays the “énner He,”

fi
and
of the daily life at the

the wonders and inside workin

WILLIAM KNABE & CO.,
Nos. 204 and 206 West Baltimore 8t., Bal-

they will often afford opportunities for

enough, they wished to have a conference

v

.

lem

i

famous

(ou, Toh, Worknaasiy and Duet,

:

And strong, glad music of kappy psalms,
And bliss, unruffled by any strife—
How can He care for my little life ?

them power to cast out unclean spirits
had

~

About. His throne are eternal calms,

:

UNEQUALLEDIN

—

bears to us important testimony. It teaches
that, in their seasons of rest, Christians
7—138) whom he had chosen and ordained" -should keep with Jesus; that, go where
for this purpose (chap. 3: 14), and they they will, they will be recognized as
now returned to him at Capernsum, and companions of Christ; that seasons of rest
gave an account of their experience in should be subservient to higher endsthan
the work assigned them. He had given those of selfishness ; and that thus used

l

PIANOFORTES.

mii
. What can it mean? Is it aught to Him
That the nights are long and the days are dim?
Can He be touched by the griefs I bear,
Which sadden the heart and whiten the hair?

the supposition that there is a power by
which they may rescue themselves. \ Is
there such a power? There is. The inLa
(From Rev. P. B. Davis.)
visible things of God are more and mightThe day had not been spent as design. ier than the visible. If a man treats himed. Had it not been better spent? As self simply as a physical organization,
the disciples turned their boat towards and believes in nothing but what he
can see and handle, it may.seem to him
Bethsaida, and as, later, the storm came | as though this world were simply a gidown upon the ses, would they regret gantic crushing machine, irresistible in
that, although the day had brought them its impulses, and as though the best way
less quiet than they had hoped, it had -for him were to submit himselfto it, and
let it take him whither it will; but” we
enabled them to bécome sharers in min- aro taught, and we Lelieve, invisible as
SEP

Notes and Hints.

BE

THIN

“ HE OARETH.”

selves; he said, ** How many loaves have | _
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lingered until the day was far spent, and
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number of individual cases makes no line
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Mt. Washington

All communications designed for publication
should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters
on business, remittances of money, &c., should be

N. H. .Conene side of

addressed to the Publisher, Dover,
tributors will please write only on

their paper and

to mail-

not roll it preparatory

ing... They must send full name and address, not
return
We, cannot
necessarily for publication.
marmuscripts unless stamps are sent for that purWe need at least a week in which to decide
pose.
whether we can use contributions of aby length.
We have a large corps of paid editorial and special

contributors and ¢annot pay for articles contributed by others unless an understandingis had to that
effect betore publication.
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What young people are in their attitude
they

guardians,

or

toward their parents

are quite likely to be in after years toward their elders and superiors, and
tinally toward God himself—respectful
: .

and obedient, or disrespectful, irreverent,

" wilfal, and rebellious.
How

many

erratic,

passion-swayed,

miserable men and women there must be
in this world, who, in their occasional
moments of sad and remorseful reflection,
would most gladly go back and live the

years of their boyhood and girlhood
again, if they could, just to learn,
the eye of father. and mother, that

over
under
which

they are not likely ever to learn new—
the supremely important lesson of loving
and trustful obedience.

*« Where your treasure is, there will
-.your heart be also.” A man’s treasure,

in

many

nave been induced, under the pressure of
a wailing congregation, to ordain, when

not satisfied’ with the examination, and

power of such

CHURCH ATTENDANCE.
The question of church attendance is
being canvassed with more than usual’

vigor by.our English brethren. Such
eminent men as Dr, Joseph Parker, Lord
Shaftesbury, Bishop Ryle, and others,
have expressed their opinions and given
some practical suggestions. That a large

We happily have

a provision

polity which may prevent guch an embar-

rassment and disappsintment, as well as |
premature ordinations. A candidate may,
and ordinarily should, be presented to a
Quarterly Meeting, and at least a preliminary examination

had, so

thats recom-

mendation for his ordination
intelligently and safely made.

P. MacKay, M. D., author

of Grace
and Truth, takes a rather
cynical view of the matter when he reminds us that a very famous preacher of
righteousness had a remarkably small
congregation, and decreasing at that
until it consisted solely of his wife, three
sons, and three daughters-in-law;
while
another righteous preacher had even a

might

be

OOEAN PARK.

The Directors of Ocgan
which no amount of reasoning can refute.
It is the duty of the church of Christ to do
all in its power nit only to give all an
opportunity to hear the gospel, but to
preach it to every creature.
;

in our

Park

held

a

meeting in this city last week and made
the general arrangements for the: coming
year. Among other things the Committee
on Finance reported that the amount of
receipts by the Treasurer’s books, to the
present

date,

has been

$17,127.03,

and

the expenditures $15,627.47, leaving a
balance of $1,499.56 in the Treasury.
The Local Committee was authorized

to dike the marsh and put in a tide gate
to keep out the water, at an estimated ex-

beach

railroad.

wife,

Also an extension of the sidewalk from

and two daughters, and his preaching
had
evidently but little effect with one, of
supreme ambition, the one object for
his
audience;
and as it was in the days
which, above all others, he gives the
of Noah and in the days
of Lot,
+ strength of his right arm, the cunning of
so are we
to expect
it to be in
«his brain, and the full passion of his
these days. The idea is unique enough,
heart, becomes, according to its nature,
and may afford comfort to some ministers
either the siren that lures him to death
who wonder why the people do not come
or the angel that leads him to heaven.
to hear them preach, but perhaps it never
HE IS RISEN.
occured to our Rev. M. D. that had the

the Temple to the Boston and Maine railroad.
A Committee was also chosen to ar-

the chief jewel

which

smaller audience, consisting of his

he desires, his

is vain;” * they also which

two famous preachers mentioned by him
lived as wellas they preached, it is quite

are fallen asleep in Christ are perished.”
‘“ But” —hers is the established fact, the
immovable pillar of our hope—‘‘now s

probable their sermons would have been
more effective. It is also suggested that
a crowded congregation ought not to be

« If,” says Paul, ¢ Christ be not

your faith

risen,

* Christ risen—the first-fruits of them

that

sleep” —the assurance, too, of hereafter

new heaven and a new
dwelleth righteousness.

a

earth wherein

The whole church rejoices now anew
in the truth of

our

Lord’s

resurrection

from the dead.
re
Not long ago the ground ‘was covered
with abiding snow ; freezing blasts swept
over desolate fields and through city
squares; against cheerless skies the trees
rose stiffly, the forms of frozen, cheer-

less, and

barren

death.

But

now

the

snow is gone; the fields are beginnicg to
cover themselves with a carpet of green
for the approaching feet of Summer. The
swelling buds proclaim that her advent is
"near; the softening air whispers it to the
listening ear; the birds sing it in the tree-

tops ; it is written in letters of light upon
the glowing sky. Not less unmistakable
are the tokens of that brighter future
which the Christian forces are hastening.
The significance of the resurrection of
Christ, as seen in the light shed upon ié
~by the progress of eighteen centuries, is

notto

be mistaken.

Like the light of

new-created worlds,

while

the

eyes

are

yet unborn on which their earliest rays
shall fall, the'light
of a day is speeding
on in which all the nations of the earth
shall be glad. The world is not old; it
is still in its youth ; we live in the opening spring-time ; the effulgent summer is

hastening on.

By-gone ages look wintry

and cheerless. The heavens grow brighter
as we look ahead.

Charles Garrett,
of vast experience

and

yet

‘faith

8 Methodist minister
and true worth, de-

church is mostly to blame,

things
and

of Liverpool, and one of the most evangelical men ‘of the Established church,

affirms that the true causes of the unsatworship are chiefly defective preaching,
and the want of constant,

house

to

friendly

house

inter-

visitation

among the people. Dr. Parker takes a
larger view of the subject. and suggests
there may be too many places of worship
belongingto all denominations ; he thinks
there are by far too many professional
ministers, that to multiply ministers
merely as a class, or merely as ministers,

apart
the

from

is

is

great

there
the

personal

work

qualification

a _dire

method

first

Easter

morn,

came

forth,

triumphant over death and the darkness
of doubt,

hope!

the world’s

inextinguishable

We do well to remember

that

day with such joy as the immortalsknow,
with the beautiful tribute of symbolical
flowers, and the grateful
contrite hearts.

consecration

of

* O day of days] shall hearts set free
No ‘ minstrel rapture’ find for thee ?
Thou art the Sun of othér days,
They shine by giving back thy rays:
Enthroned in thy sovereign sphere
Thow shedd’st thy light on all the year:
Sundays by thee more glorious break,
An Easter Day in every week :
And week-days, following in their train,
The tallness of thy blessing gain,
Till all, both resting’'and employ,
Be one Loru’s day of holy joy.”

for

mischief,

need

of

of

church

that

changing

services

to

meet the demands
of the age, and
that livelier preaching, shorter services
bold

matters.

Dr. Parker, who is nothing un-

innovations

would

mend

less he is critical, does not define what
he means by ¢ livelier preaching.” But
we judge that certain displays of lively
preaching would be anything but agreeable to his taste.
hen
A general discussion of this whole subundoubtedly do good:

would

If we look
feel

inside

somewhat

com-

placent at what we there see, but beholding the great mass of humanity outside,
compassion such as moved the Saviour’s

heart should move

us

to thought,

to

prayer, and to action. For the remedying of this great evil we would suggest,
in addition to what has been said, the
importance of securing the children’s
attendance

at

church,

their spiritual

training

schools.

not

leaving

to the

all

Sabbath

Next to this, see that the church

of any ‘horrid asso-

ciations,” to use an expression ‘of one of
“our recent contributors, connected
with it,

sutance, ** And I, if [' be lifted up, will
draw all men unto me.”

a8 because we are unable to'see thar aby
such line exists.

It

is

=.

‘true. that

every

every

come
either
ease,
come

at length
'to a
point where,
from age, or the ravages of disor laziness, or some sad crook bechrounic, his usefulness, at least in
of effort,

man

preacher,
indeed, may

and

some-lines

other

./

is” gone;

point is so far from fixed

and

stationary

of human life, and is reached sometimes
by the mere youth and sometimes not until

the pilgrim has passed beyond the outmost
limit of our allotted threescore years and
]

bi

\

ON

ORDINATIONS.

‘ Recently, in a town in Maine,

& coun-

cil met in conjunction with a public meeting, to examine and

for a: pastorate

over

ordain

a candidate

a Congregational

church. The candidate proved, in the
opinion of the council, to be unorthodox
in faith, and they refused him ordination.
large = cotigregation, after having

but ‘this ‘Thé

that it runs all along the graduated scale

on

if

the

ar-

rangements now in progress do not fail;
not meetings that shall occupy all. the

The programme will appear in the. Morn-

ing Star, in due time, and the prospect of
a successful season there is now quite encouraging. - An abundance of good lots
is still offered for sale, one on the beach,
there offered. to
Obadiah

‘Durgin,

the

public.

Apply

Superintendeat,

to

Saco,

iar

had delivered to them

an

ordinary dis-

course, were sent home Misappointed,

as

well might be supposed Af not dissatisfied

and chagrined.

This shows the liability

of-embarrassment and trouble in attempl-

ing the two services, the examination

of

inserted

woman at Manchester, who applied to a stranger for assistance in finding a boarding-place,
should be a warning to all traveling Indies
and
formation or help

in-

from unknown persons{who

happen to be loitering about city depots. { Resort for such a purpose should always be had
to the officials at the station, or, better still, to
a policeman in attenilante. The latter are'proverbially courteous and helpful.
In all our experience, we never knew one to. be otherwise.
A single instance will illustrate. In passing
through the city of New York, on our way to

Washington, the Sound boat was late in reach-

ing her wharf,

It became necessary

for us,

satchel in hand, to make double-quick time in
order to reach the ferry boat in season for the
early train on the other side of the river. We
found ourselves on the wrong side of the
street, which was so blocked with wagons and

the

veto

politicians

the

may

by

cannot be definitely stated.

and

thing of itself sufficient to dignify
administration.

do a

LARGE

of

work done, of money expended, and the large
number engaged in the work, with so greatly
increased facilities for doing it, we involuntarily:
inquire, Why not larger results? Why not

more

conversions?

Why

only

two

new house could be completed.

conver-

house cost about $13,000.

the

right

and

ork, and of a definite, all-absorbing

effortto rebuild.
ourown

Too many seem to have no definite idea’

as to what the teacher's aim should be,—that jt

should

be, first,
to win the unsaved

to Christ

and, secondly, to develop and build them up in
the Christian life; and so too little esrnest,

salvation find little place in thelr thought and
work.
yo
:
In speaking of this lack on the part of so
many teachers and officers, one pastor exclaims :
“Oh, for men and women to weep over the unsaved
in_ our] Sunday-schools.”
Another
says:
“ We need something to stir up the

teachers to a deeper sense of their responsibiilty, and

a greater interest

and heart to teach.”

teachers

with

to prepare

in

head

Still another: * We need

their

hearts

in

the work.”

.left,

to the
and

Master.

Without

a distinct object

a definite purpose

before him for which

to

out of

work, however great may bé his other qualifi-

Guiteau’s’ crime cease,’and quite come to an
end? Mason, who undertook to avenge this
public and private wrong by assassination, has

little; neither will the Sunday-school worker.
8. Teachers’ Meetings. Compdratively few

will

the absurdities growing

been tried, convicted and sentenced.

Ta shoot=

cations, the business man will accomplish

taining a weekly

cannot fail to be productive

of much

good.

The friends of temperance .in the East, have
reason to feel encouraged by many present ten-

dencies in the South and West. Says the Ste
Louis Central Advocate, speaking of the
West:
It is plain that the people of the West have
taken hold of the

nest, and that wit

but

we are glad

teachers’

meeting;

though

to believe that a somewhat

number .do maintain such
teachers, as a rule, work

larger

a meeting.
The
independently of

each other and of the superintendent, and

so,

of course, there is no unity of teaching, or conicert of plan and work in the school.

Concern-

seems hardly necessary. to speak. We might
as well try to enforce the importance of the

regular drill to the soldier who would

be suc-

cessful in the field of battle. The teachers’
meeting helps to promote a pleasant acquaint-

ance among

the teachers, and

strong, helpful, mutual
these comes generally

to develop

a

sympathy,
and out of
a new inspiration for

work. It gives the superintendent an opportunity to lay his plans before his teschers,—to

ald and direct them somewhat in their labors,
and to counsel with them as to the best meth
ods of work, It helpsto make a common fund
of the knowledge and experience of all; so
that of this fund

ay

have the benefit.

‘But,we need not plead for the importance of
| the teachers’ meeting.
It is admitted by all,
visions will
, Outside of even by those who habitually absent themselves

tional, * This will put an end to the sale of liq-

vor in many of the principal towss in Arkaneas; The new” law in Nebraska, which is just
coming into force, imposes a license fee of
$1,000 on saloons in the larger cities, and $500
in towns and villages.

One of the most striking evidences of the
great moral and political regeneration, which
is being wrought out in the South, is the protest of a'leading Southern journal against the
passage of the bill before Congress granting
aid to the sufferers from the terrible floods.
This journal insists strenuously upon the cultivation of a manly spirit of self-dependence, snd

us

by

Brethren, help us with
by material means.
ip

from it.
;
The almost universal réason given why the
teachers’ meeting is not maintained is.that the
teachers are too much scattered. Many who
make this excuse will double the distance, and
often go through mud and rain and drifting
snows,

and

to

attend

some. mere

pleasure, party,

think it no hardship; but when asked to

attend

a teachers’ meeting

better

qualified'

to

that

win

they may

immortal

souls

would.
they may

be overcome and

often

require hard

work

and

much persever+

Dea.

=e,

six years of pleasant and profitable labor.
During this time the vestry bas been enlarged
and an old debt of several hundred dollars has

been paid; nearly all the pews owned by individaals have been bought by the society, every
pew bas been supplied with’ two copies of
¢ Spiritual Songs,” the vestry hdl been furnish-

ed with hymn-books, and other geod things
have been done.
been

A good religious tuterest bas

enjoyed,

and

frequent

additions

© °

a

have -

been receivedto the membership of the chureb.
Tbe church is well united and in a prosperous
condition.

of

The

»

Rochester

Village

¥. B. church

was

organized ten years ago, and it lias been selfsustaining or nearly so. It has enjoyed some
seasons of prosperity; and, like all. new interests, it has passed through times'of trial and
discouragement.
Two years ago last Dec. the
present pastor found ‘the puibers small and

Gov.

m-

rather disheartened

under

a debt of more

than $1700. They were dissatisfied with their
location on account of the annoyance caused by
the noise made by the railroads beside which
their lot was situated, freight trains through
the week and Sunday trains disturbiog them
much.

What

plexing was

made

the

situstion

that according

more

per-

to the deed they

This school is drawing young men and women"
into Christian fellowship and denominational
life. with us. Many of its graduates are al.

dom of God and

ready strong Christian men and women among
us. ‘Shall we pay for the building and sink
the debt forever? Ten thousand dollars with

Divine Spirit has hovered over them, and
wanderers have been reclaimed and sinnérs

the land for anyUnder®these cir-

cumstances pastor and people went to work
with a fixed purpose to * sgek first the kinghis righteousness,”

believing

the promise would. be verified; and God has
blessed them beyond their

converted.

expectations.

The

Forty-six “have @nited with. the

what has been subscribed in Pittsfield ‘will do

church, 28 by baptism and 18 by letter.

this and no more will ever be heard
debt on Maine Central Institute.

cially they have accomplished so much that
they are surprised themselves.
The lot and
vestry have been honorably ‘disposed of, the

about a

BACHELDER.

Finan-

society giving a quit claim deed; with the
money. received and some raised the debt was
paid, exceptinga note for $260. This the La.
diés’ Soclety will (soon cancel. Another lot
has been’ purchased for $1435.
The total

Ministers and Churches,

[We invite the sending from all our churches of
items for this department of news. These items
must be accompanied Jy the addresses of the writ.
amount of money raised by this struggling
ers, not necessarily
Hor publication, and should
reach this offica before Saturday night in order to | church and society during the last two years
will exceed $3000. Now, brethren, they proget into the next issme of
e
Star.
We,
of
course, réserve the right to condense, and to reject,
pose to entertain the next session of the N. H.
when for any reason it shall seem well to
80,
matter thus furnished. ]
Y. M. according to anppuncement.
Will you

pray for them, and corhe to them * filled with
Maine.

all the fullness of God,”
be gréatly strengthened
fled?

The Casco St. F. B. church of Portland is
enjoying an unusual degree of revival interest.
Large congregations fill the main ‘audienceroom Sunday evenings to listen to * illustrat.
ed” sermons, and over a dozen persons have
publicly defided to become Christians.

that this interest may
und God’s name glori-

Vermont.

The

Rev. T. H.

Smithers, of So. Strafford,

baving accepted a call from the F, B. church at
Houlton, Me., will commence bis labors with
that church the first Sunday in May.
We are pleased to learn from the c Boston

. The Rev. A. H, Hanscom’s resignation of the
Cape Elizabeth pastorate has been noticed in a
previous issue,
An appreciative and come
mendatory resolution, presented by Bro, E. N,
Perry and reported by Bro. Higgins,
has been

Journal that the citizens of Sutton, Vt,

adopted

paid

it being the 84th wnniversary.of his birthday.

# visit'on the 27th inst. to our venerable futher
in the ministry, the Rev. Jonathan Woodman,

by the church.

The Rev, G, M, Park writes: ‘A very inter- Among other pleasant exercises a purse of $100
esting and profitable meeting has been held was presented
to him, He is still hale and
with the Blaine church. during the past few hearty, and able to preach every Sabbath. We

weeks.

Notwithstanding the almost continu-

further learn that ‘‘ the young people took up
the refrain in the even
filled the house

ous storms, which prevented many of the peo-

sting exerple from attending the services, yet/large num- a second time.” Amol
d a poem
bers were present, and great good resulted, elses, the Rev. E. Ow:
gh a8 Jl
The church has been revived, the bonds of ,un-, for the occasion.
. Rhode Island.
jon and fellowship strengthened, and long-exThe Rev. A.T. Salley, of the Roger Wil
isting allanations healed, Some whose vdices
had not been heard in the meetings for years liams church, will accompany Des. Anthony
on their tour to the Pacifip coast.
returned, and sought forgiveness by humble and his party
confession.
Others have sought and found His salary i8 continued, aad friends make prowhen at its best to meet

To do it will

of

and family to Wolfborough.

could neither use nor sell
thing but church purposes,

Christ.

the importance of

the work demands they should be,

' I'he church is to

earnest, and showed more than superficial preparation. Iwasmuch impressed with the manly
and womanly bearing of the scholars. This
school is worthy of confidence and patronage.”

to

There are difficulties in the way, but

Sunday-school are increasing in interest
numbers, and the Sunday-school is one of

The Rev. H. F. Wood bas resigned the pastorate of the church at Concord after nearly

Maine Central Institute.

be

Christ, they are too much scattered, the distance is too great, and often eéven some more
frivolous excuse is presented.
There are few
Sunday-schools
whose
‘teachers might not
maintain a profitable teachers’ meeting, if they

meetings

Sister B, has been organist for the past four
years.
Sister Ward, who has been sick for
the past ten weeks, is slowly recovering.
:

your prayers,if not
H. LOCKHART.
HO

revival

A glorious werk of grice

Nearly seventy are inquiring, und

J. H. Beacham

Fairbanks and society.

ing the importance of the teachers’ meeting, it

prohibitory movement in ear-.
in the next year or two pro-

hibition and stringent license
be givens trial ona large
four or five cities prohibition i# ¥n accomplished fact in Kansas. The results of the recent elections in [owa show that the.
e of
thas State will demand a prohibitory.
from
the next Legislature. The Supreme Court in
Arkansas bas just decided that
law regulating the sale of liquor in that State is constitu-

offered

:

meet with a great loss by the removal

We shall occupy for the present the

Congregationalist church,

KINGSBURY

in Sunday-school work,—the teachOf all the schoels that have re- |
ported, less than a score are reported as main-

dent. The one had no more right to do what
he did than the other. Possibly the penalty

click of the prison bolt in assertion of the majesty. of law and order has quite died away,
tends virtually to reverse the law of civilizu-

trouble.”

holding

Hampton.

the best in New Hampshire.

uable aid

ers’ meeting.

ration to his position in the army, before the

and
and

We ure raising whatwe cau in

time

New

is going on.

Other church-

help in

:

among these are quite a large number of hopeful conversions.
bo aia
The Rev. Wm. H. Ward is to retain another year with the church at Water Village. The
parsonage is expected to be ready for occupation by the first of June. The congregstion

society and leading men in some of the

of our schools avail themselves of that inval-

ing at Guiteau, he just as truly violated law,
as Guiteau in attempting the life of the Presi-

imposed on him is too severe, and so the time
may come when he should be pardoned.
But
this pouring in upor the President of petitions
by the furlong, and appeals of whole State Legislatures, for his immediate release, and resto-

in

This excellent school is doing a living work.
Its past record is good, but it is not relying on
its records.
It is alive and
progressive.
A visitor to the school thus writes:
* The
teachers are working with a will; and their
enthusiasm is well dirécted, is telling on the
scholars.
All the recitations were prompt,

none greater, than this: teachers and officers
- consecrated to their work, prepared in heart
expeditiously to the opposite side. By this as well as in head to teach the gospel, and imtimely help, we were able to get our foremost | bued with such a love for the work, and such
foot on the boat, starting on its last trip for the a sense of the value of the soul, that their first
edrly train, just as the skipper was throwing ‘and all-absorbing purpose will be to win souls

When

of N. H., have been

There was $4,000 in

is our refuge, a present

os

We learn from the Independent Statesman
that the Rev. D. P. Cilley,
who served as chaplain of the Eighth Regiment, N. H.Volunteers,
has received arrears of pensions amounting to
$2000.
write
Bros. Folger and Shaw, of the ¥. M. C. A.

The aflliction so suddenly come upon us has
‘prayerful work is done im these directions,
Many seem to think if they can simply interest not scattered our numbers and workers, but
and hold their classes, and help to while avr - rather is binding us closer together. Our
prayer is that from the ashes there may spring
the Sunday-school hour in a pleasant mander,
gredter success for this band of brethren. ** The
their work is done; .while the worth of the
Lord

?

services.

received.

soul and the importance of at once securing its

has unanimously voted

with the F. B. church at Gonlc. ‘He preached
his furewell sermon March 26. He is ready to
receive a call from suy church desiring his

other churches are ¢irculating subscription papers to aid us in our work: Any contribution
made by any of our friends will: be gratefully

opened a passage, and conducted us safely and

off the line. « This saved us hours of vexatious
delay and a considerable additional expense, -

the audience

surance, a part of which we have already received.
At an informal meeting, Monday even‘the part of teachers and Sunday-3chool officers ’
ing, the 27th, we unanimously voted to make the

to the

The

New Hampshire.
The Rev. W. W, Brown has closed his labors

fer. Iam glad to say we bave the sympathy of
all societies in the place.
We are not cast down, but full of hope. The

sions to a school on an average during the
year?
. One reason is found in the answers to questions sent out; viz., lack of consecration on

past

one to take the pas-

ed to remain.

es) including the Universalist, made a like of

Many pastors and superintendents from ali
parts of the field give utterance to this same
sentiment.
stately in form, seeing the dilemma in which |
Qur Sunday-school work has many imperawe were, took us by the arm, waved his magic tive needs to-day, but we are persuaded it has
to

B. church, the church

el flames, “ Weeping may endure for a nighty
but joy cometh in the morning.”
Ere the smoke had died away from the ruins, Gov. Fairbanks sent a letter to the pastor,
expressing his deep sympathy, and hoping we
would immediately arise and rebuild, and also
generously offered us the use of a commodious
and comfortable church, recently vacated by
his society for the new stone church, until our

RESULTS?

think of the vast amount

the

dollars more,

not to accept his resignation,
and he his decid-

the house, so recently dedicated to the service
of our Master, being swept from us by the cru-

Union§

its expenses

The Rev. J. Rand having recently tendered
his redignation as pastor of the So. Berwick F,

right.

in the walls

and spire, for the floor of

The

Chairman of the Ministerial Committee.

building

all

met

three hundred

tain the services of some

church and society after their years of struggle,
and many a tear was shed as we looked upon

II.
NOT

was

apparently

the pastor,

toral charge of the church for the vext year, +
For further particulars address C, C, Ricker, ~

a debt of over $5,000. Since that time our
brethren have been struggling hard to lift this
burden. Two years ago they succeeded. I
need not say that this is a sad blow to this

Sunday-Schools.

WHY

aud

everything

the

with

The Rev. F. Reed, pastor of theF. B, church

little damaged except by water.
About three
years ago this house was dedicated, but under

We hope he will have done it

When we

in

of the church is active, and

at No. Lebanon, closes his labors there in the
month of April. The commitiee wish to ob-

room was only burned through in one or two
places, and much of the plaster on the walls
was not badly burned. The vestry was very

Denominational.

9.

in.

Sabbath-

earnest young men, and give promise of much
usefulness.”
:
ey
Toba

The general opin-

discovered, Bro. Streeter was

roof

his whole

BY THE REV. H. F. WOOD.
Corresponding Secretary F. B.S.S.

more

The

of his first year's studies. They are both very

sometime before it was discovered. It apparently spread up through the four walls to the

by the time this paper is in the bands of our
readers.
>

“"

and

altar’

Yes.

the meetings

R. L. Howard, of the junior class, and Laforest Robinson, who is now upon the last term

ion is that the heat of the furnace inflamed- the
woodwork. A short time before the fire was

Chinese

say,

by

work of grace now going on seems but just begun......Two young men of our denomina..
tion are connected with the Bangor Theological Seminary,—Geo. N. Howard, son of Rev. -

souls, lay a heap of charred ruins.
or
All of the vestry furniture was saved and al‘so the pastor's library. The cause of the fire

The fire must have been at work

will

the

membership

vear, and

played his love and power in the/ilvation of

We were very glad to receive, following
an editorial of last week, the article on the
Boston church which appears in this number,
from the Rev. C. 8S. Perkins.
Let all interested in our denominational work read it.

Arthur

evening

interesting,

at

the society having

power, and in about four hours our beautiful
little church, in which Ged so recently dis-

carts, two or three abreast, madly driving this
way and that, that crossing was simply impossible. At this moment, a policeman, tall and

teams

4

thesalarm of fire, which soon proved to be in
the F. B. church. The fire companies were soon

80 fur 4s We are aware.

Pres.

were

conducted

Quite a number are

finances of the society are in ‘goodwconditivy,

About 9 o’clock Sunday morning, March 26,
the citizens of St. Johnsbury were aroused by

requést in the form presented ou the fourth
page of this issue, should have been marked 8s
We have been receiving no
a selected article.
written communications from the spirit-world,

If

were

life at each service.

heartily co-operating

Vt.

Johnsbury,

?

We welcome The Outlook, a new. undenominutional religious paper hailing from Al=
fred Center,N. Y. It proposes to give special
attention to the questions of Sabbath observah
Success to it.
ance and temperance.

Wesley,

increasingly

The

enjoyments of the day of rest.” -

sus.
The late terrible misfortune that befell the

were

the church could not be saved; and the fire
soon mained the advantage over all human

from

a Christian

quirers

Burning of the F. B. Church at St.

in which one should enter on the duties and

passage

services

terday afternoon and

on band making desperate efforts to subdue the
flames. It was evident, however, from the first,

The

The

Howard and Park.

seeking

o-o-O>

purpose, first of alf} to win the unsaved to Je-

.

resembles more the appearance
of a large tion, and re-instate the code of barbarism,
family gathering, simple and social in its quite too prevalent among us already, which
life and work. Let there be a fuller re- allows every man to be judge; jury and execucognition of personal responsibility on tioner.
the part of lay members of the church. Y. Miss Willard’s recent work in the South

ENOUGH !
As to'the preaching, let it in every way
For our part, we have ‘heard enough be not so high as to be beyond the
about a ** dead line” in the ministry, so reach the hearers, nor so deep as
faras the expression is used with any | to- be out of sight in
its 'meanreference, even by implication, to the
ing and purpose; but clear, natural,
number of yéars that a man has lived and earnest, helpful. And, above all things,
labored. We do not so much object to Jet the preacher not forget the Divine as-

“the term because

at the Temple,

through the month of August,

cane, arresting

and some

the church we may

There will be meetings

Rev’s

not promotive of that spiritual frame of mind

for

men even for that matter, against seekinf

isfactory attendance at places -of public

From the tomb of Joseph of Arimathes, | ject both in America and England
on that

ab-

one of our contemporaries, that ‘it has been a

lodgers near the restaurant, that will accommodate some forty or more people.

Maine.

the

that

sence from church does not-mean dislike
of Christianity. The Rev.J.C.Ryle,Bishop

and

of a house

and others in all the variéty of locations

clares that for this state. of

course

erection

time, as last year, but one in the morning
or afternoon only, and one in the evening.

the test of success, for it may be a crowd-

ed failure. Certainly;
cometh by hearing.”

range for the

opened.

every

of

officers

and

school scholars are seeking Christ, severalof
whom have been converted and are sweetly
(where one is held) without a reasonable exconfessing their love for the Muster and his
cuse.
We trust all our pastors, superiniendwork.
The oldest member of the church, one
ents and teachers will see the importance of
associated with
its varied experiences for
this branch of our work, and take steps at
years, who has for the past year been alienated
once to inaugurate a teachers’ meeting where
it has not been doue already.
2 | from it, has returned and sought forgiveness.

frequent source of wonder to us that so many
who call themselves Christians patronize the
Sunday newspaper or find satisfaction in the
Reading the account
perusal of its columns.
of half a docen murders, two or three hangings, a couple of divorce suits, an editorial on
« the Tariff, or * Our Foreign Policy”, with
the record of a crash in the stock market, is

Ancona avenues next to Temple avenue,

the

teachers

is habitually absent froin the teachers’ meeting

most powerful agentsin the secularization
sacred day, and the gradual conversion of it
froma day of rest to a day of toil. We say, with

whatever

to

the

Sunday-school should be together for mutual
consultation and prayerand sympathy and help.

een een fees

bill he will gain the applause of the people,

the beach

are incréasing in interest and in attendance.
Sabbath evening the vestry was packed to
overflowing, and the small vestry had to be

person
‘We very much doubt whether any
should remain teacher in a Sunday-school who

pense of $300. A sidewalk is to be
built on the side of Randall, Colby and
from

gospel meetings at the Essex St. F. B. church

ease, but the results will pay a hundredfold.
If a meeting cannot be held successfully each

possible,

favors in

upon such

too dependent

been

has

ance and scrificce of one’s own comfort and
week, it might be held monthly or semimonthly. Sometimes, at least, and as often as

which is not at all dangerous, but wholesome.
It may be well for the general Government to
render some aid in such a casepbut the South
It is better for the
the pust for her own good.
child, as well as the parent, that Le should
walk.
:
"

backbone evinced in this case, in standing to convictions in. despite of the probable cry of illiberality,iron creeds, and all
that, which has become chronic in such
cases,
.
.

eternal youth as went with the spirit of
Longfellow into heaven, the other day.

The Rev. W.

South.

councils

"We rejoice to hear that the sunday ediof the New York Herald does not pay ex“tion
jections to the candidate in question, but
er is one of the
we instinctively respect the display of pensés. The-Sunday newspap
of the

winter, but whose
and

less true, howhever, that

This is a sort of States-rights doctrine

know nothing of the character of the ob-

characters so often have the granitic
strength of the mountain's rugged sides,

and the sweetness

regards the proposed help from the Government as hurtful to the best interests of the

in

when the case should have been deferred
for further consultation and inquiry. We

thing that has no existence, we ave tired
of it, and protest against it. Its use perpetutes a grossly and inexcusably unjust
sentiment against the most solidly useful
class of ministers and men on. earth—
those whose heads may be as white as

—t
EDITORIAL CONTRIBUTORS,

ordination,

conjunction. Instances of the kind here
noticed may not be common. It is doubt-

ers according to age: No such line exists
as some persons have drawn, save in their
own mischief-making imaginations. And.
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WEDNESDAY,

a candidate and his public

such
as to justify any Classification of work-

en,

¥

r—

vision for his'expenses. It is expected that
Bro. G. A. Burgess will supply the pulpit dur-

We were obliged to leave the interest
an

engagement

where, which we did not feel it was

else.

right to

ing

church at Mapleton, and two with/ the church
at-Sprague’s Mills......
The religious interest

mostly heads of families, which we think will
be of great service to the cause....The Bangor
hn

and.

Courier

of March 21 says: ‘ The
»
¥

absence....Bro. Wm.

H. Chase,

for

was engaged in removing. In his death his
fumily, the church and the community sustain
u great loss,
r
rh
The Rev. A. H, Morrell writes of his visit to
the Foster Union church; ¢ The night was go

at Mars Hill is improving throughout the
town. Several have recently been converted,
Whig

his

muny years deacon of the Pawtucket church,
was almost instantly killed in Providence, Mar.
28, by the falling on him of a safe whith he

break......One has recently united With the

{
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ee
il

dark and
A)

sons

[i

stormy. that only about a dozen per-

came

out

to

(Mondovi, Wis., Buffalo

hear u discourse upon the

subject of * School Mission Work South.) Aft.
er a brief talk it wakdeteriined to appoint the
next evening for a second trial, and that was
successful, for, notwithstanding
the limited
congregation was present, The design of the
pastor in providing for a series of lectures in
this place (others are yet to follow) has been to
bring before the people of the community such

their bodies.

tion. Rev. Mrs. L. Fenner is pastor here, and
has well sustained herself and the cause during

four years she has, with unfaltering zeal,’
church and

people.

Many have

to the

chureh dur-

been converted and added

Sabbatheschool now

body

through

hold

of

the

blood,

giving

of the

Cures

Lewiston, Me.

Me.

hg

Sovieties abouid

}

Rev.

25622)

8. D. Bates,

Treasurer

Ohio

Free

Com-

muuion Baptist Association, Marion, Ohio. (52638)
Rev.L. B Potter, Lansing, Mich., to whom

all
money contributed within fe bounds of the Mich.
Y. M., should be sent tor F. M., H. M. ard Educa.
tion Societies.
;
(25t)
Rev. J. D. Batson, Northfield, Minn., Treasurer
of the Minn. Y. M. Mission
Society, to whom all
money for this Y. M. work should be sent. (10128)
Rev. E. D. Lewis, Oak Center, Wis., Treasurer
of the Home Mission Boara, to whom all money
swould be sent for Home Missions within the Wis.

his

Michigan.
A missionary society has been formed by the

girls of the F. B. Sunday-school of Goodrich,

st

Rev. N. C. Brackett, Harper's Ferry, W. Va.
Treasurer of Storer College and Agent of Shenan:
.
.
doah Mission.

Mich., called the ‘* Frankie Lawrence Mission-

The membership numbers fif-

Treasurer

of the

flome Mission

and

B. Smith,

Moses

teen, and is composed of some of the brightest
young girls in the village: The object of the

Baptist

Foreign

Freewill

Education

(1362)
Societies,Concord, N. H.
Rev. J. H. Durkee, Pike, N. Y., Treasurer of
the Central Association, to whom all its contribtions should be sent.
Rev. J. J. Butler, Hillsdale, Mich., Treasurer of
the Western Education So. ; to whom contributions
may be sent in aid of those preparing for the
Gospel ministry..
-

society is to support a teacher in India.

Bro. B.A. Crossett, licentiate, has been la.
boring earnestly with the people at Nevens
Lake, near Stanton.
God has blessed the
wark. A church has been organized, and was
admitted into the Montcalm Q. M., at its last

session. The Rev. G. W. Moflutt assisted Bro.
C. in the work of organization....The Rev. G.

Yearly Meeting Notices.
n
with Commerce
church,

M hig

land Q.

W. Moffatt, pastor of the Crystal Lake church,

Oak-

;June 2—4.

.
J. H. MAYNARD, Clerk.
Illinois with Liberty church, five miles from
Atkinson on the C. R.1. & P. R. R., Friday, June

has closed a series of meetings held with the
Cristal Luke church. Over thirty have em-

2. The

brethren

propose to furnish

conveyance

to and froin the railroad.

Notice will be given of
braced Christ.
Eight have already joined the
the arrangements and time for such conveyance.
chureb.
Bro. M. is now
laboring with the
B. A. GURNEY, jor the Com.
Crystal church.
At the last session of the |. The Central N. Y. Ministers’ Conference will
at Phanix Wednesday, June 21, at 7.30
Montealm Q. M. license was granted to Bro.’ “convene
P. M. ‘Assiguments as follows:
eo. Merritt, of the Bloomer church, to preach
Opening sermon, by Rev. J. H. Cox, Thursday,
9, A. M. Devotions and Kssays: Unilying influence
the gospel.
il
of the Gospel, Rev. Z. F. Griffin; Has Christianit
Indiana.
aught to fear from attacks of infidelity? Rev.
J,
‘We receive a further account of the revival
Wilus; The intermediate stute, Rev. E. Smith ; The
in Rome City. The interest was unabated till pastoral relation, its duties gud obligations as
respects pastor and ¢hiirch, "Rev. I.
Hoag;
the close.
Itis estimated that during the four
Bible standard of benevolence, and how to brin
the
church
up
to
it,
Rev.
W.
H.
Merriman
;
Pulpit
weeks over forty were converted, one-half
power, Rev. A. T. Worden ; Life and doctrine of
heads of families.
The
newly organized
Confucius,
Rev. G. P. Linderman;
‘The special
needs of the Free Jiapust denomination, and how
church has now sixty-five members.
Others
they may be supphed, Rev. L. P. Bicklord; Best
‘were deciding for Christ as Bro. Chase.went: method of preparing sermons, Rev. J. M. Langworthy; Comparative merits of longer and shorter
10 meet un appointment at Macon, Mich.
Rev.
pastorates,
tev. E. C. Hodge; Character and work
(I. James was to remain a little longer. Pledges
of the Holy Spirit, Rev. F. H. Butler; Claims of
for $100) were made for a church edifice. Christian missions, Rev. I. B. Coleman.
4 P. M. Addresses
Mrs. Libbie Cilley

Bro, Chase, is. to baptize over thirty Apri
30.e.040oThe
Rev. -C. J. Chase and wife
of

over

$60

from

Quarterly Meeting Noticds.,

Macon churches, and attend theological studies

Whitestown

at Hillsdale,

The Rev. J. M. Haskell has closed his labors

\

with the Mazeppa church, and is doing mission:
work in the St. Croix Q. M. He has here a
large field calling for self-denial and hard
work. Bro. H. bas cousecration for both, and
if ‘supported by the churches, as we belie ve he
will-be, much good may be expected

from

his

Q.

will convene with
eveniug, June 15.

Assignments:

M.

Ministers’
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Notions of the First Settlers.
Mr. W. H. H. Amidon, one of the first settlers in
the town of Gilmantown, Wis., and one of the
most industrious and hard working men in the
county, has been very severely troubled with
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When women bearing tpices
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each other.
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Instead of death and gloom!
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The shining portals swing,
And heaven, with shouts of triumph,
Proclaima the conquering King!
The Lord indeed is risen,

by

striking

custom for young people to go out early on
Easter Sunday and search for wild

|

fowls’ eggs for breakfast, and it was

He leaves the grave triumphant,

con-

sidered lucky to find one. So the custom of having eggs for breakfast on East-

And opens wide the door.
Henceforth, ’tis but the chamber

er has become a universal

people rest

one,

and

come down through all these

In sweet and peaceful slumber,
To rise at his behest.
The loving Christ is risen,

has

And, down the shining way,

*¢ Yes, indeed, mamma,

us

and

bed, their mother

turning she found'a

‘Praise high the joyfal anthem,
And let the tidings speed!
Oh, bring a costly offering
Your gratitude to prove!
Lay on his flaming altar
The incense of your love.
he
Make glad the Easter morning,
And let His praise resound!
Proclaim the Lord is risen
To earth’s remotest bound.

t

;.

who

them

Herbert,

little expe-

rience in that direction, but

he knew that

:

nutg,and to hear the band play ; but when
you come to sliding it’s just mean. They
won't leave a bit of snow on the sidewalk,
and if you try it on the street, before you
Know it, up comes a blue coat with shining buttons, and says, ‘See here, sonny,
better

not

slide there, unless

you

want to sleep in the lock-up.
You and
your sled had better leave pretty sudden.’

I'am almost
a good mind

to say I

wish we were back in the country.”
‘“ Me

too,”

said

Herbert,

kicking

piece of ice across the yard. *
was up on Uncle Sam’s hill,
coming down with them double
Didn't papa and me and you
"come, though? I'd like some
Susan’s warm doughnuts, too,
you?”
As the winter wore away, the

a

Wish we
and just
runners.
used to
of Aunt
wouldn't
boys had

occasion more and more to feel delighted

with their new home. On St. Valentine's
day they were well remembered, and now
Easter was just at hand. They heard a
great deal about Easter-eggs among the

boys and girls, but for their own part,

they did not know what was meant.
Herbert rushed in one afternoon at the
close of school for the week with,—
“Mamma, here's my Friday card, and,
namma, Ella Davis says they are going
o have lots and lots of eggs for break1st next Sunday,

'cause

its Easter,

but

.am Burns says they can't have any at
his house, cause they cost like sixty.
‘What did he mean?”
ANE

*‘ He meant that they could not afford

to buy eggs.

Mrs. Burns has very little

money, Herbert,” mamma replied, hanging up the overcoat, and taking Herbert

. in her lap.
‘““ All ready to tell me about Easter
mamma ?” Hartley inquired, coming: in

from

his school

a few minutes later.

‘“ Our teacher began
order came that the
at half-past three, so
it. Now, mamma,

taking

added,

mother's feet.

the story, but the
school would close
she could not finish
please begin,” he

his favorite seat at his

‘‘ Well, first, can either

of my boys

tell me why we keep Easter?”
“I can,” Hartley replied eagerly, ** It
iskept in commemoration of the resur-

rection of Jesus Christ.”

“ Yes, and the festival lasted original-

ly eight days.

Some time

limiteted
three, and

still

after,
later,

it was
to only

two days. In the old times alt places of
business were closed, and feasts were
given to the poor; oftentimes in the
"w
A

do

my

errant

My

mis-

came

down to

break-

“"

eggs.

“Some

blue, while some

had all

boys weré with their presents, and they
both agreed that for all but sliding it was
‘fun to live in the city.”
>

LITTLE BETSEY.

that kind of out-door fun ; then they got

you

can

in a public concert.

But Queen

Victoria,

thinking it a shame that two singers so
Court concert.

appear

at

a

Of course, they complied

with the request.
The Queen cordially

and
them
gave
As
two,
ing

by a petty

welcomed

them

expressed her pleasure at seeing
together for the first time. She then
the signal for the concert to begin.
Jenny Lind was the younger of the
it had been arranged that she should
first. With perfect confidence in

r powers, she stepped forward and

be-

. But chancing to glance at Grisi,

Training;

Three

Unpublished

Letters

king, a double hiss

One

The monarch strove with might ant main
Part of himself they now had grown,
Their helpless victim all their own.

Novel.

374. Boston: James
oy

of the thoughts which

By

George

this book

has

at first to think it rather imprebable

in the

and in some of the minor occurrences-narrated;
but, as often in painting noone can safely say

You learn with horror, stricken dumb,
Part of yourself he has become!
— Selected.

whether

certain bits of coloring are unnatural,

so in fiction it is often unsafe to allege improbability of portrayed

A TEMPERANCE INCIDENT.

personages

and

bappen-

ings.
This is a thoroughly New
Ebgland
story, its * place ” being in southwestern New

BY IDA HAZELTON.

Hampshire

Among the many thrilling testimonies

and

its opening

scenes

showing

Mount Monadnock
‘‘in the distance,” to whose

of the power of God, which are being
given in these days of general religious

and, moral reformation, there was a very
striking illustration of temperance reform
related in a morning meeting in my own
city un few days ago. In answer to an in-

in the gospel

expressed

had

sight.

a

** Why,

friends,” he

began,

“I

had no

usinga

more to do with my being a temperance
man than you have here this minute. I
was working at my bench and a voice
said to me as plainly as I now speak to

you,

‘H-——

you

have

many

gems of

thought and

striking

chirring of insects in the

noticeable,

scattering

on Whittier, Wordaworth, Kirke White, Sir
Walter Scott and Mr. Gladstone.. C. A, Wen.
borne, publisher, Buffalo, N. Y.

little, sometimes,”

such as * His (the

had

about

may be offset

professor's)

-jt the

gentle

mellowness

mowin’ machines,

them

days;

by

voice

of 'candle-

light and old books ”; and~** Folks

didu't hev

they

raised

big fam’ly of boys instid, to do the mowin’

been drinking

Rideout's Monthly

Magazine for March,

The cover presents a clear portraitof Thomas
A. Edisor, the inventor. No. 10 Barclay §
:

N. Y. city.

Publications (1881-2) of

Porter& Coates,

Cor. Ninth and Chestnut Sts., Phil. Catalogue
free by mail to all who will apply.
Catalogue of Brooks published by Houghton,
Mifflin & Co. Boston. The Riverside Press

of

very “attractive pamphlet

A

Cambridge.

a

for

em.”

Andersen,

Christian

Hans

Aldrich,

Mr.

descrip-

brief

With

Law, and Medical Books,

Rjornstjerne Bjornson, Cooper, Dickens, EmHawthorne, - Holmes,
erson, Bret Harte,
Howells, James, Longfellow, Lowell, Owen
Meredith, Stédman, Mrs. Stowe, Tennyson,
Warner, and

Whittier.

mail a copy

to any

will

Publishers

The

application,

on

address,

without charge.
contain

A pampblet

Pneumatic Evaporator.

or

Fruit Dryer,

American

Ryder's

Dr.

itself

immediately feeling something like . shame for
| it. Are we so accustomed to evasions that the
soul recoils before its own honesty, when occasionally revealed, as if it were disgraceful?”
The silliness of such occusional passages as
this: “ Was there powder in the powder box?
I fear there was, and that Edith was not above

about his path that it seemed almost impossible for him to reach the port even
when the blessed haven was just in

edited

It also contains portraits of several
character.
of the famous authors on their list, namely, of

like
a mere seed of sound on the air.” *‘ It is
singular that in this world people can hardly
utter a direct truth, even the kindest, without

beat

well

are firmly and finely drawn. There is not much

fields was barely

life, but his entire being had been so shat-

and

tions of those works whose titles do not convey an ides of their general contents and

expressions. The

soul was full of eager desires for a better

bandsome

contend an eloguent young preacher, a lawyer,"
and a civil engineer. The contrasts of character

contain

his. whole person bore a resemblance
to a vessel, buffeted, broken and wellnigh wrecked by roughseas. The man’s

A

68 pages. It contains all the publications of
this famous House except some special School,

plot. The brooding mystery which overhangs
the personal history of the young preacher:

in his features, “but

tered by the floods of sin which

Monthly).

magazine. Terms $2.00 a yeur; single numbers,
20 cents. Contents for April include articles

fragrant sides and breezy summit the whole
action . is soon transferred.
The -principal
characters are a theological professor and his
charming daughter, ‘for whose special favor

meeting, a man rose in his seat and supported his bent and trembling form upon does not sufficiently prepare the mind of the
the bench in front of him. He was a man reader for the terrible tragedy which occurs
near the close; but the durk event is described
of apparently about fifty years of age.
in an exquisitely vague and beautiful way.
There was no lack of ‘native intelli- | Mr. Lathrop’s style deserves praise. Hjs pages

gence

by Mrs.

Oliphant, and the usual amount of poetry.
Littell & Co., Boston.
We have received the April number of
Literature (formerly the Wyoming Literary

| grouping of some of its personages and events,

With smiles the cup a friend may pass,
A serpent springs from out the glass;

vitation to tell his story

A
pp.

“suggested to us is that the author is capable of
accomplishipg something higher than he has
yet reached—or perhaps attempted.
And yet,
the present work is one against which we have
nothing of importance to say.
One is tempted

. To tear them from their hold in vain,

+

DISTANCE.

Parsons Lathrop.
R. Osgood & Co.

of

Horace Walpole; with instalments of * Robin’

ing 32 pages, descriptive of the new principles
of fruit evaporation. American Manufactur-

ing Co., Waynesboro, Pa, . *
Nive

good

pieces of

music,

published

by

Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston, have just arrived,
and are quite suggestive, in their titles, of this
vernal season. * Good-bye” (40 cts.), by Tosti,
will do for a winter farewell, and presages the
sweet
*‘ Easter Carols” (10 ots.),by Annie Loud,

“ The Young Bireh-Tree * (30 ects), by Grieg,
the Norwegian, and * Opposite my

Window,”

(30 ets.), by M. 8. Pike, which is not an Easter

buta Down

Eis song of the comic order.

“ Apa-june
Waltz,” (36 cts), by Milleker,
is a musical flower, the “ New
Boston
Glide
Waltz,”
(80 ‘cts), by *“‘Schneider,”

long enough” And [ say to you that I
were to be eaten, mamma said, but besaw the Seuthron’s malignant gaze
(not the dog) is already for the. first gliding
haven't
touched a drop of rum since that
side each boy's plate was the cunningest fastened upon her.
A TALLAHASSEE GIRL.
Boston: James R.
excursion steamer, the ** Lost Chord,” Tranmoment.
I
have
not
had
the
least
desire
Osgood
&
Co.
pp.
355.
Price
$1.00.
of baskets, containing two eggs. Herbert
The fierceness of her look almost parscription, (50 cts), by Moelling, iuspires us to
This, the latest volume in the Round Robin
was the first to guess. *¢1 bet these are alyzed the Singer. Her courage left her, 1 to'drink fram that day to this. Every
seek for it in the woods and fields, and “Love's
Easter eggs, mamma.” Picking one up her voice trembled, and everything before particle of the appetite for rum which I Series, is, it seems to us, particularly in the Chiding Polka” (33 ets), for Piano and Violin,
once had is entirely gone. Do you think
snd © Day and Night” (Waltz 30 cts), by Lecautiously, he surveyed it, curiously com- her eyes darkened.
She became so faint
that
a
poor,
helpless
Baron, complete the list.
:
drunkard
could
do
menting atl the while as to what might that she nearly fell.
all that in his own strength? No; I benme
EES
1
SL
ES
——
be within. There was a tiny opening at
By the utmost exertion of her will,
which locality a vividly drawn sketch is given
LITERARY NOTES.
to the reader, a study evidently. made upon
the bottom. He touched a bit of wire that however, she succeeded in finishing the lieve it was the power of the Lord.”
*“ Brother H——, was any one praying
the spot. The book is full of. sunny and
showed itself, and quick as a wink open
Eben Shute, Tremont Temple, Boston, pubaria. The painful silence—ever noticeaflew the top of his egg, and out'popped a ble where those present are embarrassed for you at that time when you heard. tlie charming influences; it is a delightful gallery lishes the Wide-Awake
(leaflet) Series of
of landscape and genre pictures, tastefully
Questions on the International 8. S. Lessons,
chicken. So great was his surprise and —convinced her that she had made a fail- voice?” inquired the leader of the meet- colored;
it portrays the old aristocratic element
astonishment that he really could nut tell ure. The conviction was confirmed by the ing. “Yes, sir!” replied the man. “My of the ante-bellum South as, in many instances, designed to awaken curiosity and interest;
whether the chicken was a * truly” one triumphant expression on Grisi's counte- poor wife, miles away in another place it exists to-day; and the thread of romance also a little tract entitled ** Pray for your PasThe American Newspaper Directwas trying to pray, but she was so over- running through the whole is in entirély good tor.”
or not. The other egg was found to con- nance.
tory, to be issued next month by Geo. P.
couldn't.
she
that
anxiety
with
come
taste
and
presents
many
delicate
touches.
tain a tiny bottle of cologne.
Despite the semi-torpidity of her senses,
‘Rowell & Co.,.of New York, will contain the _
RH.
And a Methodist minister in another town
Hartley's were just the same.
We
pames of 10,611 periodicals in the United
she realized that the failure meant lost
LUCK OF ROARING CAMP AND OTHER
States and Territories, which is a gain of 344
could scarcely tell you how pleased the glory, the destruction of her happiness, was praying for me. I did not know the THEBTORIES,
including earlier papers, Spanish

They had entered fully into the fascination of croquet, marbles and flyin kites
until the snow came and put ‘a stop to
out their sleds; but now, for the first
time, they begun to feel” dissatisfied with
city life. There was no place toslide.
‘* Well,” said Hartley with a disconsolate face, “it's all very well to live in
the city when you want candy and pea-

:

jealousy, requested both to

I

sorts of grotesque figures on them. These

next
to mamma
and grandma his
teacher, Miss Smith, ¢* was just the bestest.”

to save you.

seein’ it's yerself,

were red, some

who

was but six, had, of course,

Saviour who saved Little Betsey wishes

eminent should be separated

full of the oddest-looking

was nine, could reall.

On

standing

fast they were delighted to find aplate

MILLY.

call four different teachers, but the presexcelled

woman

of your need of him from your earliest
years. Has Jesus got your prayers?
Have you given up sin and trusted in
Jesus as ‘your own Saviour? Can you
say, ¢ That's all done, long ago?” Tho

the door. It proved to be Biddy Kearney, the cook, of one of her best friends.
‘Sure, mem, I-was about toring; but

mornin’.”
When the boys

Hartley and Herbert Seldon were as
healthy and wide-awake boys as one
would wish to see. *‘¢ Guess them boys
got a start in the country,” an old applewoman remarked one day when the boys
and their mamma stopped at the stand
to buy some taffy, and she was correct.
No doubt good country air had something to do with their fat rosy cheeks and
bright eyes, but now they had come to
live in the great crowded city. At first
they were simply delighted with the various sights and sounds. Then the school
—how differently everything was manHartley,

in

tress—God bless her—sinds her compliments and some Easter-eggs tor your little fellows. She said as how she'd like
you to. put them at their plates in the

EASTER EGGS.

aged!

tucked

| without the bother of goin’ in.

—
Sere
—

BY AUNT

snugly

ran across the street to

sit a half hour with a sick lady.

The Lord is risen indeed !

You have known of Jesus, and

IN THE

By fiendizh lips, a serpént sprung.

have

be expected that they would’sing together

er’s lap to have a frolic with his kitten.

And fragrant myrtle blossoms,
And lay them at his feet!
Make glad the Easter morning,

An Eastern

had advantages which this gypsy girl did

at

Oh, bring him blushing roses,
And lilies fair and sweet,

After the boys were

You

FABLE.

Was heard and from each shoulder, stung

Christian child.

re-

wouldn’

“ "AN EASTERN

The Evil One, allowed to kiss

has got my prayers.” And then she died
peacefully, and there is every reason to
believe safely. And the heartof the, ungodly mother was evidently softened as
she gave this account of the death of her
How is it with the reader?

Book Table: p

by Mrs. Parr, and * Lady Jane”

Jesus

THE TRIBU'TE OF A TEAR.
In 1847, Guila Grisi and Jenny Lind
were singing in London, but at ditferent
places. Each star struggled to outshine
the other, and those who one evening
went into ecstasies over Grisi's ‘‘ Norma,”
were the next evening enraptured with
Lind’s ¢* Casta Diva.”
Such was the rivalry that it was not to

be it funny to have some colored ones?”
Herbert replied, climbing out of his moth-

From the portals of the day.

mother, that’s all done long ago!

years to

our own time. Would Herbert like eggs
for his breakfast
0

Temperance,

a little prayer?” And the child raised her
eyes, and smiling sweetly said, *¢ Oh,

not have.

is In some parts of Scotland it was the

{

And death shall reign no more;

ent

called

¢« He is risen indeed!”
The most charac| teristic feature of the past was the use

And saw the Lord arise!

His glory streams upon

drinking, not to beat her mother any
more, to love Jesus, and to meet her in
heaven.
About an hour before she - died, |

the Easter kiss,
‘He is risen!'to

Oh, glad and glorious merping!
Oh, day of sweet surprise,
‘When angels watched adoring,

‘Where His weary

church. Slaves received their freedom ;
and, indeed, the people gave themselves
up to enjoyment, so the day itself was
day the people saluted

5 1882.

-

Who..was :she?

and

grief of her

parents and friends.
.
Suddenly something—it sebmed like
voice from heaven— whispered, * Si
one of the old song# in your moth

tongue.”

BYW. H,

|

and the mortification

;

girl.

She belonged to an outlandish and wan.
dering race, who live in tents on thé outskirts of cities and villages, and travel

an

inspira-

tion which had been flashed into mind

between the termination of the vocal part

Saviour of sinners.

What about her?

A few years ago, a

London City missionary visited a gypsy
encampment in the vicinity of London,

and talked with the people about sin

danger, and.of--the

way

and

of salvation

through Jesus Christ. Among those to
whom he talked were a man and woman

of some importance in the tribe, who . behaved more rudely than the others, and
bade him go about his business. He was
leaving them with sadness of heart, when

he saw a little black-eyed girl looking at
him intently, evidently interested in what
he had been saying. This was ** Little
Betsey,” a child of the couple the mission-

ary had been speaking
to, and it was the
first time she had heard, of Jesus

as

the

Saviour,
The missionary soon repeated his visit,
and this time, after going round among
the vans and tents, talking to the adults,
he gathered the children together, and
tanght them to repeat and to sing the
hymn beginning, ¢ Lord, teach a little
child to pray.” And ¢ Little Betsey’
joined heartily in this exercise. At suc-

chords.

:

to wander over the keys

in a low pre-

lude, then she began to sing.

Het selection was a little prayer which,
in the long ago, she had loved above all
other songs in her childhood’s repertoire.
She had not thought of it for years.
As she sang, she was no longer in the
presence of royalty, but in her fatherland
surrounded by those who listened not to
criticise.
"Not one of those before her understood
the words of the ** prayer,” but the plain-

tiveness of the melody and the
tone of the pure, sweet voice,

the moisture to every

eye.

brought

There

was

the silenceof admiring wonder.
When, having

finished

the

‘¢ prayer,”

shé lifted her mild blue eyes to her rival,
whose flaming orbs had so disconcerted
Her, she found no

fierce

expression

her countenance, but instead

on

a tear dia-

monding the long black

hes.

A moment after, with the impulsiveness characterizing the children of the

‘tropics, Grisi rushed to Jenny Lind’s side,
placed her arms

around

the girl's neck

and kissed her, regardless of the lookerson,—Journal and Messenger.

evidently

regarding the missionary as a kind
friend.
But these people do not remain long in
a place, and these gypsies removed, and
for some months the missionary knew
nothing more about the little girl he had
come to regard with special interest.
Then being at another place some twenty
miles away, where gypsies were gathered,
a woman said to him, ¢ Oh, Mr. Clark,
you knowed my little

Bet?

She's

dead.

She died at Kingston last Good-Friday.”

temptation in answer to prayer. The man

remaining volumes are to appear at the rate of
one a month until the edition is complete. The

This is bat one of many

which God is showing his power to remove
full enough to do even more for him than
to take away his appetite for drink, and
he is earnestly seeking the prayers of
Christians that the reformation of his life
may become a deeper and more thorough
work. Every Christian who reads this
simple, yet wonderfil, story will feel as-

voice yet once again, saying, ‘Go
peace, thy sins are forgiven thee,”

in

MISTAKEN IDENITY.

| Cora and Flora are twin sisters,
in W. B., Maine. While they were
tle. tots” the family and neighbors
with difficulty distinguish them.
Cora one day climbed up into a

living

com-

* litcould
chair,

why

here's you!”

.

fia

Flora came with a rush to the chair,
and looked up, and Cora- instantly

The missionary inquired for partidiilars, |
to know
and the mother with tears told him of the

herself, and exclaimed

came

again,

stance.

there

have

city

How prohibition fails ‘in Kansas
illustrated

by. the. following

is

Hit
liquor

“Oh, no; Flo! no! Its not you; it’s
law or not, Kansas has lees need for its
me! it's me, Flo!"—Selected.

told the missionary

for to-morrow, and those who are careful

that ong

she was in great pain,

‘Ob mother, I wish
with Jesus!”

the

day when
child

[ was in heaven

The mother asked roughly,

| * What, do you want to be leaving

mother?”

And

said,

your

Betsey replied, ** Yes,

mother; I would leave twenty mothers
for Jesus.”
A short time before she died, she call-

ed her father, and putting her arms
around him, she entreated him to give up

To-day's duty is the only true provision
about the morrow are but the more likely
to bring ite troubles

upon

them by the

neglect of duty which care brings.

Some

say that care for the morrowis what dis-

fioguishes the man from the beasts

eer-

tainly it is one of the many.

that

th

distinguish the slave of nature ‘from the
child of God.
Troubles

and

stolen

number by far all others in the world.

boarding-house, and have agreed to take
convicts from New.Mexico to board ‘at
$1.40 per week. Can any State beat
that ?
0-0
0
4900

New Hampshire is vigorously enforcing the new Prohibitory Law. The people are fortanada.in having loyal county
attorneys, one Wf whom,
Charles H.
Burns, of Wilkes has distinguished him-

Neca

borrowed

prisons. The authorities find it somewhat lonesome about the penitentiary of
the State, and have opened it up as a

out-

self for his practieal way of shutting up
some rebellious ram holes.

up,

but

we

think

the

numerous

OF THE ENGLISH

Green,

M.

A.

PEOPLE.

By John

In five

volumes,

.B. Alden, Business Agent.
Each new publication of this enterprising
Compsaiy is a new surprise and a welcome
comer.
The best
works at merely nominul
prices is what they are giving to the readers of

the Jand.

We would ask for no bandsomer or

bandier edition of Green’s celebrated history
than the one shown by this first volume. The
whole edition is to be placed at $1.50,

by muil

$1.80. The Company also offers this
same
work, complete in a single octuvo volume, for
only 60 cents;-by mail 65 cents. We know not
| where else so gopd a bargain in books can be obtained. ‘Catalogues and specimen pages can be
had by sending to the Company’s headquarters,

from the

Inter-Ocean of Chicago :
Whether it is the effect of the

gotten

und in cloth. Vol. 1. pp. 471. New York:
e Useful Knowledge Publishing Co. ; John

been

progress of the sickness of the child, till

at last she lay down under a hedge and
died. And she added, * But oh! so hapPy! 8he did die happy.” The mother

Richard

in-

eighteen prosecutions and sevenieen convictions. Finesto the amount of more
than $1,000 have been paid, and several
of the criminals are in jail. When we
remember that this occurred in one of the
few counties that gave over eight hundred

tastefully

HISTORY

well enforced as the laws against other
an

an

short

and better than they are. It is a good book for
the
Sunday-school library
and the home
circle.

livery week is adding to the evidence
that prohibition in Kansas is a grand
success. The Capitol,in a recent editorial
on the working of the law, took the
ground that, on the whole, the law is as
as

Story:

two hundred

illustrations should have been more

the Signal :

and came face to face with herself in the
looking-glass. Gazing earnestly for a majority against
the Constitutional
moment, with surprise she cried out, Amendment/*we fidy Wétl ‘be encdurag“Flo! Flo! tum here, tum here, Ejo!, 8d.

Here's you!

is

article in

Scott

Song and

book that will be of real service in influencing
the young to pursue those courses that lead to
a noble manhood and womanhood.
The book

the liquor

crimes, and cites Fort

of

boy or girl would be glad to get and read. The
pieces are mostly prose; all are brief; all teach,
generally by anecdote and in 8 pleasant way,
the simpler lessons of morality and religion.
The author has evidently striven to produce a

If more liquor is drunk

Below is an extract from an

that

of

lake, 75 cents.
H, L. Hastings, 49 Cornhill.
Boston, Muss.
Forsaleby E. J. Lane &
0.
This is a book which we should think any

interest fight against it?

In

GEMS

stories and poems for boys and girls, written
and selected by H. L. Hastings.
pp. 222,
Price, in cloth, with designs in gold and

the present policy of the State in regard

does

of gvin which

is even greater, while Colorado

leads all others in the

percentage of

incresse,

both of daily and weekly issues. California,
Nebraska, Nevada, Oregon, South Carolina,

mentioned above, and in

the

territories, t*

Ww

bas been an increase.——
Mr. Froude, the
glish historian, has made himself most cor:

&.-

ly disliked in some quarters because of hi » .
duct with reference to the Carlyle letters. } 2

in Ireland,
—

to this question.

under prohibition, why

skill.

“Ito surpass himself.

distil-

If prohibition does not” prohibit,

York—10 dailies, 20 of sll

influence of much that he has written, and our most interesting ‘‘ find ” in connection with
disappointment because he has thus far failed | Carlyle’s memorials is the journal of his journey

election the coming fall, and thus reverse

all this effort?

power snd literary

illustrated collection

are

im-

are dis-

He often commands our admiration, notwithstanding our questionings regarding the moral

GATHERED

York,

New

chusetts the suspensions have exactly counte:
balsnced the new ventures. In every Sate no,

THE OONTEST IN KANSAS.
lers, especially in New

In

Illinois and Missouri show a percentage

which, beneath all external roughness, an

Harte’s sympathetic

. Lewiston, March 20.

The liquor dealers, brewers and

sorts.

Tennessee, Vermont, and West Virginia hav
fallen behind 1881 in the total number of per
odicals issued.
In Georgia, Maine and Musss.

coverable.
We can appreciate these qualities,
and gladly acknowledge the measure of Mr.

sured tbat, if sincere, this man,and others
like him, will hear that same thrilling

‘bas been

one before us contains the prose pieces hy
which Mr. Harte is best and most widely
known—those inimitable character sketches in
pressive beauty and a tender pathos

bining against the temperance cause in
inspired "Kansas. They want to carry the State

ceeding visits, this little girl was always
present and an earnest listener,

evidences by

How

feels that God has shown ' himself powerof the aria and the accompanist’s final

She, unnoticed by the company, asked
from place to place. She had never attended Sunday-school, and probably - did. him to rise and took‘ the vacated seat.
not know there was such an institution. For a few seconds she suffered her fingers

She knew nothing of Jesus Christ, the

in the year just passed.
The number
of daily
papers has increased ina somewhat larger
Press, proportion, and is now represented by a total
Pi of 906 aginst 921 in 1881. The largest increase

Houghton, Mifflin & .Co. EN erside
Cambridge. Price $2.00.
This is the second volume of the handsome
library edition of Mr. Harte’s complete works,
in five volumes, which the very reputable firm
whose imprint it bears is bringing out. The

and said, * Mr. H—— I know you.

it?

and American Legends, Tales of the Argonauts, etc. By Bret'Harte.
pp. 395. Boston:

is it with you? I told him how it had
been with me, and he said that he was
praying for me at that very hour.”

:

She caught at the idea as

A little gypsy

¥

minister, had never seen him, but I met
him afterwards, and he grasped my hand,

#

110

162 William 8t., N. Y.
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PAMPHLETS,

MAGAZINES,
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An Address on Some Growing Evils of the
Day, especially Demoralizing Literature and
Art, from the representatives

of the

Religious

Society of Friends, for Pennsylvania and New
Jersey, and Delaware. Second month, 10,
1882. Philadelphia: to be had at Friends’ Book
Store, 304 Arch St.
The numbers of The Living Age for March

18th and 25th contaln The

Relative of Re-

ligion to Asiatic States, and the Xing and His
Successor ; English Players in Germany, 1600;
Romance in Business, and Juliet; . Robert
Southey and Caroline Bowles; The Social State

of the

Hebrides

Two

Centuries Ago; Dutch

Etiquette; Things that a Lady

would

like to

know, 8windling as a Fine Art, ‘and Servant
Hunting; Friends and Friends, and Wives in

nearly

half a

century ago.

This

promises to be exceedingly rich. It consists of
about 140 closely written pages of old-fasb , ned
foolscap, and

will run through the Jun

and August numbers of

Messrs.

G. P.

The

Putnam's

i

Centur,

Soms

£i——

I;

rly

ready for publication a volume on ;
Te
Question,” by the Rev. Leonard \ |, . + Of
Norwich, Conn.
Contrary to .,
., -qed
antecedents of the author,

it is MI.

pli the

subject from a ‘liberal point of vi joc:

1; «he

author of *“ Ecce Spiritus ¥ hab fig, , sua: red.

He Is the Rev.

Edward

pastor of the Unitarian

Mass.

Mr.

.

church

d,

in °{

Hayward is also the

ry

Mor

of

‘*‘ Willoughby, a poem published in 1379.
Rev. James Freeman Clarke has compiled

a

pamphlet summarizing the processes and ' results of the coffee-house experiment in Great

Britain, which

George H.

A. 8. Barnes
sumption of * The

Ellis publishes.

& Co. announce the reMagazine of American

History,” which had been briefly suspended on
account of changes in the management, s———

The author of *‘ Philochristus ”.bas ready a
new novel.(sic.,
as they say) .ealled *“ Onesimus,” being *‘memoirs of a disciple of St.
Paul.”
Mr. Bancroft has nearly completed the last volume of his history,
Mr.
Herbert Spencer, who is coming to America
the latter part of the summer, has steadfastly

refused

ull invitations

to lecture,

his. object

being to see the country.———Jean Ingelow
spends much of her time in visiting the poor
of London, and gives a dinner three times a

week to discharged invalids from the hospitals,
and to others of the sick and disabled.
The

Critic, in criticising Mr. Tennyson's new

poem, truly remarks: * Longfellow

seems

to

be almost the only poet ef our generation who

in his old uge can not only equal,

but surpass

the work of his so-called prime.”——=Mr.
Cross’s life of George Eliot

does

not progress

very fast, on account of his ill health. He is
now at Cannes passing the winter,
Hans:
Christian Andersen had such dread of being
buried alive that during his-last illness he
displayed each night on the tablé at his bedside
a card bearing these words: ‘‘ I am probably
fa a trance.’
Mr. XX.’ H, Btoddard is the
most eminent author that has yet prepared a
bitthday book. He has taken for his subject
Mrs. Browning, and as she isone of the
favorite authors of the venerable poet and
critic, we may look for something better than
has yet been produced in that line.
Mr. W. E. H. Lecky’s *‘ History of Eogland
in the Eighteenth Century ” is to be published in this country, by Messrs. D. Appleton

& Co.~—~-—The first honorary member of the
new Shakespenre Society

Garfield,

The

in London, is

Republic,

{llustrated Irish-American
started in Boston,

an

weekly

Mrs.

eight-page
has

just.

{IMPERFECT IN ORI

PE

lakes collected to great depths. — Popular.

chosen and remained deacon until his death.
His was a life of jo and sorrow; two wives
preceded him to the spirit-land. Three sons,

Science Monthly.”

0-0-0

SELF-CULTURE.
As this term is ordinarily used,

pliés the endeavor that is made on

enter hero.”

Without

the in-

in this'res

rooms

there

are stored over 10,000 volumes,"of which
1heological works form an appreciable

it.

At

one

Mr.

prefers, and is accustomed

Mr.

Gladstone

to use.

com-

In

the library the Premier®pends nearly the
whole of such portion of the day as. is

occupied

within-doors.

Here,

-

with the

No

glancing out from the large bronze meallion which lies on a table near, Mr.
Gladstone has thought out an Irish
Church Bill, two Irish Land Bills, and
many
.
:

gen” sent free.

and
dred
not
will

departs

writer,

who

has

“Female

quent smothering or

|.

rents and four brothers;
but with so many
pleasugt recollections, and strong hopes in her
half, they will come to see more reason for
gratitude than despondency. : ‘The remains
were interred in Hillsdale, Feb. 26, after funer-

4., merable correspondents. He had a
ni, in his own handwriting lithographed;sn which he begs to thank his correspoudent for his

favor,

and

remains

his.

goromil

50,0

pris

‘

rous aut
$e

of

Ste

ap
Er

Thomas.~Died

H{P'*n to b3RS STICK TO THEIR BEDS.

wo 0 MEA interesting. to. trace the be108 rouidl} ‘stream ‘under these trying

Rev.J. H.:
F. B.l¢

baptized by

.In the former case, riv- |

fylliagto a : TA

aly
commences
hen an elevation
tion.
oF. B’
gradually across the course of a river, it8 | 1

which this rising mass will afford to the
stream depends, not at all on the absolute
hight to whieh it may rise, but to the degree of rapidity of its rise as compared
with the erosive power of the stream. ‘If
the ratg of rise be greater thun the ero:
sive power at first, ic forms a temporary
dam, and a lake is produced above the
obstacle, which increases in depth until

a sufficient fall is given to the strearu to
¢hable it to cat at the same rate at which
the range rises. Then equilibrium is es-

MIWELLS,
WELLS,

tablished, and the cutting goes on at the
same rate as the range increases in eleva-

tion.

When

the

rise ceases, the lake

is

gradually drained in whole or in part, as

the

river gradually

cuts

away

the

dam

A
its crest up-siream.
hd moving
diversion of the stream can only occur by
reason of a new channel being made accessible by the rise of water back of the
dam,
Such, in brief, is the conduct of a‘river
when its course is in danger from the rise
of the mountain-range across it>- It may
be added that the many examples before
us show that in nearly every oase the
river has bad little trouble in sawing

its

way through them. Dams have seldom
great hight, nor have
risen to very

[IN ORIGINAL }
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Northern Hlinois, Jowa, Dakota, Wyoming, Ne~

WHO

IS

braska, Lalifornia, Oregon, Arizona,

Utah, Colo-

rado, 1daho, Montana,

T

Council

Nevada,

Bluffs,"Omaha,

DENVER;

LEADVILLE,

‘SALT -LAKE,

SAN FRANCISCO,

Deadweoed, Sioux City,
Rapids, Des Moines,

Columbus,

Sherd

died
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:

Send

for col

sam’

cect

made. O:
will color
ver
brio
or fancy

Park

UNACQUAINTED WITH THE
SEE BY EXAMINING

mailed for 10

©O.. Burlington,

Ohio, Ft. Wayne and Pennsylvania, and Chicago
& Grand Trunk Ry’s, and the Kankakee and Pan
Handle Routes.

Close connections made at Junetion Points,
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They also keep a full assortment of Anti-Mason

ic Books, and

KIDNEY-WORT

publish

the, Christ wan
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i6pige weekly paper opposed to secret societies
y
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not seem to amount to ud.
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medicine has ever been diseovered which acts so Seles
PAIX
invaluable remedy has
PAIN
KILLER iS not an experiment.
and is most valued where it 1s best known.
read as follows:
<
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a.ait cure.
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ity voars I have used
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PAIN

:

K1LrL¥n, an

b/H J avor-failing remedy for colds and’ sore

{1roat. —~BARTON SEAMAN.
and
Have received immediate relief from colds An
your PAIN KILLEL
cove throat, and_consider
n,
B. EVERETT, Di
invaluable remedy, —GEO.
tN. XY,
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|
1
fromi a very J oouia
severe cold,
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J. B. PENNINGTON.

LEw1s, Waynesboro, Ga.

1 began using PAIN Kitren in my family twenty

|

yi
and, have used it ever since, an; have
DYER,
medline to tako its place.—B. W.
Be
Druggist, Oneida,
N. Y.
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ISLAND & PACIFIC RY,

Being the Great Central Line, affords to travelers, by réason of its unrivaled
graphical position, the shortest and best route between the East, Northeast and
Scutheast, and the West, Northwest and Southwest.
:
It Is literally and strictly true, that its connections are all of the principal lines
of road between the Atlantic and the Pacific.
J
Ottawa,
By its main line and branches it reaches Chicago, Joliet, Peorl
La Salle, Geneseo, Moline and Rock lstand, in Illinois; Davenpo!
uscatine,
t Liberty,
Washington; Keokuk, Knoxville, Oskaloosa, Fairfield, Des Moines,
lowa City, Atlantic, Avoca, Audubon, Harlan, Guthrie Center and Gouncil Bluffs,
In lowa ; Callatin, Trenton, Cameron and Kansas City, in Missourl, and Leaven~
worth and Atchison in Kansas, and the hundreds of cities, villages and towns
Intermediate. The
J

“GREAT ROCK ISLAND

ROUTE,”

fTedieine
on orSola
a as 1t the pon
colds
anbed che ri]
cons!
ever offored.
£0, HooPER, Wilmington,

As it 1s familiarly called, offers to travelers all the adyantages and comforts
Incident to a smooth track, safe bridges, Union Depots at all connecting points,
Fast Express Trains, composed of COMMODIOUS, WELL VENTILATED, WELL
HEATED, FINELY UPHOLSTERED and ELECANT DAY COACHES ; a lineof the
MOST MACNIFICENT HORTON RECLINING CHAIR CARS ever built; PULLMAN'S
latest designed and handsomest PALACE SLEEPING CARS, and DINING CARS

1 was suffering Joversly with bronchitis, and:my
throat waa so inflamed I could scarcely swallow
any food. I was advised to try your PAIN KILLER,
sud _afus kine a few doses was completely
cured.—[,
WILEINSON.
Dr. WALTON writes from Coshocton: Your PAIN
KiLrenr cures diphtheria and sore throat, so alarm-

ROAD IN THE COUNTRY, and in which superior meals are served to travelers at
the low rate of SEVENTY~FIVE CENTS EACH.
THREE TRAINS each way between CHICAGO and the MISSOURI RIVER.
TWO TRAINS each way between CHICAGO
and MINNEAPOLIS and 8ST. PAUL,
via the famous

For whoo
00
“and_croup it is the best
preparation Pe
m
"Se would not be without it.—
. P. Rours, Liberty
a.

that are acknowledged

in a singlo -instance.f This fact you
to the world.

18.

Lak DB. Maso

vigenay
CLARY
derful cure,

i

should

writes: My son was taken, ;

people to be the FINEST

RUN

UPON

ANY

January |, 1882, a new line will be opened, via Seneca and Kankakee, between
Newport News, Richmond, Cincinnati, Indianapolis and La Fayette, and Council
Blufts, St. Paul, Minneapolis and intermediate points.
.
All Through Passengers carried on Fast Express Trains.
Az)
For more detailed information, see Maps and Folders, which may be obtained, as
well as Ticketsyat all principal Ticket Offices in the United States and Canada, or of

h fever, and cold”
ier,
:
1
a hi
He
Liters

taken on. Sunday, a
@ was
t wis clear, It was a wonand I wish it could be known to tho

poor mothers who are losing so many children.

It cures when everything else fails.

E. ST. JOHN,

R. R. CABLE,

no
Delays are often dangerous. A bottle of PAN KILLER in the house is a safeguard that
~
family should be without. All druggists sell it at 25¢:, 50¢., and $100 per bottle.

Vice=Pres't & Cen’l

DAVIS & SON, Proprietors, Providence, R. I.
-

by press and

wr. ALBERT LEA ROUTE.

ingly provalent here, and has not been known to

+ fail

or Chills and Fever, PAIN KILLER has no equal.’
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By Rev. C. G. Finney,D. D.

will be sadly missed. ** The close of his life
was like the setting of the sun, full-orbed and

came 83 years ago to the town of Patten, united with the F, B. church of that place and was

SINT:

FREEMASONRY
A Distinguished

This

in thd town of Lee, united with the F. B.
church. was: chosen deacon at the age of 28,

FULL Y

e relate President of Oberlin College, Ohio.
‘| nounced Masonry soon after his conversion to
A.
COOK
&
CO.,
13
Wabash
Christ. Messrs. EK.

his

Coburn.—Dea. A. A. Coburn of Patten,
Me., died at Island Falls, Jan. 19, aged 75
us8s.,
years and 9 months, Born in Salem,
when young he came to Me., professed religion

etc.

Catalogue sent Free.
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as aja
will

Alarms, Farms,

VANDUZEN & TIFT, Cincinnati, 0.

the cause, however obstinate]
‘Whatever

gone on a visit to

liberality.

BUCKEYE BELL FOUNDRY.
WARRANTED.

[|

we:

Kidney-Wert

tly

Coey

Bells of Pure Copper and Tin for Churches,
Schools, Fire

ia so prevalent {a this cous.

cclcbrated

WILL

;

etc. , sent free, o
Catalogue with 1500 testimonials, prices,

Vi.

CONSTIPATION.
No other disease

Nov. 15, aged 70 yrs.,

and

‘od.

Blymyer Manufacturing

KIDNEY
wW ORT |
FOR THE PERMANENT CURE OF

“

Huron,

At €ouncil Bluffs the Trains of the Chicago &
North-Western and the U. P. Ry’s depart from, arrive at, and use the same joint Union Depot.

Church, 8chool, Fire-alarm, Fine-toned, low-priced, warrants

more

Manager,

Qen’l T'K't & Pass'r Ag'%

CHICACO.

4

all’

, Bismark, Winona, LaCrosse, Owat-Volga, Fa
onna,andall points in Minnesota, Dakota, Wisconsin and the Northwest.

Publishes temperance literature, in shape
and price suited to general distribution.
Dollar books for 5 cts.
Monthly papers,
to individual addresses, 5 cts a year (18
kinds). Plans to sow whole towns with temperance
literature the year round for a song.
Also, Band
of Hope goods, including library and weekly paper,
so cheap penny collection more than buys them.
Thirty-six column catalogue free. Send us names
workers,50 we can reach them.
of live tem,

. yfnced AL

L

and

At Chieago, close eonnections are
made with’
the Lake Shore, Michigan Central, Baltimore &

w, New York, are our Agents, and are authorized to contract for advertizing at our lowest
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Milwaukee, Green Bay, Oshkesh, Sheboygan,
Rare: |
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. S. FROST & Co., Biddeford, Maine.
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It is the short and best route between Chicago and
- all points in
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500 Jor Sale or Exchange. Write for free cata-
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Y, Washington, N. J.
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Burnham Waldo Co. Maine.
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Only 25 Cents.

ver
goods

man of wide influence and Christian usefulness

»

|

ARDSON& CO.
RIGA"
Burling >

brother,

relapse and in two or three days heart disease
ended his life. His remains were brought
home to Tecumseh for burial. The funeral
services were conducted by Rev. JH. Mayv. Mr. Cowley of
nard of Sparta; assisted by
the Baptist church. He was a worthy and esteemed
member of the Macon ¥. B. church.
His life was characterized by integrity and

glorious?

Pullman Sleepers on all Night Frains.
Insist upon Ticket Agemés selling you Tiokets
via this road. Examine your Tickets, and refuse
to buy if they do not read ower the Chicago &
North-Western Railway.
If you wish the Best "Fravelling
Accommedathis route;
tions iy will buy
your tickets

oe oF the nah

ous, dear

He had

faithfulness

CHICA andCOUNGIL BLUFFS.

‘

his son’s and soon after was taken very sick
with the typhoid fever, He seemed after a few
weeks to be getting better, but there came a

Christian

have

From a Deacon at Madison Bridge: DR. DYER—
DEAR SIR :—I have used your Golden Ointment
for piles and your pills. Iwas so low when I commenced using your pills, in 1868, that my friends
and physicians despired of my life. I have been
cured by your pills, and now enjoy comfortable
health. ~ They work like a charm. One peculiarity in them iz, a continued use requires a less dose.
2
“With thankfulness I remain yours,
g
EDSON DUNTON.
Bample packages free to all. Price 25 cents per

EVERYWHERE
to seu
the best Family Bnit,
Will knita
of
ever invented.
in
and TOE complete,
. 0 Jal a great variety ref fagicy

CE REVOLUTION,” 143
Address The.TEMPERAN
+

In 1845, her companion
disease.
ed and united with the church, and for over 36
years they have traveled the Christian road toShe leaves an aged companion, three
gether.
sons, two daughters, three brothers, three sis.
ters, the church and many friends to mourn
their loss; two brothers and one sister and her
Her
parents having passed on before her.
voungest sister preséded her a few days.
y the Rev. J. Kilpatrick, of
¥uneral sermon
son’s in Fenwick, Mich.,

d

Gold and

Liver

Providence, R. I.

the children

Madison 8t., Chicago.

its organization (Aug.
faithful till death, Sister Ames was a kindyindus-

5 mos. and 5 days.
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NOT

(Park St., F. B. Church.) No. 40, So. Winter St.,

but I think the Syrup will finally
WILLIAM
McPHERSON.

ting
Machine
stockings, with Hl
2 inves, St

PERFECTLY. CURED.
PRICE, $1. LIQUIDOR DRY, SOLD BY DRUGGISTS

a

the Rev. J. A. De Spelder, of

the M. E. church,
Sherd,—Dea. Mahlon

: oo» Butterfield Sfreet.

THOUSANDS OF CASES

the point where the velocity of the stream. tious, home-loving woman. The last few years
changes is constantly tending up-stream. she did not go to the house of God, having a
away by
This point, then, will always be found distance to travel and slowly wasting
was convert-

above, i. e., up-stream from the crest of
he degree of obstruction
4h obstacle.

When

suffe!

as follows,

years, and-coneider it the best’

known.

41

QuANTITY [SIE

Citi.

o

Plof the worst forms of this terrible disease
have
been quiekly relieved, in a short tim

rapid below the crest. But this. erosion,
married and abeut three years after,
not only deepens the bed “of the stream (1833) they moved to Macon, Mich. She unitin Macon, just after
below the crest, but also pares away the ed with’ the F. B. church8, 1835)
and remained
upward, so that

stubborn;
cure me.

LIVER AND BOWELS,

Ames. —Polly, wife of Wm. Ames, died in
Saline, Mich., Jan. 17, of consumption and
She ex| dropsy, aged 70 years and 9 months.
religion in N. Y. when about 18
perienced
\When about 19 years of age she
years of age.

down-stream

I recom-

get a slight cold, and are threatened with fe| ver,
a few doses will set them right. In m
own case I use it, and think it the best mediand
cine I ever took for bronchial difficult)
constipation, which. has become chronic and

truly yours,

It cleanses the
of the
that capses the
ofily’ the victims of Rheumatism
can

-49-years,10

theRéformed church.

crest, from

for the past two

family medicine

lo

UR
hf

AQUALITY,

N. B. The above recommendation is voluntary
and of my own free will, without any solicitation
or reward from any one, and only with a desire
that ofher sufferers like myself may be benefitted
in like manner. Any person who may wish to
communicate with me ean do so. My address is

JOSEPH WAINE.
.° _ Manchester, N. H.
This is to certify that I have used Dr. Clark
Johnson’s Indian Blood Syrup in my family

As it is for all diseases of the KIDNEYS

before.
oF, two sisters welt
having no pastor, the funeral

first effect is to lessen the rapidity ofthe | sermon, was

benefited by its use.

and

of 40 Years’ Continuance

would recommend

;

HE CREAT CURE}.
RHEUMATISM

re, one brother, xo sls
Cristian Bother Mul gout iftle

four Sons,
ers, like all other natural features, shared
in the general overturning and destruc- ted, an .ag

was greatly

KIDNEY-WORT |

the

’ Listian,

be-

:

mend it to be a reliable remedy.

“aud»united
.¢ she wis a

i

1

wil be

enrich-

ftfol
Enna Fully ALE:
DOMESTIC SCALE Co. PA
eighs

be,

cidentally found a box of Jour pills and commenced to use them immediately, and found relief at
once. Have, up to this time, taken, perhaps,
three twenty-five cent boxes, and feelthat I am
free as people in general from headache.
Have
not had one of those raving headaches for several
months, and feel that I am entirely cured. I

Mgrs. H. KNOWLTON.

vy vias

Hood's Tooth-Powder,

gmarried: in
ars ago was

my

Rockingham Co., Portsmouth, N. H.
I had a very Weak Stomach and was unable
to attendto my work,as I could not eat to
strength. I purchased some of
keep up m
Dr. Clark Johnson’s Indian Blood Syrup, and

& CO., Apothecaries, Lowell, Mass.

summer they were

in her life a consistent

I never knew a well day

fore I took your medicine,

Sold by all druggists. Price 1 a bottle or
six bottles for £5. Prepared by C. I. HOOD

with the ney and’ hard*working woman.
Pa prayer and: covenant meetings she was Sc-

which have arisen suddenly, by catastroph- | tive,

ic action, but only with such a8 ‘have buen

:

The following

converted.

[4
Aces; when.a
mountain-range
ro J ! iispute its
path. We are not
those mountains
beré™ lacerned with

slowly.evolved.

y aged

months and 4 days.
1860, and with her

EPHRIAM P. PICKERING.

troubled since.

~which she did before
taking HOODS SARSAPARILLA.”: |

|

heart disease, Hannah'E.,

Th

wife of Sylvester

I

I have used” Dr. Clark Johnson’s Indian
Blood Syrup for Rheumatism, Neuralgia and
Liver
Complaint, and
have
never
been

ress her now, nor does she suffer from that

in Macon, Mich., Oct, 23, of

typhoid fever and

I

no sickness since.

Fisherville, Merrimack Co., N. H.

“The first bottle has done my daughter a
reat deal of good; her food
does not dis-

sympathy of a large circle of friends in their
sad
bereavement.
H. F. YOUNG.

W. Lucy, in Harper's

.

stricken

The

away.

passed

and

|

mained a faithful follower of Christ until she
have

°

Arents wanted.. $5 a
‘made
selling
our NEW HOUSEHOLD

;

oF do more than
Rey. 8. P. Fernald, { .
B.) Melvin Village, N.
vy
WI
Your pills give the best of satisfac.
tion. Please send me 40 boxes.
,
:
PROVIDENCE, Nov. 4, 1881.
DR. D. D. DYER & SoN.—Dear Sirs:
1 have been subjectto chronic headache for sev.
eral years. At times the pain was so intense that
1 had
thoughts ofa resort to suicide fo get rid: of

surprise, it

cheerfully recommend the medicine to old and
young, for purifying the Blood.

“That Extreme Tired Feeling.”

CoM.

ones

Strength,and I have had

MM

TESTIMONIALS.

great deal of Pleagure. SS

after an illness of a few days, Mrs. B., widow of
the late Capt. John Buzzell, aged 84 years, 7
months and 26 days. Sister B. gave Christ her
affections in her youth, and became a8 member
of the Strafford and Barnstead F. B. church
when she was only 16 years of
age. She re-

faithfully, W. E. Gladstone. This is so
well done that the unsuspecting corresporgent, not familiar with the appearano, of lithography, may cherish - the
no! o Ader the impression that it has
vitten especially to him by the

prostrated,
Dr.
with no appetite.
I conclude to
Clark Johnson’s Indian Blood Syrup, although

Agents wanted for the sale of the Indian Blood
Syrup in every town po village, in which I have no
agent.
Particulars
given on application,
|A

!

Buzzell.—Died in Strafford, N. H., Feb. 13,

Breast, and

my

ly Banger, Me.

‘Pills.

entire

but, to

2 02 i Bosiany Mite

8. JOHNSO.

been Cured by Them.
They are the
Great Mandrake Liver Pill.

:
LOWELL, Mass.
Messrs. C. I. Hoop &-Co.: Gentlemen—
My little girl had the diphtheria last April.
The disease left her very weak, blood poor,
with no appetite, and she could not seem to
rally from its effects. HoOOD'S SBARSAPARILLAWas recommended by a neighbor. After
she had been taking it a few days we noticed
a change for the better —she
an to eat
with a relish. - It-seemed to take out the
poison the disease had left in her blood, the
hangs,
ing very
noticeable in her
face.
She sie
nionths and. fu rt
We now
her health, much to our delight.

Com.

friends.

Headaches

St.,

soon made 8 Front change in my appetite

Gms

D.-DYER’S
Dyspeptic

:

Rockingham Co., Portsmouth, N. H.

recommend HOOD'S SARSAPARILLA witha

two daughters®o mourn the loss of a mother,
also a large circle of other relatives and

DR.

Laboratory; 77 West.d3d
YEW YORK ¢ ITV

I had little faith in it;

in .
Blood, and will eompletely change the Blood
the entiresystem in three months. Anyperson
who will take 1 pill cach night from 1to I2 weeks
may be restored to sound health,
if such a thing
possible, Sent LE for 8 letter stamps.

Practical and Analytical. Chemists.
SOLD 8Y ALL DRUGGISTS AND DEALERS
IN MEDICINES,

Headache

being 70 years old, I was

yo

hical

PR. J.C. AYER &CO., Lowell, Mass.

cate babe, or hy the aged and feeble, careonly
requi
in
attention
to directi
DRUGGISTS
SELL
IT.

Tn 1877 I had an abscess on ‘my

neutralizes and
eradicates the poisoned matter. from it,
bringing to the convalescent the color, life
and vigor of robust health.

renders this sudden death a terrible blow to
the husband and. ber three children, to the pa-

the feeling of his

nor

courage,

Sarsaparilla:: ve ve

Indepen-

dl service in the F, B church,

or

sight,

‘ing and

draw from the great man a post-vard
Springer.—Died iu Johnstown, Rock Co.,
written in the well-known handwriting, Wis., Jan 29, after an illness of five days, of
“nd with even more familiar signuture. | congestion of the lungs, Mrs, Anna Springer,
aged 85 years and three months.
The deNow, Mr. Gladstone avails himself much ceased
Cos; No Ys and
-was -born-in-Washington
nore fully of the services of his secreta- spent the most of her life in the western part
es, and though he writes many letters of the State. Seven years ago she came to
an the day, they stand in infinitesimal Wis. and has since resided with her grandMrs. T. E. Rice. In early life she
mportion to those that are sent out in daughter,
gave herself to the Saviour.and lived an ear«fname.
One device he has hit upon is nest Christian life. She leaves four sons and

4 ;sulated to soothe

DELILAH B. MCMILLAN, Arlington, Ga.

Hood's vow:

ence—were pleasant to her, and in them she
was always a comfort and honor to others.
The unusual pleasantness of family relations

vest a penny in a postage stamp, could

feel that [jam
ne eli
|

HE PROSTRATION
which follows
Diphtheria, and the persistency with
which it clings to the patient; are well
known to all who have had any experience
with this terrible disease.
Twat
The following letter shows how. the restoring and invigorating properties of

Hillsdale,

and.

also

DIPHTHERIA!

life in Kan. develo
increased strength and
earnestness in Christian work.
Her three

Hillsdale

It
Promotes Digestion,
:
It Nourishes, Strengthens and Invigorates.

ary habits, and others whose system needs re.
cuperation, nerves toned, and muscles strengthen:
ed, should use Brown’s Iron Bitters.

college in Hillsdale was a source of happiness
to herself and others; and the years of married
homes— Providence,

I

Regula

It carries off the Old Blood and makes new
It
opens the pores of the skin and induces
Healthy Perspiration.
It nentralizes the hereditary taint, or poison
in the blood, which generates Sgrofula, Krysipelas, and all manner of skin diseases and
eral humors. ari
ayed :
reare no spirits em
n its manu.
facture, and it can be Prin by the most deli-

charchmen and absenters.
’
Overworked men and women, persons of sedent-

31, aged 39 years. She was naturally bappy,
affectionate ‘and hopeful;
and her Christian
experience (beginning at 16 years of age) increased these riches of the soul, and made her
a useful member of the Roger Williams church
in Providence, R.I. The few years of residence and close identity with the church and

probably

sensations.

Geo,

zens send cirtificates’of cures performed, and of
t benefits derived from these Pills. They are
e safest and best physic for children, because
.| mild as well as effectual.
Being sugar coated,
they are eusy to take; and being purely vegetable,
they arc entirely harmless.
PREPARED BY

It Purifies the Blood,
It fJuicts the Nervous System.

chunge plans in front of the enemy.
Try
a bottle to-day of the invalid’s friend
“" Wheat Bitters.” It ay save your life; it has
saved thousands. Your druggist bas it.
Dr. Hall said that in England the
le are
divided into churchmen i
4 ie Dogan that
in America they might properly be divided into

closed a happy life st Independence, Kan., Jan.

covered three or four folios. Mr. Gladstone sees everything, and indicates the
nature of .the opis, where reply appears
to be necessary.
If the letter be specially important, or peculiarly interesting,
he reads it himself. But in ninety-nine
cases out of a hundred he is satisfied
with glancing at the precis. Before he
‘resumed office his irrepressible energy
found sume outlet in conducting his correspondence with his own hand.
Any
_ bore or ninny-hammer who cared to in-

choking

Never lose your center,

L. Stich, wife of A. C.
of

|

[=]

—

ablest

NEW RICH BLOOD!

Breath, Head-

best

by

tion,
118 to every class.
BRADLEY. G
KTSON
& Co., No."s6-N.
Fourth Street. Philadeiphia,
Po

Jaundice,

clans, most eminent clergymen, and our

Complaints.”

and * Favorite Prescription,” and
well.
Very respecifully,

J erses are inadmissible.

Stich, daughter of J. W. Winsor

every

suffered from pein low down across my bowels
and in my back, and was niuch reduced in flesh.
I have used your * Golden Medical Discovery”
+

1870.

Varied. Properties.

It Stimulates the Ptyaline in the
. Saliva, which converts the Starch and
' Sugar of the food into glucose.
A defi=
ciency in Ptyaline causes Wind and
Souring of the food in the stomach. If
: themedicine istaken immediately
after
eat.ng
the fermentation of food is pre~
vented.
A

cod

said Alexhe is. least

who does

SINCE

Highly com-

Maps of eyory State and “Terri aig
a] Soha ta hy iA
road and Town besuritul]
illustrated, Tells of
Mining,
Farming, Homestead,
Railroad and other Lands;
.
ortation, Prices: Social, Edueational and Religious Conition; Nationalities Jepresantin; Climate, Soils, Products,
Wages, all Trades and
ofessions; all Statistics; Areas;
Raiutatlng Manitaba. British Columbia, Alaska, Texas and

ache, Erysipelas, Piles,
Rheumatism, Eruptions.
. and Skin Diseases, Bil¥.__. ~jousness. Liver
Comi
plaint,. Dropsy, Tetter,
ee
and
Salt
Rheum, Worms, Gout, Neuralgia, as a Dinner Pill
and Purifying the ‘Blood, are the most congenial
I=
tive yet perfected. Their effects abundant
y
show how much they excel all other Pills. They
are safe and pleasant to take, but- powerful to
cure. They purge out the foul humors. ef the
blood; they stimulate the sluggish or disordered
organs
into action; and they impart health and
tone to the whole being. They cure not only the
every day complaints of everybody, but formidable and
dangerous diseases. Most skillful physi-

Nervous debility, ete. .

SOLD

issued,

Indigestion,
Foul Stom-

ach and

&

11,000,000 Bottles

Dr. R.V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.: Dear Sir—I

Obituaries must be brief,

Stichs—Mrs. Anna

to

Liver

Fever

Ague, Rheumatism, Dropsy, Heart Disease, Bil-

This Syrup possesses

"WESTERN

Pills.

Costiveness,

The Best REMEDY KNOWN to Man!

was sick for six years, and could scarcely
walk
about the house. My breath was perfil 1
suffered from pain in my breast and stomach all
the time; also from palpitation and an internal
fever, or burning sensation, and experienced fre-

Drs. STARKEY & PALEN, 1109

words.

S
Superior

One ioday ER
is worth th ree to him
i
thing

for the public. For the excess over one hun.
words, and for those sent by persons who do
patronize the Star, it is expected that cash
ACSOmpABY the copy at the rate of four cents

per line of eight

remedy.
$3...

The greatest thing for man to know,
ander the Great, is that with which
-acquainted—himself in person.

and all anodynes are
on * Compound Oxy-

articular Notice.

without having its work fully accomplished. His correspondence, both private and official, is enormous, and is
dealt with on a very simple plan. The
secretary opens his letters, reads them,
and indorses on the back of each the
name of the writer and the purport of
his epistle, this last undertaking being
accomplished within a space that woul
the

;
8 & sovereign
liver vil. By a

Dyspepsia,

Diseases

iousness,

- For weak lungs, spitting of blood, shortness of
reath, consumption, night sweats and all lingerIng he
rice
‘ Golden Medical
Dis-

Obituaries.

quantity and universal in interest. Human energies, however colossal, would
fail Jog
le with it unless assisted by
method.”
Mr. Gladstone is as methodical

;
for

Agents wanted for “Our EM

SALEM, MASS,

Dyspepsia,
Diseniare

Artistic.

and household, apd his

4. 0. McOTRDY 4 ON, Philadelphia, Pa.

LEAD.

-

BLOOD.

Accurate, Flegant,

mended by membersof his Cabinet

ALL DISEASES OF
THE STOMACH,
For all the Puy nes Of a Family
KIDNEYS, SKIN,
Cb
| CURING

5

py,

Newly Engraved,

most intimate political friends.
Cheap pictures have been
thrown aside, and people are now ready to buy this magnificent engraving.
Send for full description and
endorsements
before buying any other, Liberal terns ta gaod Canvassers.

SHEET

(TRADE MARK.)

There is a past which is
gone forever, but
there is a future.whhich 18 8Lill E our own.—F.
Poeaal
W.
—F

and 1111 Girard Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

The ¥
each succeeding morning
bringsto the Premier is enormous ‘in

HEART DISEASE=

QUIPS AND CRANKS. -

Anodynes.

and refreshing sleep,
ubandoned.”
Treatise

Others

:

GARFIEL

39

OF

Ayer's Cathartic

DYSPEPSIA,
LVR
PAS
Ja
:

not the time or desire to prepare the

"Tis easier for the geverous to forgive
th an
g
offense to ask it.—ZThomson.

smaller and smaller doses. The continued use
of Compound ()xygen soon gave her healthy

cases, and with his old friend Tennyson

surprise

More

Yy.

'

PIPE

NARROW

FRANK A. BROWN, Treas.

medicine, and wish it all ready for use.
0 accommodate each class, the proprietors
of Kidney-Wort ‘now offer that well-known
remedy in both Liquid and dry forms.
Bold by druggists everywhere.— Truth.

A
tleman who procored Compound Oxygen for his daughter writes thus of the effects:
* Improvement was steady and rapid, though
chloral was still used to procure sleep, but in

busts of Sidney Herbert, -the Duke of
Newcastle, Canning, Cobden, and Homer
looking down upon him from the book-

as he is energetic, aad po day

have

MANUFACTURERS

LEAD
AND

medicines

selves that they are purely vegetable.

every nature is susceptible of improvement.
Means
for
self-improvement
abound in every condition in life, so that
self-cultare is possible even amidst the,
most unpromising esvironments, if the
individual is only possessed of firm determination and untiring perseverance.
“The great deficiency in culture which exists among the masses arises, not so much
from lack ot opportunities for improve(ment, a« from an absence of a disposition to make a wise use of the means and
advaatages at their disposal, and to utilize them for the purpose of developing
the potential energies of the soul so as to
insure the highest possible perfection of
the mental and moral powers.—Sabbath
Recorder.

second is reserved for

which

neithar thp time nor means at their

Liquid or ary.
people prefer to purchase

Some

self-calture is possible to all, inasmuch as

literary labor and
Homeric studies; the
third is Mrs. Gladstone's. ** It is,” Mr.
Gladstone remarks, with a mournful
smile, and a wistful glance at the desk
where Juventus Mundi was written, *‘ a
long time since I sat there.” In a
corner of the room stands an ax, a present from Nottingham, its.long and narrow
blade contrasting strikingly with the
American pattern,

have

He leaves a

in the dry state so that they can see for them-

pos-

By far the larger part of mankind

tbe winter.

|.
|

of daughters and a large circle of
The faithful servant has gone to his
;
M.

from

mand to enable them to secure the benefits which result from pursuing an acade:mical or colregiate course of study. But

Gladstone seats himself when engaged in
political work’; the

received

of

sible Hiclepicy in his sphere of life.
Culture in/ our higher institutions
of
learning is attainable only by the few.

- departments are assigned to the works of
Hower, Shakspeare, and Dante. Unlike
most. lovers of books, Mr. Gladstone is
not selfish in his affection. Since there
is no public library near at hand, the
library at Hawarden Castle is open to
borrowers, no further security being
taken than the entry in a book’ of the
name of the borrower, with thé date of
the transaction. There are three writingtables in the library, each having its disto

training

means

man $0 as to fit him for the highest

proportion. These are collected in one
particular corner of the room. ‘Separate

tinct work assigned

number
friends.
reward.

ines, ile the former is achieved
main
the
personal energy
of the
individua in the pe of the pi at his
command.
Both have the same end in
view, and aim to accomplish the same
results, viz., the complete development
of all the capacities and powers: of the

The library has three windows and two’
fire-places, and is built about with bookin other

he had gone to spend

obtained

attained by

instruction and

write, but do not talk.
and

front the ‘calture

latter
is "largely

the library, it is understood, you read or

Here

t

AND

He died at
liberally for r the cause of Christ.
the home of his daughter, Mrs. Sewall, where.

through Sohgo ls'of Jearnitig, in thut the

scription, the injunction is understood.
afier conversation,
‘ If people hanker
there. are plenty
of rooms adjoining
where they may enjoy themselves. In

eases,

He loved the denomination, he used his meuns

part of the individual for the unfolding
and perfecting of his nature. It differs

he would have had written over the door
of the library,
Abandon conversation,

ye who

the

Rice’s SUPERB PORTRAIT OF

PURE WHITE LEAD,
CORRODERS AND GRINDERS OF

his pride and hope, fell in exarly manhood, Jeaving him no eartbly staff to lean upon. Yet he
felt to say, ‘ The Lord gave, and the Lord hath
taken away ; ‘blessed be the nume of the Lord.”

it im-

An Ideal Picture
of ar Ideal Man.

NRESS
~— SC a

MR. GLADSTONE'S LIBRARY.
If Mr. Gladstone were given to the
adorning of his house with inscriptions,

SALEM LEAD COMPANY,

-

»

Piscellany.

11
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©

1882:
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MORNING

THE
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¥

Rews Summary. : Educational.
|A

AT

fore Bates Theologica! School,

TUESDAY, MARCH 28.— Eleven nren- were
killed at Oakland, Cal., yesterday by an explosion of the Vulcan
powder works.—The
ed portions of Penn., Ohio and Ga., yesterday,
prostrating many buildings, bridges, etc., and
causing the death of a number of persons.
A
terrible hailstorm passed over Wheeling, Va.,
and the conntry in its vicinity, and caused destruction estimated at fully $25,000.—The paper manufactory of Richards & Co. at Gardiner, Me., is damaged to-the extent of $50,000

The Rev. L.

Prof. ‘Merrill

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 29,——A prohibitory liquor bill is defeated in the Mass. LegislatRalston

Gin.——Many

persons

have

died from the effects of the blizzard in the
West.——Walker Hall, the finest of the Am-

herst College Buildings, with all its valuable
contents, is destroyed by fire, involving an estimated property '16ss of about $250,000.—

The President nominates William Williams
of Indiana as charge d’ affaires at Uruguay
)
and Paraguay.
THURSDAY, MARCH
30.—The
steamer

beén

trom the breakfast table at 6

elected

to

7 o'clock,

ricultur ist.

YOUNG PEAR AND APPLE TREES may now receive
whatever
pruning is necessary.
This,
however, should

Shepurd cabinet of minerals, valued at $80,000,

only

be-done to preserve a well-

EE

ROUGH ON RATS.
Clears out rats;

bugs, skunks,
gists.

mice.

roaches,

flies,

chipmunks, “gephers.
;
:

ants, bed.

15¢.

Drug-

|

RUTHS

BUCHUPAIBA.
Quick, complete cure, all annoying Kidney, Bladder and Urinary Diseases. $1.
Druggists. Depot
Lothrops & Pinkham, Dover, N. H.
>

and

enters upon his duties ai the fall term,

The burning of Walker hall, one of Amherst
College buildings, March 19, was a greater
calamity
than
the property
vale.
The

Toe
tells us

that he was cured by the use of St. Jacob’s Oil of
a complicated case of rheumatism of ten years
standing.
-

frequently the sun climbs half up the meridian before tie teams and other working apparatus, are
all got together,
and then, very often there is a
missing link or bolt or screw.
Thinking, flanning, arranging beforehand, taking time by the
forelock, are just as important to the tillers of the
soll, as to . the man in any other business. Active
spring work is upon us, or close at hand; be already to strike the most effective blows at the very
start: ‘* Well begun--half done.”—American Ag-

The Rev. Geo. D. B. Feppep: D. D., who
has been unanimously - elected
President of
Colby University, in place of the Rev. Dr. J.
H. Robbins, resigned on account of ill health,
is a graduate of Amherst, 1857, and Newton
T heological Sem., 1860. For 14 vears he has
been professor of theology in Crozier Sem. He

ure by 4a tie vote in the House.—It is reported that 120 lives are lost in La. by the destrucof

Gates has

K.

President of Rutgers €ollege. “ He ‘is only 34
years of age, but has made an honorable
record as a teacher.
He is a graduate of
Rochester University.

by fire.——The President holds his first public
reception at the Executive Mansion.
.

tion

E.

at Bean’s Corner, Me.

5, 1882.

‘(Cincinnati Irish Citizen. ):

is tne of most kinds of farm work.
Previously
well considered plans, and a good ready, with seed,
implements, teams, harness, etc., 30 as to strike
right into the work in hand, are large elements of
success.
We know some farmers who are always complaining of “bad luck,” poor soil, unfavorable seasons, etc. We have seen them start

C. Graves of this school is to be

pastor of the church

APRIL

Mr. John Miller, of54 West Fifth street,

‘WELL BEGUN—HALF DONE"

Thursday even

ing. March 30.
Subject; ** The Minor Elements of Success in the Ministry.” The points
were happily presented and very favorably received.
;
The Spring term of the Theological School
closed Friday, March 31. Its work has been
of the most profitable kind.

steamer * Thomas Cornell” was wrecked near
Newburg last night, —Severe tornadoes visit-

STAR,

Farm and Hone,

The Rev. Mr. Ladd of Lewiston lectured be-

HOME.

MORNING

c

-SKINNY MEN.

vigor, cures

Dyspepsia,

Impotence,

Sexual

De-

bility. $L. Druggists. Depot Lothrops & Pinkham, Dover, N id
isin
E. A. Deane, M. D., Montague, Mass., writes :—
** | want more ot the Cephaline; 1 think it is the °
best remedy extant for headache, eto.”

Among the little items of personal comfort and
economy are Aver’s Pills,
They
are the ready
remedy which defeat many disorders, if taken in
season, and Should

be
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If disease has ‘entered the system
the only sure and quick way to drive

BALTIMORE, Mp., Jan. 27, 1883.
.

' ‘it out is to purify and enrich the
blood.
These

simple’

iron will

restore the

facts

are

MR. H. R. STEVENS
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well
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__matural condition;

opposed to a)
8 un

fon to raat rules,

.

, and has been compelled to.
give way before the &
evidence of facts.
About two years ago, I was
to give a fair
trial of your.Vi
ne, a8 8
ut in some
Strumous (Scrofulosis) cases of her: etary
trans-‘mission, attended with ‘swelling
of the lymphatic

blood to.its’

and also shat

all the iron preparations hitherto made blacken the teeth, cause head:

Too much can not be said of Adamson's Botanic Cough Balsam, as it is the best remedy

Heretofore I have been strongly
proprietary medicines, but, EY

prejudice ; re
patent medicines hasI feelhad thata myfoariul
shook Tor
case of your Vegetine

known, and the highest medical
authorities agree that motking but

k¥pt in every family.

South

Facts Tell the Story”

The blood is the foundation of
life, it circulates through every part
of the body, and unless it is pure
+ and rich, good health is impossible.

* Wells’ Health Renewer” restores health and
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loerations
of Hone:
for Coughs, Colds, ete., that I have ever seen,
ache, and are otherwise injurious.
formed symmetrical head and to force a growth
_| constitutional syphilitic sist, &c., and i Gort
justice I
and to its wonderful effects I owe my recov'BROWN’s
IRON
BITTERS
will
thorat any desired point. The strong, vigorous leadtion of paintings, too, will be, in part, irrepaig
‘ golden City”, from New Orleans for Cincinery. It is well worthy of praise, and T would
oughly
and
quickly
assimilate
with
ers
should
be
cut
back
to
a
bud
that
will
produce
nati, is burned at Mempbis, Tenn., and thirty- able.
ception, 1 have fou
the blood, purifying and strengthena vigorous shoot and prolung the branch, and this advise all to use it who are afiticted.
the Tembval of the
2 Sons
five of those on board lose their lives.——The
The
death
of
Sir
Charles
Wyville
Thompson,
ances.
Iam now usin,
bud
should
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on
the
side
to
which
it
is
desired
|
ing
it,
and
thus
drive
disease
from
_
nm
. Government, through Minister Lowell in Lon- at the age of 52, is u great loss to natural hisee
Consumption Cured.
| am aware that I am pd bid oe myself ies
“the growth shall tend. It 18 difficult to say difiany
of
the
system,
and
it
will
don, has asked ‘for delay in the execution of
- Since 1870 Dr. Sherar has each year sent from
to the QuArEe of unprofessional Soudiios in thus
tory. His name became
a'household word
this
office
the
nitely
how
far
these-shoots
or
the
laterals
are
to
the deuth senténce on Dr. Lamson.
means
not
blacken
the
teeth,
cause
‘headof relief and “cure to thousoutraging
the rules uf medical ethics, in fostering
when he was placed at, the head of the Chalands afllic
ith disease.
Serraspotvouce
aso-calied Quack Medicine. . This is simply boshi
- FRIDAY, MARCR
ache or constipation, and is posi3l.— There have been
lenger deep-sea exploring expedition.
This be shortened, as that must be entirely regulated
necesitatea by this work becoming too
heavy
for
1
Facts
tell
the
story and I again assert that V.
2,190 business failures throughout the country
tively #of injurious.
:
by the vigor of the trees and the bubit of the vacruise covered nearly 70,000 miles and made a
tine is a valuable adjunct to our materia 2a
during the past three months.—A gradual
revolution in all that was known in regard to riety. It will generally be found that the small
If
this
testimony
to its value will sell vue mere
decline in the rivers throughout Mississippi is the deep-sea fauna and ocean temperatures and
young shoots on many ot the trees have #pcome’
bottle, I shall feel thut I have done some poor suf.
reported.
Saved his Child.
currents. Prof. Thompson
never fully referer a Samaritun benefit.
too crowded, and they should be cut entirely
peed
permanent
Yours very sul
SATURDAY, APRIL 1.— There was a re- covered from the hardships of the Challenger away. The aim of the pruner is to keep the head cure of Censumption, Bronchitis,
17 N. Eutaw St., Baltimore, Md.
Catarrh, Asth.
expedition. .
JARVIS H. WILCOX, M. D.
- duction of $16,462,946.75 in the national debt
LE
Feb. 12, 1880,
of the tree open, somewhat in the form of an jn- ma and all Throat and Lung Diseases; also a posilast month.——A ccording to the coroner’s vertive and radical cure for Nervous Debility and
Gents i—Upon the recommendaThe winter term of Amherst College (Mass.),
dict the disaster to the steamer * Golden City” which closed March 28, bas been marked by a verted wine-glass,so that all parts may receive all Nervous Complaints. Its remarkable
tion of a friend I tried Brown's
curative
The Cancer Medicine. _ ..
at Memphis,
Tennessee, on
IroN BITTERS as a tonic and re‘proven in many thousand cases,
Thursday. greater degree of religious interest than has freely the air and sunlight. Leave the strong vig- powers have
and, actuated by the desire to relieve suffering huorous
storative
for my daughter, whom
wood
and
cut
out
altogether
was occasioned by the criminal carelessness of prevailed since 1876.
the
small
weak
It is believed that nearly
NEWMARKET, ONT., March 21, 1881.
manity,
I gladly assume the duty of making it
"1 was" thoroughly convinced was
shoots. It is customary with some to cut back anher officers.——The aggregate reduction of the
4 score of students have been converted.
MR. H. R.' STEVENS—Uear sir:
known to others. Address me, with stamp, namwasting away with Consumption.
This Is to cer.
national debt since August 31, 1865, has been
nuslly all the shoots alike, removing none.
tity
thut I have used your Vegetine for Cancer,
ing this paper, and I will mail you, free of Sharze:
I have
Having lost three daughters by the
Girard College is to introduce industrial ed‘
$1,030,165,149,
and
can
cheerful
the recipe of this wonderful remedy, with full
seen young trees which have been maltreated in
ly
terrible
disease,
under
the
care
of
say
it
did
more
good than the
diucation, so that the orphans who are instructdoctor's medictues, ur any other remedy 1 used,
fminent physicians, 1 ‘was loth to
MONDAY, APRIL 3.——Cornelius J. 'Vanderthis way, and their heads are a dense mass of rections for its preparation and use, printed in
ed there may go out into life with skillful
and I would recommend 1t to everyone troubled
German, French or English. W. A. NOYES, 749
believe
t anything
could arrest
bilt, a brother of William H. Vanderbilt, cominterlacing
shoots,
resembling
the progress of the disease, but, to
with Cancer or Cancerous Humor,
much
bands as well as well-furnished minds.
more
Powers’ Block, Rochester, N, Y.
a
13t13e0w" a
mitted suicide at the Glenham Hotel on Fifth
Is
Yours AS TI Hus Sls pongo St.
hedge than a ciiltivated fruit-.ree.— Christian Unmy
t surprise, beforemy daughavenue, New York, yesterday afternoon, by
President Angel received
warm
welcome
ter
had
taken
ereby ce:
onebottle
of
Brown's
i
now. tue
won.
above party,
shooting himself through the head.——News
on his arriving at his. heme in -Ann Arbor,
and know Kis stitément to be true.
Iron Brrrers, she
to mend
pary
has been received in New York that General S. Micb., from Europe.
Over two thousand peoand now is Juise restored to former
JAMES KELMAN, Druggist.
health. A fifth daughter began to
A. Hulburt, late U. 8. Minister to Peru, died ple, headed by the city band, escorte
him to
and
Bladder
Expelled—Long
Suffering
of
It will soon be time to think about making hot.
in
show signs of Consumption, and
suddenly of heart disease in Lima on the 28th
is residence. In the evening a larzelv at+ ome of Troy’s Best People—-A Eucky"
when the physician was consulted
beds for starting early plants.
88 is so cheap
ultimo.——Judge Blatchford, the newly aptended reception was given to him in UniverMan.
.
+
he
quickly said “Tonics were reXn
‘that few persons will think of using anything else |.
pointed Associate Justice of the Supreme
sity Hall.
uired;”’ "and when informed that
Court, takes the oath of office
for covering the frames, but there are cheaper maOTTAWA, ONT., March 17, 1881.
the
elder sister was taking Brown's
It is by no means strange that Dr. KenneA law was secured last week for the State
H. R. STEVENS, Esq.—~Dear dir:
ABROAD.
Iron BrrrErs, responded
terials that will answer very well, besides being
As I have
“that is
of Ohio, enabling college towns to protect
dy should have received the following letter.
used
your
medicine
, Vegetine, for some time,
a good tonic, take it.”
more speeally prepared. One of the best mateTUESDAY, MARCH 28.——Rumors are pubthemselves against liquor selling.
bave
pleasure in recommending it to sufferersI
This
is
By
reading
it
you
will
see
in
one
minute
why
Puzrrs,
AvoraM
‘lished of a possible war between China and
rials for covering frames besides glass is common
irom General Debility and diseases ‘arising from
another round in the educational and temperJapan. ——Two
James Andrews was thankful:
;
attempts
have been
impuriues or the blvd.
made
0)
ance ladder. There is great enthusiasm over
white muslin, coated with the following composiwithin two days to blow up houses in Frefand.
Yours respectfully,
TroY,N.Y., Arg 8th, 1880.
: tion : Take one quart of Jinseed-oil, one ounce of
ii
this result in Oberlin.
BROWN's IRON BITTERS effectual.
HORACE MERRILL, Sk, Lumber Merchant.
— Eighteen persons have beer ‘drowned by
Dr. D, Kennedy, Rondout,
N. Y,:
sugar ot lead, and three or four ounces ot rosin.
President.E. G. Robinson, of Brown Univerthe foundering of a coasting steamerin the Enly
cures
Dyspepsia
,
Indigesti
on and
DEAR SiR :—Umiil within “8 recent date I
glish Channel.— The French Chamber of sity, who has been lecturing before the Yale Pulverize the sugar of lead in a little oil, then had for several years suffered greatly from
Weakness, and renders the greatest
Theological School, is described ‘as a whiteadd to the other materials. Put all into an iron
Deputies adopts the bill ‘repealing the prohibigravel, called by the doctors the Brick-dust
relief
and
benefit
to persons suffering
kon of the importation of Araerican pork into haired gentleman of impressive appearance.
kettle and heat it until the rosin is dissolved and
Sediment.
For about a year past this sedi-.
from such wasting diseases as ConHe is sixty-seven years old, is tall and has a the other ingredients
rance.
’
BOSTON, Mass., Feb.
ment has not passed off in the usual quantity,
1881.
are
thoroughly
mixed,
stretch
sumption,
Kidney Complaints, etc.
MR. H. R. STEVENS—I have used your 5,Vegetine
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 29.—The frontier strong countenance, with symmetrical features. the muslin upon the framés, and apply the combut has accumulated, causing me untoid pain.
and always found it just what I nee
.
1
treaty between Russia and Persia hus been
Having heard of ** Kennedy’s Favorite RemeTevammend it w sll ue 5 grout bluwd puriger,woud
position while hot. Frames prepared ir this man.
ratified.——All the Paris papers eulogize tbe
dy,” I tried it my case, and
after using about
Science and Art.
ours very respecttully
per
will
last
for
several
years,
if kept under cover
late Henry W. Longfellow.——N. Y. and N. J.
one and one-half bottles, I voided a stone from
Mus. M.J. CHURCHILL,
In a recent lecture by Prof. W. Grylls
when not in use.— Fruit Recorder.
——
parties have secured thé contract for building
the bladder, of an oval shape, 7-16 of an inch
6 Pinckaney St.
Adams,
recently
following
the waterworks at Havana.
When people see a horse’s head drawn up by a long, and rough on its surface. - I send you
The work will in- theory is propoundepublished, the
d
to
account
for
the
obthe largest piece that you may see of what it is
volve an expenditure of $9,000,000.
bearing rein, and see him stepping short and
served interrelation of earth currents, magnetic
1 Am Cured.
composed.
Since then | have felt no pain.
I
THURSDAY, MARCH 30.——The closure res- stormy, aurora and sun spots.
champing the bit, avd flinging foam fakes to the
Prof
Adams
now
consider myself cured, and can not exolution is adopted in the House of Commons
assumes the sun to be a magnet, and infers that
right and lett, tossing his head and ratiling the
press my thankfulness and gratitude for so sigBOSTON, March 22, 1881.
by a vote of 318 to 279.—<A judgment of £300
changes in his magnetism affect the magnetism
MR. H. R. STEVENS—Dear sir: I sutfred trom
harness, they assume that he is acting in the pride
nal deliverance from a terrible disease.
You
bas been obtained against Charles ‘Bradlaugh
Canker a great whiie, and tried’ must eve ry well
of the earth. Further, the sun and moon by
of his strength and fulness of spirit; whereas the
have my consent to use this letter, should you
for having voted filegally in-the British House
known rewedy to cure me, but to no ay all.
dragging the atmosphere toward them as the
At
wish to do so, for the benefit of other sufferers,
animal 18 really suffering agonies of pam, and is
last 1 bought a bowie of V egellue, which helped
of Commons.——Serious labor troubles have
earth revolves, may cause that friction between
Yours
truly,
JAMES
ANDREWS.
me,
and I contipued to use it, Now, 1 can truth.
occurred at Barcelon® and other towns in [air and-earth,
trying to gain by these movements temporary reand alse that evaporation, which
fully say, I am permanently cured.
No. 10 Marshal St., Ida Hill.
;
Spain, and much rioting has resulted.
lief. Spare your horses, even at the risk of sacri
together may generate the supply of positive
(vuLs, very truiy,
When we consider that the medicine which
electricity in the air and negative in the earth.
FRIDAY, MARCH 31.——The British revenue
ficing style and spirit in their appearance.
Miss L. a.5POONER,
returns for the financial year ending yesterday
‘* Again,” he says, *‘ these tides'in the atmosdid
this
service
for
Mr,
Andrews
costs
8 Hawthorne Place.
Everybody knows the, cocoanut; but all do not |.
in MINNESOTA, DAKOTA,
show that the receipts amount to £85,822.282,
phere will cause the mass of it to lag behind only
one
dollar
a
bottle,
it
would
seem
that
an inctease of £1,780,994 over the previous the revolving solid earth, and ata hight of know that this nut is enclosed in a thick, spongy
ano MONTANA,
persons afflicted in like fashion, can afford the
year.-—The Czar of Russia has commuted the
thirty or forty mileg we hives layer of air covering or husk—of an inch or two in thickness.
From the Rev. S, B. Sweetdeath sentences of all the condemned Nihilists,
These husks we cut acrose in the middle and make
expense of testing its virtues.
Get it of your
which, for air, is a comparatively good conser, Pastor Grace MM. E.
with one exception, to hard labor in the
ductor of electricity. Here, then, we have not
druggist, or address.
two baskets, which can be easily suspended with
Dr. Dawid
Kennedy,
Low PRICES ; LONG TIME: REBATE FOR IMPROVEadagging of the magnet behind the conductor,
mines.
wire. As we have already suggested, there is a
Rondout, New York.
* Dr. Kennedy's FavChurch, Springfield,
MENT: REDUCED FARE AND FREIGHT TO BETTLERS
but a lagging of the conductor behind the magSATURDAY,
APRIL
great fertilizing power in the material, and there
,
1.—The
University
orite Remedy” for sale by all Druggists.
FOR FULL INFORMATION, ADDRESS
net, and hence, according to the laws of Faraboat
race
is,
wom
by
Oxford. — Ex:
Mass,
is the baske" at the same time, Large numbers
day, we may..expect a current or a gradual
. clusive Torkish intervention in Egypt is not
R. M, NEW ORT, Gen. Land Aart.
drooping kinds of cactuses and other succulent it
‘to be permitted.——Two steamers collide off heaping upof electricity in the air in the opMCITION Ths Parser.
ST. Pau, Minn.
SPRINGFIeLD, MASS., Dec. 23,
plants, which we seldom think to nse for room
posite direction to the earth’s crust.”
Cape Finisterre, Spain, and both sink. Thirty
Thus
Mr. H. R. dTEVENS—Dear Sir: Que year 1881,
the regular tibal-waves in the stmosphere
purposes, seem to thrive in this way very well.—
ago,
lives are known to have been lost.
about
the
present
me, I was aficted with Seroiuwould cause the gradual transfer of positive
Germantown Telegraph.
lous Humors, also with Catarrhi.
MONDAY, APRIL 3.—~The British GovernBoston
Produce
Report.
|
suffered
inelectricity from the poles toward the equator,
toleraby-from Neuralgia.
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fluor the rest of the night,
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This is
district, Alabama, on Tuesday night. Twelve
to be removed. and then the inner wall and the
Lantern Tower s will be restored from careful
lives are reported lost, and numerous houses
and fences were demolished.
drawings officially prepared in uccordance
with the suggestions of some of the chief aye
About half of the original strikers at Lawthorities on architecture and archaeology. It is
rence have accepted
work
in other cities.
to
produ
t
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Meanwhile about $600 has been raised by those | designed
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oN gxact
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r: theof
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the total
cost of
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estimated at-only about $32,000.
8istance are coming from many directions outside the city. There is no present prospect of It is understood that the Queen cordially approved
of
the
contemplated
work,
a settlement of the strike,
Gustave Dore has undértaken to model the
In consequence of the exorbitant price debronze statue of Alexsnder Dumas, which is
manded by the owner of the Arctic steamer
t
0 stand in the Place Mulesherbes,
‘ Lena” at Irkutsk, both Lieutenant Harber
It will be
od Mr. James Gordon Bennett declined to
|‘ he great artist’s first attempt at statuary, and
only a single copy of the work will be cast.
harter her for the * Jeannette” search expediion. Secretary Hunt has orderéd the charter. |
A carved likeness of the late Dr. J. G. Holing of another steamer on the best terms obland will soon be placed on the wall of the
tainable, and‘ the expedition will be no longer
room
aod back of the chair which he formerly
delayed.
occupied at The Century office.
Great alarm is felt at Morgan City, La., owing to the rising of the river, and the city is
Professor Wegmuller, the Munich sculptor,
threatened with submersion. A similar con- is bard at work at the monument of Baron
dition of affairs'®=xists at New Iberia, La., owJustus voa Liebig, the eminent chemist, which
ing to the rise of the Seche River.—The town
will be erected in the Public (+ardens at the
f Franklin, La., is also threatened. More
Maximilian platz of Munich.
Itis of Carrara
:heerful reports come from the overflowed
marble and over life-size.
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.of ber father’s housé in the village of

Maine,

She was the youngest of
were
fifted tm. ically. The doctused
orto
i$ young duughte
f Annie could so far
Dr.

and

’s 8ix

herself

children, all of Whom

as

abandon whén Tacs

she would sing very well.”

the necessary

ease

audience, think

late Professor
mathematician

Peirce pronounced to be the best
in the country, is now discoy-

ered to be a Pet of not a little ability.

THAT.

two

bottles

of

Kod?
HOod's

gained ten pounds and got well.
The Irishman’s definition of

Rosa Bonheur’s The Lion at Home

engraved for the exhibition in London,

Mr. F.'W. Putnam,

is to be

curator of the Peabody

Museum at Cambridge, is giviog a series
of
public lectures on American archaeology
and
ethnology, with illustrations from the
collecis the keeper. 8o great
|! ions of which
the interest in thee lectures that they have to Is
be

repeatedto acconimodaté all who wishto hear
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Dr. Sage's Catarrh Remedy
by its mild,
soothing, Sleansing » d hea ingcures
properties. This
remedy has stood
the test of
having been a
opular remedy for a quarter time,
of & century. sold
by druggists.
The climate of Greecé is so healthful
that, sure
ing 1000 years, it was visited b
only one epidem.

prophecy,—the

Mont, 13a 8c;

Pea

18c. Pea, NiC
Y.H.P. 3
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There is, after all, only one real bone of cone
tention in the world, and that is the jaw bone.

On the neck of the young man sparkles
80 gracious as enterprise.—Hafiz,

no gem

Neu-ralgia

pain would soon become
past—if suflcrers would
of Smug weed, It will
up colds and fevers, and
for sprains and bruises.

old-ralgia—a thing of the
use Dr. Plerce’s
xtract
cure rheumatism. break
is an excellent liniment

A Sun Francisco Chinaman ia named Too Too,
He does the moet msthetic washing of any Celes=
Are you 111? Dr. Russcll prescribed

Wheat

Bit:

Try it at once,

ute.

!

miu.

PEAS

855 @ 360;
885; Yellow

anada,

choice, ¥ bu

$1058

Prolifics,65 a1.00;

your medicines in stock. Down's
Elixir is sellin
tier than any Cough Medicine
have, Ind wi bh’ good results.
I
« M. Smith, Droggists, Clarkston, Mich.
Dr. Baxter's Mandrake
Bitlers give the best satisfaction of any medicine I sell. They have advertised themselves, and I warrant every bottle.
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EPPS'S COCOA.
GRATEFUL-COMFORTING,

Peerless 853 $ 95; Jack-

sons, 75 a #5c: Seedlings 90+; Burb nk Seed
lings 80 @ 5c; English and Scotch 65 § 75¢.

HAY AND STRAW. Eacte n and Northern--Choice
coarse $19a #21; Good #16 @ $18; Fine $15 a$l7;

weil as ever.

1 vol, 12mo, cloth, illus.

Sent postpaid on receipt of price.
D. LOTHROP & CO., PUBLISHERS.
32 Franklin §t., Boston.

Made simply with oiling wate
Sold in tins, (only
y

Also Epps’ Chocolate Essence for {ig
AL I NEW STYLE
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, name
on 10¢,
handsomer pack ever
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Large, New Chrom 0 Cards, no 2 alike: Pretti.
40,
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Bottles Cured Me.
SAN FRANCIS00, CAL.,
May $0, 1881.

was afflicted with a most

Mass. —bear Sir: Li
Sisagreeaile Rash for .

me w hatit was.
vas. [hyeictane
Drs.
Ww Delok unable alg to 8 et
other well-known rs Micwell,
To CNY pressed:
ed for me, some
calling it
rash, some ercniy some
poison oak, and others salt:rheum, but

all failed t give rel.ef, und I became

to bed

Tecommend it as the Ne Plo Ultra of

lood’ medi

Saul
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not sleep ur sand 10 busine a ay
Ve,
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a
i
;
R. FP, FITZGERALD.
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Canker-Humor Cured.
:

PROVIDENCE,

My, HR, Ire,

R. 1.. Feb.25, 1881.
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ie—that descr] bed by Thucydides,

PETER HENDERSON & CO.
on

application
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35 Cortiandt Street, New York.
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JAMES EPPS & C0,
Homaopathic Chemists, London,

‘

Of Mahon Bros., Dry Goods Merenunts.

hidt! go

OF "70.

Iam sure

a large sule in England
if inwoduced
souaptsy,
Believe me, yours very truly, ete.

‘Poor $12a%13; Swale Hay $9 a$l0; Rye Suaw
BREAKFAST,
choice $17; Rye Straw common to good $1 @ $16
Oat Straw $9 @ $10.
5
thorough knowledge of the natura
l laws
POULTRY & GAWR. Western—Tuarkevs, choice17- -W
overn the operations of
.
| @18c; common to fair, 14@ 1c; Chickens,choice 15 trition, and by a caver a plicaake ondiges
Hos
of
aud
the
tu
fine
16e. Common to
properties
,118°13;
Mixed Chickens Ld &
of well selected
0c0a
Turkeys,
choice
Mr. Epps has
19 @ 20c ; provided our breakfast tables
owl, 98120, N
with a de catelyCommon to good, 12 @ 150; Chickens, 14 @ 16c;
avered veverage; which may
save ug many
Chickens and Fowl. 11 &@ 13c; Geese, choice heavy
heayy doctors’ bills.
Its byt
| 12 g 14c; Geese, common to good 8a 11c; Ducks
such articles of diet thata constitut2 judicious uve of
onma,
d
| 1@ 16¢; Grouse, ¥ pair, 80 @ 9; Quail ¥ doz,
tally built u until strong enoy
h to resist a
800 g 3 50. .
tende: ney to
sease. Hundre
|
; | are floating around us, readyds toof subtle maladies
attack wherever
| =
thereis a weak point. We may escape
many a fatal
JUST PUBLISHED,
sh aft by keeping ourselves
well fortified with
find a properly nourished (ram
e,”~
C4
Sor,
vice

sompsranes movement,
»
;

Druggist, Zeeland, Mich.
Henry & Johnson’s Arnie a and oil Liniment,
for external use is equally good.

HALIFAX, N, 8, Dec. 111. 188 ..
H. R. STEVENS, E:q., Boston, Mass.—
I take pleasnre
fiw
occasion to use your well-known Veget ¢,
0
some time I felt run down from 100 close wpphion
tion to business. 1 had only used two or thi
bottles oi your popular mediclne, whe;
| felt
greatiy 1nvigoratud, and fit for almost any Lond
work in connection with our large dry good: Dui a
ness.
My sister, in Kagland, has been ailing from Nev
yous Prostration,
Waut of Appetite aud
Debility. I tuok her a bottle of Vegeline General
on my
last visit, und sent her half a dozen since.
At
last accounts, she wiites me she has greauy im,
proved, and leels as though she would soon ue a8

EARLS WHITE GLCERINE Soip

110; Cana-

da; co mon 854 95¢; Green Peas, Northern $120
a 81 45: Green
eas, Western $1 60 a 81 65¢c.
POTATOES. Aroostook Rose, ¥ bu.,1 10 a 1 15¢;
Maine Central. Rose, 110; Northern Rose, 100

@l 10;

unburn, Prickl
Cha

PEARL'S WHITE GLYCERINE (0.,
, PRO PROPRIETO RS AND SOLE PROD SER

2 75 a 2 90.

. By Helena V. Morrison.
This is a bright, sharp, aggressive book, whose
author keenly appreciates the neces:ity
for reform in church ani society. One o the’ authors
principal Shiscts is to show the wea!
8 of some
of the methods of temperance workers, and to
combat the arguments of those opposed ito the

I always keep

"

Red Kidneys,

CLASS

Two million tons of water, representing 56,000

horse power, are huried over Niugara every

For

to g0od 3 8 @ 3/46; Medium, cholos hasd pies]

i Dosh is proud ol possessing a left-handed vionisl

Vegetine in Englan ler.

purity w
‘constitutes
complexion, Ithleaches the
marvelous whiten

’ 6 real y beautiful

3
.
m,
H.P,
¥; bu, $3065 :
365; Pea N. Y. common

Eyes, improved 310 @ 3 15; Yellow Eyes, choice
flits 305 @ 310; Yellow Eyes, common,2 75 @ 3 00;

Rheumatism, disordered blood, general debility,
and many chronic diseases prooounced incurable;
are often cured by Brown’s Iron Bit.ers.

and Discoloration

Jiks"0

J
b
360;
Medium, choice
screened
Medium, common to good 280 @

ters for me and 1 never felt better.

It has already

of appe-’

Sarsapariia,

memory ot-events that-have not yet trauspired.

been purchased by Mr. Schaus.

away by the rushing stream.

EGas. Eastern,¥ doz. 1¥ 18%

A man suffering from debility and loss

tite;re took

tial in the city.

laws brin
its
of discom. ort.
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The correct style tor children’s shoes,
, thy
diseases,
tion,
colors; such as Pearl, Cir, Rronze, ete. is fancy
ete., all of which give warning vy a conruu
Steow.2
troublesome
4
EE ——————————————
Dr.
Bull's ous Syrup in tue, and
Porpoises are oficu kuowy w form a ring
Jediovs both the cause and
about
effect ur yogr ciscom- | a shoal uf swall
fish, and by*ariving trem jito a
mass obtuin 4 hearty meal.|
warning by the feeling

HIS AND

Cubanel is painting a picture of Ophelis, representing the maddened girl being swept

When she began | them.

her professional career Miss Cary was grievously nervous and constrained.
ii
Prof. 4. J. Sylvester; of Johns Hopkins Un'versity, and a Jrive man of science whom the

your

address to E. St. John, General Tick- Skim, 3.4 bo Wesltrn factory '10
and since that time various minor repairs and | et ana *assenger
@ 12¢ Be o
Agent, Chicago, and obtain our Wh pth 5 8 80; Worcester
restorations have been made. But the great | new illiustrated
choice
Western trail.
Ina A Worcester (0.,'z0od
work of all remains to be done. The Tower is
9 @ 11¢3
Worcester
BD —
Co., common 5 @ 8c; Sage, choice
14
14%;
- still scréened from the Thames hy « huge wareSage,
TP
7
~* , | common to good 10 @ 12¢.
house, built for the War Department.

18 THE BEST

Spring Medicine.
Vegetineis Sold by all Drugeists.
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